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March 17. 1897.
Reading maketh a full man. ~ 
— conference a ready man. and — 
••• writing an exact man —Bacon. ♦
One of our contemporaries wants 
to know how far the Japanese are 
going. How long Ls China?—Norfol.t 
Virginian-Pilot.
KNOX POMONA GRANGE
After a month’s vacation, Knox { 
Pomona meets again Saturday Aug. 
5, with Highland Grange. East War- 
I ren for the usual all-day session. | 
Miscellaneous business and degree j 
work wlll occupy the forenoon session. J 
This program wil] be given in the 
afternoon: Roll call, answered by all 
whose names begin with “A," naming 
"One way to economize;" address of 
wilcome. worthy master of Host 
' Grange. Austin Snow; response, J. 
O Jameson, steward of Knox Po­
mona; Rev. U. I. Holt of Warren will 
be guest speaker; vocal duet,zNancy 
Clark artd Hazel Pease; "A Talk on j 
Our Trip to World Pair, Chicago,” i 
Arthur Johnston and Erville Bart­
lett of Washington; recitation. Ruby 
Snow; singing. Grange; local news j 
sheet, John Dean; reading, chaplain I 
of Knox Pomona, Addie Norwood, 
dialogue, by Host Grange; question ! 
i“How can we better co-operate ' 
Mav Dean and others.
LIGHTNING SET FIRE THE SALUTE MARKET
Heavy Damage Sustained By 
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Bunker 
In Thomaston
CAPTURING THE OUTPOSTS
Here’s a Subject With Which ***-—►
Comparatively Few Per- Perry’s Marketeers Bid Defiance To the Elements On 
sons Are Weil Acquainted Their Annual Outing
A FRIGHTFUL EXPERIENCE
B. C. Perry, Laundry Proprietor, Drawn Into Mangle While 
Working In the Building Alone
ROCKLAND
WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.
Our business will conform in every way, both in 
spirit and letter, with the
N. I. R. A.
The National Industrial Recovery Act
Open at 7.30 A. M.—Close at 5.00 P. M.
The principal loss from Sunday’s 
protracted electrical storms, as far as 
Knox County is concerned, fell on 
Mr. and Mrs. W K. Bunker of upper 
Beechwoods street, Thomaston. A 
large barn and connecting shed were 
destroyed and the main house quite 
badly damaged. The house was oc­
cupied by two families, the Bunkers 
and Mr. and Mrs Robert Andrews, 
the two latter being away for the 
weekend.
The first knowledge the Bunkers 
had of the lire was from the warn­
ings of neighbors and at that time 
the big barn was already doomed. 
Willing hands removed most of the 
furniture to a house across the way 
owned by Mr. and Mrs. Bunker, so 
the furniture loss was light. Dam­
age to buildings was insured.
The blaze was well beyond the hyd­
rant zone, so the Thomaston fire de­
pat tment, drawing a limited supply 
from reservoirs and pumping through 
long hose lines, was badly hampered, 
but did a fine piece of work ln saving 
the main house. A connecting build­
ing was razed to allow this to be done 
and Rockland firemen who saw the 
fight are unstinted in their praise.
Mr. and Mrs Bunker will have 
their home in tlie Ftehan house on 
Main street which they formerly 
occupied.
WATTS HALL CONCERT
Interesting Event Is Slated For Fri 
day Niglit, Under Episcopal Auspices
The salute market is experiencing
a mild boom Two “booms," ln fact,! Stormy petrel1: ccu!d scarcely havc 
have been added to the courtesy sal- stltcled u more unpromlsln; night 
ute for Governors of American Slates 10 embark on a picnic than did the 48
bv Presidential decree i nien who left Pt‘rrys Market at 11.30oy ^residential decree. , Saturday night, bound lor Green's
Henceforth Governors visiting island. Darker'n a pocket it was.
Army or Navy posts within thelr own with the sky heavily overcast, but 
States will ibe entitled to 19-gun sa- progress of the Calista Morrill 
.u .. ... ' was made safe for democracy by thelutes, placing them on parity with \ _____ ____________________J
members of the Presidential Cabinet. "
Formerly Governors received 17 guns. I
“Salute by gunfire is an ancient j 
ceremony that grew out of custom and 
usage,” says a bulletin from the Wash- ! 
ington, D. C. headquarters of the 
National Geographic Society. "Once 
strong nations compelled weaker I 
ones to salute by gunfire as an act of 
submission. During the seventeenth 
century fine points in matters of In- i 
ternational courtesy sometimes even 1 
led to hostility between. States of ,
Europe.
Now All Salutes Are Returned
“Because the earliest gunpowder I 
greetings were largely forced affairs i 
on parties of the second part, vessels 
and shore forts of stronger nations j
could reply to them or not as they J keen vision of Bill Weed, who stood ! would also have received that as his 
saw fit. • But custom gradually ! in the bow, like Washington crossing 
changed. With the spread of the idea ^he Delaware, except that George was
With the shifting of scenes Bll’ 
Caven became the new muster oi 
ceremonies. "Scrip” Whittier of 
Rockport caught the first fish and 
the largest fish, receiving a crisp ten- 
dollar bill for his good luck. Larry 
Lulkin earned $5 by catching the 
most fish, and if there had been a 
prize for the greatest variety hi
—w
Of course there was a little game of hanky-punk
fi
looking for Hessians and ice cakes 
while Bill was looking for bell buoys
A quarter hour of agony, in whico 
he faced tlie possibility of a terrible 
death, was the experience Sunday 
morning of Benjamin C. Perry, pro­
prietor of the Peoples Laundry, 
when he became entangled In the 
massive machinery of the laundry- 
mangle.
Always an early riser, Mr. Perry 
had gone to the laundry on Limerock 
street before 7 o'clock having in 
mind the covering of one of the 
mangle rolls while the plant was 
shut down.
He was making excellent progress 
j with this task when suddenly his 
I left arm was drawn between t.he re- 
j volvlng rolls. In an attempt to free 
1 it his right hand also became im­
prisoned. Bracing himself to pre­
tuple* rooms ln the building adjoln- 
,ng. He sensed immediately what 
had happened and ran half clad into 
the laundry. His work for that es­
tablishment did not include experi­
ence with the mangle, but seizing 
a wrench he went to work desper­
ately, and in five minutes had re­
moved the heavy section which re­
leased Mr. Perry, assisted by Fred 
Howard, employe at. the neighboring 
barber shop.
A number of other persons had 
arrived meantime, and the Injured 
man was placed aboard the Burpee 
ambulance and removed to Knox 
Hospital, where Dr. Fogg assumed 
charge of the case. It was found 
that Mr. Perry's left arm and hand 
were badly squeezed, or crushed, and 
there ls a badly lacerated wound In 
the elbow region. There is a small
vent being drawn farther into the wound on the right hand.
remorseless jaws, ^fr Perry began 
shouting at the ton of his voice.
Early risers on Sunday morning 
know that very few’ persons are 
abroad in that locality at 7 a. m., 
and to the imprisoned man, suffer­
ing torture, lt must have seemed an
A fortunate circumstance is seer, 
in the fact that stormy weather had 
prevented Mr. Kaler from going out 
of town, as had been his intention. 
The rapidity with which he worked 
to remove Mr Perry from the ma­
chine may he Judged from the fact
Removal Of Office To 79 Park Street
the residence of the late Mrs. Emma I rohock
“SCIENTIFIC CHIROPRACTIC CORRECTLY 
APPLIED’’
DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
ROCKLAND’S CHIROPRACTOR 
Bv Appointment—Same Telephone Nuniber 1163 
CHIROPRACTIC MEANS DREGLESS HEALING
I
90-91 |
WENTWORTH
MILLINERY
CAMDEN, ME.
ON SALE AUGUST 1st
$10 and $15 DRESSES, at....................................  $7.75
$4 and $6 DRESSES, at....................... 2.00 and 4-00
$ 12.50 WHITE AND COLORED COATS, at 8.75
HATS marked to.................................. 1.00 and 2.00
90-91
Music lovers have a treat in store 
! in the concert to be presented at 
Watts Hall, Thomaston, Friday eve- 
, ning at 8.15. under the auspices of 
! the Episcopal Church. H. Welling­
ton Smith, well known baritone and 
; voice teacher, is acting as director 
' and with him will appear four of his 
artist-pupils—Eunice Trusdale and 
Georgia Smith, sopranos; Edna Mer­
ritt, contralto; George Tinker, tenor 
Edna Wellington Smith will act as 
: accompanist, and Carl Webster, New 
England's own 'cellist, will contribute 
to the program. It is expected there 
will be a pianist of note to appear as 
one of the soloists, but this feature
is being retained as a surprise.
Mr. Smith has made noteworthy 
appearances as soloist in many parts 
cf the country and in Europe, both in 
concert and in conjunction with 
symphony orchrstras. As voice coach 
he has presented many of the well 
known concert singers of the day 
among them Louise Bernhardt, for­
merly of the Chicago Opera Company 
and a favorite radio artist. Mrs 
Tiuesdale and Miss Merritt, known 
to radio as The Music Lovers, and 
Mr. Tinker, were heard in a Thom­
aston concert last year, their fln> 
artistry being recalled by all those 
w’ho heard them. Miss Smith who is 
a Portland resident is a young singer 
| of great promise.
The tickets are priced at a ver>’ 
reasonable figure, to make it passible
J fcr everyone to attend.
A VINALHAVEN CORPORATION
The Vinaihaven Grocery Company. 
Ire has been organized with a capi­
talization of $10,000. Allston P Rob­
erts is president and Robert S. Arey 
is treasurer.
of equality between nations, gunfire 
salutes were returned ’gun for gun.’ j and sich like.
This is now universal practice among [ Green's Island was finally nego
civilized nations.
“The most widely-used salute to­
day is the International, which con­
sists of twenty-one guns fired one 
after another. The ceremony and 
the number of guns was taken over 
by the United 8tates from the British.
"Why did the British choose
tiated at 1 a. in. and the crew was 
not long in debarking. Carroll At­
kinson, as self-appointed master ol 
ceremonies, proceeded to make some 
very nice coffee, which was used in 
washing down an appetizing lunch 
of eggs, boiled ham and rival bever­
ages.
With this feast under their belts 
the marketeers were fully prepared
line brought In everything from dog­
fish to sculplns.
A sudden squall drove the boat tolmany women would have done at 
tlie lee of Matinicus Island where the beholding such a spectacle followed 
Mr. Perry’s instructions and shut off 
the power.
This, of course, did not release 
the imprisoned man’s arms. This 
1 task fell to Sanford A. Kaler, Jr, 
: an employe of the laundry who oc-
eternit.y before the flrst person ar- that lt required nearly an hour to 
rived on the scene. i replace the part which had been re-
That person was Emily C. Gross, : moved.
well known to patrons of the Lime- . The reports as to Mr. Perry's con- 
rock Restaurant as "Tiggv.” She1 dition which were in circulation 
ran to the laundry, and instead of throughout the city yesterday were 
fainting or becoming hysterical, as very much exaggerated. It was true 
that he was suffering from almost
QUAKER STAGES BUS
“THE BUSINESS MAN’S EXPRESS”
(Special) Leaves Rockland Daily 7,30 A. M. Arrives Boston 2.15 P. M. 
Additional Trips 10.10 A. M. 4.40 P. M. 1.40 (Midnight) 
THROUGH, FAST, SAFE, SERVICE—FARE $4.00 
FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION—CALL 
THE CORNER DRUG STORE 378; ROCKLAND HOTEL 580 
89-91
REMEMBER!
| The dog is the only animal that will 
leave his kind and follow man. I have 
extra fine FOX 'TERRIER and Black 
COCKER SPANIEL PUPS. Wonder­
ful companions for children. Good 
hunting dogs.
DR. SHERMAN, Rockland Tel. 598-W 
91-93
twenty-one as the number of guns to do justice to the entertainment
. ., , . ............................... ... which was put on impromptu like.suitable for an International salute? TllUi opened wWh a barn dance by
"In the earliest days of saluting, j Ronald Abbott and Lew Small, who 
British men-of-war fired seven guns, I did a remarkably good chore consid- 
The number seven was taken, it is «rin8 that tbe nearest thing to a
believed, because of its mystical and presently the echoes were sent fly- 
symbolical significance. Among an- jng with music by a quartet, which 
cient nations and in the Bible seven ■ was different than mast quartet's it
is The Sacred Number.' Astronomy 1 that 11 was composed of 10 or 12 sing- 
. .. ers. among the principal offen— vo- once listed seven ’planets, and the clUgts Abbo(t Elmpr
phases of the moon changed every i Trask. Bill Caven, Snook Perry and 
seven days. In the Bible creation was j Ray Greene. Tlie vocalism extend-
I finished in seven days, and every 
I seventh year was sabbatical."
"But while early British regulations 
stated that ships might fire only 
: seven guns, shore batteries were al­
lowed three guns to every one on ship­
board. It was explained that powder 
made from sodium nitrate spoiled on 
shipboard, but it was easy to keep on 
land. The multiple three was chosen, 
j too, because it has had mystical and 
symbolical importance from remote 
times.
Twenty-One Guns International 
Salute
"When better gunpowder was made, 
the salute at sea was raised to equal 
that on land. By common agreement 
to-day the International salute of all 
civilized nations is twenty-one guns 
In the United States twenty-one Is 
also the National Salute, given for the 
President, ex-Presidents, heads of 
foreign governments, members of a 
reigning royal family, and for the 
flag.
"Once our National Salute was one
Tas
Umpiring for Perry's Marketeers isn't 
all it's cracked up to be
i BASSIC K BROTHERS 
South Thomaston
! Fine Memorials in Granite
{Represented by 85-T-tf
' C. H. WOODCOCK
I Tel. 56-3 Thomaston, Me. I
"I could make a world's eliampeen out 
of that Connon boy," said Bill Caven
Marketeers continued to fish until 
everybody got wet.
Xlic expedition landed at Matinicus 
at 9 a. m. where sightseeing was in­
dulged In until lunch was ready To
unbearable pain—as might well be 
expected from the nature of his in­
juries—but he had a good night, last 
night, and, the word from the hospi­
tal today offers much encouragement. 
It wlll be a few days before the final 
outcome can be determined.
SEAFARERS WILL MISS IT
Tenant’s Harbor Light Station To Be Discontinued—Other 
Notices To Mariners
George E. Eaton, superintendent of | guished July 27, 1933, will be rellght- 
lighthouses, announces these changes: i ed as soon as practicable. (Light List,
Atlantic Coast and Local Light List. 
New England Coast. 1933. No. 101).Tenant's Harbor Light Station—
Light and fog signal to be dlscon-1 winter Harbor Light Station— 
tlnued; lighted bell buoy established Light and fog signal to be dlscon- 
about Sept 1. Tenant's Harbor Light- tlnued; lighted bell buoy to be estab-
ed Bell Buoy, 1, to be established in 
60 feet. 250 yards, 72 deg. 30 min. from
this feast, which Included lobsters 1 Hbarb°I Lighthouse Buo>
and fixings the townspeople wer(. *’>1 be black and will show a flashing 
bidden, and 65 robust appetites were ' white light every 3 seconds. flashOT
: appeased. , seconds, eclipse 2.7 seconds, of 390
lished about Sept. 1. Winter Harbor 
Lighted Bell Buoy to be established 
in 30 feet, 185 yards 159 deg. from 
Winter Harbor Lighthouse Buoy will 
be red and black horizontally banded, 
and will show a flashing white light
Then came the departure for thc candlepower 16 feet above water vis- every 6secondsjlash 1 second, eclipse 
lble 9 miles. Tenant s Harbor Light 5 seconds, of 390 candlepower, 16 feet 
and fog bell to be permanently dis- , above water, visible 9 miles. Winter 
continued. Structure will remain and | ftarbor Light and fog bell to be per- 
be known as Tenant's Harbor Beacon, manently discontinued. Structure 
Seacoast—Boon Island Ledge Light- I will remain and be known as Winter 
ed Whistle Buoy 22A, reported extin- J Harbor Beacon.
"THIS THING MUST STOP”
i ball grounds. Abbott as chauffeu: 
did some skillful navigating, b 
avoiding one of the poles. Caver,
, took the pitchers in hand, and inci­
dentally voiced the belief that lit 
J could make a white hope for th<
[ prize ring out of Wilbur Connon.
Matinicus did not entei organized 
i baseball this season so two teams 
I were drafted from thc Marketeers 
with Charles Schofield and Ronald 
Abbott as rival captains, and 14 men ! Religious meetings may not be dis- 
on a side At the end of five innings 1 turbed with impunity, as was learned
CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
OFFERS
Its Six Per Cent 
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A Home Company and Local Investment 
Legal For Maine Savings Banks 
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly, 
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable 
as a whole or in part at $ 105 a share.
This stock, issued under the approval of the 
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors 
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest, 
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at 
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock­
land, Maine.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
109-S-tf
DANCE
East Union Pavilion
Under New Management
WED. NIGHT, AUG. 2
Music by “Overlock's Old Timers” 
THE BIG FIVE
Dancing Starts 8 P. M. Standard 
Admission—Men 35c; Ladies 15c 
91*lt
ed from grand opera to Matinicus. It 
was deemed advisable to finish the 
program with "My Wild Irish Rose," 
gun for each State. Ftrst authorized in .,nd of C0Urse there was an Immediate 
1810, the National Salute had grown , search for an Irish soloist. Tom 
to twentyone guns In 1818. The num- Foley, who confessed to being half
ber of euns Increased steadilv with IrUh' served unU1 the arrtval of Pop ber 01 guns increased steadily wnn Han)ey who rates 100 percent. 
the growth of the nation, until 1841, Matching'coins was the next di- 
when the National Salute was re- , version, this being interrupted by a 
duced to twenty-one guns. In 1875 shower which left the sportsmen all 
the United States also formally ac- wet'
cepted twenty-one guns as the Inter­
national Salute.
"This country has also an extra­
special ceremony known as the 'Salute 
to the Nation,' which consists of one 
gun for each of the 48 States. This 
mimic war is staged only at noon on 
July Fourth at American military
posts, although lt has been given on a | -------
few other notable occasions, such as ' Qne Should Think Before 
the death of a President.”
Everybody made a scram for thc 
boat, and while there was hardly 
shelter enough to go around lt was 
case of any port in a storm. Abbott 
displayed his ability as a raconteur, 
and kept the boys well entertained 
until break of day when the expedi­
tion left for the fishing grounds.
WHAT IS ECONOMY?
by three Somerville young men after 
appearing in Rockland Municipal 
Court.
The respondents were Ross Hysler, 
Vivan McDaniels and Harvey Emery. 
Each was obliged to pay costs of 
court, amounting to $12.32. and each 
was sentenced to two monthi In Jail, 
the latter being suspended.
The cases of McDaniels and Emery
were heard by Recorder Miles yes­
terday, each respondent pleading 
"guilty." The recorder made it plain 
that the Jail sentence would have to 
be served in the event of further 
trouble, and that the sentence would 
be 30 days additional in the case ot 
non-payment of costs.
“This sort, of thing has got to 
stop," declared Recorder Miles. "It 
may be fun for you but it Is a serious 
matter for those who worship."
HUMAN FLY CLIMBS TONIGHT
1 the score was 4 to 0 in favor of the 
I Schofieldians and the desire for 
j sleep had overcome the ambitions of 
the players.
The expedition embarked for home 
at 3 p. m., entertained on the return 
voyage by George W. Wheeler, har­
monica player extraordinary; and 
Waiter Kaler, the harmony king.
This sketchy account of the annual 
picnic overlook1- many other Interest­
ing events, all of which will be talked 
over when the boys have sought the 
chimney corners Instead of the sunny 
side of the market on Limerock street
part"n7he8h’aptpv°extSio^0 .. O('°^ RoUins nationally known
Ronald Abbott, Larry Lufkin. War-1 Human Fly and daredevil, who 
ren Davis, Lee Oliver, H. Connon. gave his daring exhibition here 
Lewis Small, Lewis Hanley, Scup 1 about 10 years ago. will attempt to 
Whittier. Ensign Winchenbaugh fCaJe the Cobb.chase. block ln whlch 
Ralph Cave0- Ocorge Wheeler, Scott jjnigbts Of Pythias Ixidge is located 
Mejvin. W. Connon, Snook Perry, El­
mer Trask, George Wooster, Charles 
Schofield. Bill Caven. Carroll Atkin­
son, Harry Phillips, Walter Kaler.
Gus Huntley, Thomas Foley. Benedict c , 1 r?- c- 1 l„
Winchenbaugh. Bill Weed, Clark Sta- ->even Local r irms Sign Up 
pies, Snook Kaler, Al Thomas. Skim 1 
Small, Harold Leeman, O. K Frank- ' 
lin. Paul Taylor, Bob Demuth, Parker '
Demmons. C. Proctor, Teddy Lewis
tonight at 7.45. The "Fly" says that 
although he has tackled hundreds of 
the tallest skyscrapers he has never 
found one he could not conquer. A 
record crowd is expected to be on 
hand to sec this daredevil of dizzy 
heights.
THE CLOTHING STORE
Under Terms of President ’s 
Employment Plan
terport vacancy while Howard M. 
Ooodwin of Brewer, was appointed 
clerk in the Bangor office.
The transfers and appointment 
were confirmed by the officials as of 
July 24.
Fred Lewis, Fred Tripp, Eddie Bar- i 
nard, Earl Perry, Morris B. Perry. '
Oakland Park
NO DANCE TONIGHT
WAIT FOR THURSDAY NIGHT 
RAFFNELL’S GEORGIANS 
With EDDIE FERRY, Star Comedian
49-t?
W. J. TAIT 
Expert Watch and 
Clock Maker
Specialize en Chimes and French 
Clock*
All Work Guaranteed 
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse 
Jeweler
Now Located at
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE 
404 Main Street Rockland
ALL KINDS OF
BEER
15c
A Bottle
DAWSON’S ALE
Right Out of the Wood 
10 CENTS A GLASS
CHAPE’S LUNCH
470 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND 
86*lt
STRAND THEATRE
It is "Gold Diggers of 1933" which 
opened last night at Strand Theatre 
J and which thrilled its flrst audiences 
into wild acclaim, a daring challenge 
I to those who believe they have seen 
everything, heard everything that the 
.screen has to offer! It is as different 
as it is spectacular; as entertaining as 
it ts breath-taking. It is amusement 
| spelled with capital letters and ex- 
| clamation points. It Is new! It is 
j beautiful! It ts not to be missed by 
j anybody—for any reason! The bril- 
1 liance of the cast assembled by War- 
j ner Bros, for this picture is a fair 
i gauge of its extraordinary entertain- 
; ment value. There is Warren Wil­
liam, ordinarily starring in his own 
pictures, heading the cast. There is 
Joan Blondell, also a star in her own 
right and the four Gold Digging show 
girls who set out to “work" a couple 
of fans with the release of her first
picture, “42nd Street.”
"Gold Diggers of 1933" will be shown 
again today and tomorrow.
Announced as a rich combination 
of laughs and romance, Ramon No- 
varro's latest starring attraction "The 
Barbarian," will be shown Thursday. 
The picture was directed by Sam 
Wood, who produced the highly suc­
cessful Marie Dressier and Polly Mo­
ran vehicle, "Prosperity." Its cast in­
cludes, besides the'star, Myrna Loy. 
—adv.
Curtailing Cost of Auto 
Radio
Because two horses cannot do the 
work of four, it Is unreasonable to 
expect a four tube radio to perform 
as a seven tube set. If a farmer at­
tempted to economize by using two 
horses in a four horse harvester, he 
would ruin his horses and learn by 
the experience that thrift was not 
necessarily spending the smallest 
amount possible, but it is spending 
ones money most wisely. Likewise 
why buy an auto-radio which is 
cheap, underpowered for this ter­
ritory, only to learn that your pur­
chase is a waste of time and money.
Stanley C. Boynton, the local 
agent for the Motorola, claims that 
Motorola reception is 100 per cent 
better and costs only forty per cent I 
more than cheaper sets. Not only , 
ls the reception superior, but dis­
tance as well as local stations can 
be tuned-in even in the daytime. 
"Endurance and low maintenance 
costs,” states Mr. Boynton should 
also be considered by the wise buyer. 
Thrift means the best investment; 
Motorola is the best Investment, be­
cause It will last longer and con-1
tinue to give good reception where 
the cheaper sets will not.
One Ls lucky to get across the 
country In a bargain car; whereas 
crossing in a good automobile Ls not 
even a feat. “Why,” asks Mr.
Boynton, "should you expect to get 
distance without trouble and dissat­
isfaction with a bargain set?" It 
is very true that four of the new 
type tubes which are advertised to 
be in some sets will do the work of 
seven tubes. However, the seven 
tubes of which four do the work are 
of old type, and are not used in any 
modern auto radio sets. The Mo­
torola has four tubes which are ln 
the cheaper sets, plus three stages 
of amplification, thus giving un­
paralleled selection and volume 
Mr. Boynton has sold several Mo- 
torolas in and about Rockland, and 
has also replaced cheaper sets which Which Affect the Personnel Of Three
We can not understand why, wh'-t 
making a movie out of a book, lt is 
not thought good form to read the 
book.—Rochester Democrat.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would 
have made 1 rule to read some poetry 
and listen to some music at least once 
a week The loss of these tastes ls a 
loss of happiness-.—Charles Darwin.
Tuesday, Aug. 1st, all the terms of 
President Roosevelt’s employment 
agreement as apply themselves to our 
organizations, go into effect. The 
minimum wage becomes $14 No em­
ploye may work more than 40 hours 
in any one week, with such excep­
tions as the agreement provides for 
in the case of employes ln a mana­
gerial or executive capacity now re­
ceiving more than $35 a week -------- •
Our store hours will be from 8 a. m. some time at eve
to 5.30 p. m. Monday through Friday tlme ,t eve, whfn th, tlde „ ,ow.
and from 8 a. m. to 10 p. m. on Satur- j 1 shall slip my mooring and eall 
day. Thus the total of our store »way
hours wlll be 61 ’i while thc employes Wg? \°n 'bTyX^*
may work no more than 40 hours. : In thc silent hush of the twilight pale,
J F. Gregory Sons Co., Burpee & When the night stoops down to em-
I.amb. L. E. Blackington, Mike Ar- . . ,?r*ce,the «. ' , _ , „ And the voices call ln the waters flow—mata, B L. Segal, Willis I Ayer, S gome time at eve. when the tide is low.
Rubenstein
SOME "EASTERN" CHANGES
have been unsatisfactory. Motorola? 
are also adaptable for motorboats 
and yachts —adv.
SPEND 40% MORE
AND GET 100%
BETTER RECEPTION AND 
PERFORMANCE
And eliminate the necessity for con­
stant maintenance expense of the 
low price sets.
BUY A MOTOROLA
STAN BOYNTON
At Maine Air Transport Co.
Ports On the Penobscot River
Changes in the personnel of the 
officials of the Eastern Steamship 
Company as agents ln three ports of 
Penobscot river were confirmed by 
W. K Irving, vice president, and A. 
B. Sharp, comptroller of the corpora­
tion.
The series of changes was occa­
sioned by the vacation of the office of 
the general agent at Belfast, b” 
James W Robertson, which occurred 
during the latter part of last week. 
E J. Eaton, general agent at Winter- 
port, was transferred to Belfast to 
fill the position left vacant by Mr 
Robertsoi* Barrington Ivers, clerk 
at thc office of the General Agent ln 
Bangor, was transferred to the Win-
I shall slip my mooring and sail away.
Through the purpling shadows that 
darkly trail
O'er the ebbing tide of the Unknown 
Sea.
I shall fare me away, with a dip of sail 
And a ripple of waters to tell the tale
Ot a lonely voyager, sailing away 
To the Mystic Isles, where at anchor
lay
The craft of those who have sailed 
before
O'er the Unknown Sea to the Unseen 
Shore.
A few who have watched me sail away 
Wlll miss my craft from the busy bay;
Some friendly barks that were an­
chored near.
Some loving souls that my heart held 
dear,
In silent sorrow wlll drop a tear—
But I shall have peacefully furled my
sail
In moorings sheltered from storm or 
gale.
And greeted the friends who have 
selled before
O'er the Unknown Sea to the Un­
seen Shore.
—Lizzie Clark Hardy.
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The Courier-Gazette playing the game
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
And now abideth faith, hope, 
charity, these three; but the greatest 
of these is charity.—I Cor. 13:13.
ALWAYS A PROBLEM
If the world could discover a solu­
tion of the problem tied up in what 
Is denominated the criminal mind, it 
might establish a long step forward 
In the straightening out of society— 
employing the term in its general 
application to the human race, and 
not to that little group which occa­
sionally arrogates to itself the pleas­
ure of high-hatting the rest of the 
community. For example, there is 
the convict in our local state prison, 
who the other day. seizing his oppor­
tunity as a "trusty,” walked out on 
his job into the more congenial 
atmosphere of freedom. His sentence 
had only six weeks to run. six weeks 
of relative case and comfort, to be 
followed by salaried employment, al­
ready arranged for him. He knew’ 
that his capture meant lengthened 
imprisonment. But there you are, 
with no solution to it. If it wasn't 
for the criminal mind there would 
be no criminals.
THIS ONE USED TACKS
Speaking of the criminal mind, the 
student finds himself helpless in the 
bewildering ramifications of it. Here 
is the press story of the sowing of 
thousand of tacks over the parking 
space at the Rockingham race track. 
It took a score of men several weary 
hours to harvest these little enemies 
of the rubber tire. This is an ingeni­
ous manifestation of the perverted 
mind. We do not recall another 
occasion of its practice on a scale so 
ambitious.
WHEX WHISKERS HAD VOGUE
The chin whisker has almost com­
pletely faded from the old-time pic­
ture of New England. This is a gen­
erally accepted fact. Henry Bailey 
Stevens, a playwright and member of
GIANTS MEET AGAIN TONIGHT
A. S. Peterson Has Some­
thing To Say About Indus- Stage Set For Battle Royal At Community Park—Enter 
trial Recovery Act Clyde Sukeforth—Last Night’s Comedy
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
The Industrial Recovery Act will
succeed only as we make it succeed.
If all business does not co-operate I
This Week's Games
Tonight—St. George at Rockland. 
Wednesday—Rockland at Waldo-
under the leadership of the President boro
“ x , - Thursday—St. George at Camden
Friday—Camden at St, George. 
Saturday—Open dale.
It cannot work out 
If the plan fails it will be because
business has failed to use its oppor­
tunity and its obligations.
On the other hand, if business will 
courageously aid, for the beginning at 
least, unselfishly co-operate, I am 
sure we can bring back prosperity.
It will be a controllable prosperity.
The main concern of the Govern­
ment must be the millions of unem­
ployed. As soon as the unemployed j Thom|ston .......... l
of the community become wage earn- st. Oeorge ............. l
ers again they will start spending. J Waldoboro ............ 1
That will mean Increased sales for Camden ............... 0
retailers. • • • •
The next concern of the govern- i
ment is to see that every man and '
woman who labors is paid a decent. In a one-sided contest, marked by 
comfortable, assuring wage. Nothing Waldoboros uncanny faculty of hit- 
in the world can stop the people them where they weren t. Cam­
drawing higher wages from spendng den.n25t ,wll^ a Waterloo at Valley- 
those wages, in retail stores. "ew Park Saturday afternoon. Be-
The League Standing
Rockland and Thomaston are tied 
for first place in the early showing. 
Here are the figures:
W
Rockland ............... I
L
0
0
1
1
PC 
1.000 
1 000 
.500 
.500 
.000
We have received our orders as to 
what part, of this experiment will be 
required of us. These first steps ap­
pear to be a hardship perhaps an in­
justice. but we must disregard them 
that way. Jus^ figure that we are
fore the game started Umpire Wood- 
lock was presented with Camden's 
written protest, based on the fact 
that Waldoboro's lineup included the 
ex-leaguer. Clyde Sukeforth. late of 
Brooklyn. Manager Brown of the
helping finance a new movement to home team defended on the ground 
prosperity. Somebody has to lead the that Sukeforth s home is in the dis- 
__ thp t-nct from which the
Brewer; Lord Daly and Wadsworth; 
Thomas and Lord. Umpires, Wood- 
lock and Borneheimer. Scorer. 
Winslow. • • • •
Thoma-ton 10, Waldob-ro 9
Last night's exhibition at. Com­
munity Park was interesting because 
of its closeness, but received no bou­
quets on account of merit. Neither 
side was up to its standard, and the 
game contained many more errors 
than the score really shows.
Interest naturally centered on 
Clyde Sukeforth. the ex-Leaguer 
He was assigned to left garden, but 
In t.he sixth inning was brought into 
the box to replace Ralph Brewer who 
was not going too well in the box 
While Sukeforth has been catching 
in the big league, he - is also a 
pitcher, and some of the fans recall 
when he and his father constituted 
a reversible battery. In the last fil­
ing he fanned three in a row. The 
crowd gave him a nice hand when 
he went to bat.
Maurice Sawyer led the offen­
sive with four hits in four times up. 
His side kick Condon allowed only 
four hits and not one of Waldoboro's 
nine runs was earned.
The score:
Thomaston
PLANS HARD SWIM
Swimming with hands tied behind 
his back, feet and knees also tied 
wearing an entire army uniform, 
overcoat, pack. and. In addition, tow­
ing a boat full of passengers is the 
most unusual stunt promised by Andy 
Gault of Iowa at Tillson Wharf Sun­
day Au? 6 at 2.30 o'clock.
He says he has crossed the Missis­
sippi this way, thereby getting hl 
pictures in the movies and the New 
York Sunday papers.
•He swixTis part of the time on his 
baek, sometimes on his side, and a 
good share or the time on his breast 
the latter melhod requiring extra 
good lungs as he is under water most 
of the time. The work is all done by 
the legs and feet, the arms being en­
tirely useless.
Crass channel and marathon swim­
mers are becoming numerous these 
days but it is doubtful if any of them 
would care to try tills stunt.—adv. •
ROCKPORT
New Fail Showing
Marinette Knit Suits and Dresses
: : AT : :
Fuller - Cobb - Davis
Second Floor Nine A. M.
Thursday, August 3rd
t
Complete Marinette Line of New Fall Models—Order 
Any Suit or Dress in Color Combination You Desire
way. Somebody has to make the 
initial investment out of which a new I 
prosperity can be developed. It is only 
Just and proper that this should be 
done by employers of labor. It can. 
in fact, be done by nobody else What 
is more, we should do so gladly and 
enthusiastically.because higher wages 
and wages for those who had no wages 
over a long period, are going to mean 
more business and a chance to earn a 
livable, net profit.
When you see this new set-up dont 
start hollering your heads off with 
objections. Don't take your losses 
during this depression, and don't take 
your volume of sales, as an index of 
whether your business can stand 
higher minimum wages, and the em­
ployment of more people made neces­
sary by shorter working hours. Have 
a little faith. If this plan works out, 
in time your volume of business will 
have increased to a point where the 
new rates anil seem lower, in fact too 
loir.
If it does not work, and if not 
carried out ICO",, then we shall be 
back in the slough of despond again, 
and the question whether your losses 
have increased a little will be of com­
paratively no importance. It will be
teams are per­
mitted to select plavers. and that 
other Knox and Lincoln teams had 
been seeking the distinguished back­
stop.
It was not Sukeforth who won the 
game however. His prestige may 
have had the effect of overawing the 
opposition, but the real determining 
factor was Waldoboro's ability to 
lilt safely.
In the verv first inning that team 
collected four nice singles off Green­
law, and these, added to one of 
Boggs' perennial singles .t.wo walks 
and a patch, gave the home team the 
nice start of five runs—enough to 
win the game, it so proved. Camden's 
offense was not so good, for only 
five hits were made off Hilton's 
smooth delivery, and three of those 
were registered by the jocose Mister 
Plaisted.
What did Clyde Sukeforth do? 
First off he showed Plaisted that 
stealing second with third occupied 
isn't done. The way he shot the ball 
to Boggs was a caution. Boggs mis- j
E. Grafton. If 
M. Sawyer, c
Stone, cf .....
Walker, rf ...
Malone, ss ...
Felt. 2b .......
Mason. 3b ........ 4
Hall, lb ....
Condon, p .
I R. Brewer, p. 3b
Sukeforth. 
Kuhn, lb
If. P
Thomaston ....
Waldoboro ......
Two-base hit.
tire faculty of the University of New 
Hampshire, declaring that the chin a case whether you are up at 
whisker type has disappeared, sug- ' the head of the line outside of the
gests that authors and scenario writ­
ers drop that rural trade-mark and 
evolve a more modern type to char­
acterize New England. From our 
own city the chin whisker has quite 
completely vanished. We think if 
you go the length of Main street you 
will fail to encounter a single dem­
onstration of that one time quite 
universal adornment of the business 
countenance. At the moment we can 
summon to the reminiscent eye some 
distinguished exponents of tha,t 
period following the Civil War. dur­
ing whose years of strife the whisker 
had enjoyed a countrywide celebration. 
John T. Berry, foremost in business 
and banking circles: A. J. Bird, a 
leading business figure of the North- 
end; Capt. Israel Snow, of similar 
prominence at the Southend; H N 
Keene. Orris S. Andrews. Wm. O. 
Fuller. Hczckiah Wight, A. J. Ers­
kine. C. G. Moffitt—the line could 
be indefinitely lengthened, but these 
suffice to suggest the quite universal 
favor with which the whisker was re­
garded by representative citizens.
The fading of chin whiskers from 
public view was gradual but effective 
A numerous group of Main street bar­
bershops busily contributed to their 
elimination, and then the safety razor 
stepped in and made the thing 
unanimous.
bankruptcy court, or whether you 
Join the procession a little later.
These are great days in which to 
live and be in business. Only a few 
months ago this statement would 
have been challenged from all direc­
tions. If everyone who reacts thl 
does not agree with me, at least the 
viewpoint must be less pessimistic.
These are great days because we 
are uniting as a nation in the pur­
pose of a great experiment inau­
gurated by the President of these 
United States, and one of which he 
publicly and frankly said he did not 
know what the outcome would be.
Milliosn of men and women out of 
work, the volume of business gen-
THE LITTLE POSTAGE STAMP
Another postage stamp will be 
warmly hailed by the ardent devotees 
of that form of "collecting." This 
time It is a stamp designed to pro­
mote the spirit of co-operation in the 
nation-wide recovery campaign and 
is likely to prove very popular. Abou' 
mid-August should find it on sale at 
the local pastofficc. and much in de­
mand. The Issuing of new designs in 
stamps meets with general public 
favor. Wo continue to harbor a 
belief that some day the postal de­
partment in response to earnest 
solicitation, will put forth that stain' 
commemorating Gen. Henry Knox
BELLOW ING CONTESTS
ab r bh tb po a e r
3 2 1 1 1 0 0
4 2 4 5 4 0 0
4 1 1 1 2 0 1
2 1 1 1 0 0 0
4 1 1 1 2 4 3
4 0 1 1 1 5 0
 0 0 0 0 3 0
4 2 1 2 14 0 2
4 1 1 1 0 3 1
33 10 12 13 24 15 7 1
ldoboro
ab r hk tb po a c
5 1 0 0 0 1 1
4 0 i 1 5 3 1
5 1 0 0 6 1 0
5 1 0 0 1 3 0
3 2 o 2 1 1 0
4 2 1 1 5 0 0
3 1 0 0 2 0 2
3 1 0 0 0 0 1
3 0 0 0 1 0 0
35 9 4 4 21 10 4
0 0 7 0 0 3 0 X—19 
04004100—9 
M. Sawyer. Bases
took the SDhere for birdshot. but he °n ^aUs- off Condon 4. off Sukeforto 
held onto it and togged Plaisted ten Struck out. bv Condon 4. by R. 
#xx„» r Vine Thn rmwH trnv*> 1 Brewer 1. bv Sukeforth 4. Hit byfeet from the base. The crowd gave 
voice to its delight, as it did again 
when "Suke" lined the ball to Cen­
terfield for a double. Curiously 
enough this was the onlv hit for 
extra bases in the entire game 
Sukeforth staved in the game only 
five innings, but left no doubt in any­
body's mind as to whv he was one 
of the aces in the big league before 
mishaps overtook him
Another star in this game was ankles while eliding to second base In 
Ta'.bet. who has played but little . the last gam? with St George. Mav- 
this season but who made four ex- j hew was playing a brilliant game at 
ceptionally good catches in left, field, short and his absence from the team
pitcher. Clark. Walker. Double 
plays. Felt. Malotfe and Hall; Ma­
lone and Felt; Sherman, Boggs and 
Kuhn. Umpires. Talbot and Kiers: 
Scorer. Winslow.• • • •
That plucky and hard working 
Camden team has the sympathy of 
all fans in the loss of Ray Mayhew, 
i who broke a small bone in one of his
The score:
R Brewer. 3b 
Boggs. 2b 
Burns. If. c 
Sherman, ss
Waldoboro
ab r bh tb po a 
5 2
erally less than half of what it had Sukeforth. c ...'.. 2
been in 1929. prices depressed to the Yeung. If 
point where in spite of curtailment of Kuhn, lb 
expenses to break even, the entire M Brewer, rf 
country, without confidence in ou Benner, cf . 
banking system, and everybody livin’ Hilton, p 
in the dismal fog of the deepest 
pessimism .these were the conditions 
Suddenly throughout the nation r j 
decided change for the better takes 
place We threw off this pessimism Da]v c[ c 
and fcjks all over the country beglt j planted. 2b 
again to hope The banking sltua Wadsworth, lb 
tion shows signs of renewed strength 
Business actually has begun to show 
an improvement. Small for some of 
us. perhaps, but an improvement 
Reports indicate that men and wom­
en are going back to work, prices are 
soaring.
All these facts are a definite indi­
cation of the better times for all.
If you recognize that the trend o' 
business and prices and employmen
Thomas, c cf 
Boynton, rf
Bennett, rf ...... 1
Lord. 3b
Leonard, ss ...... 3
Talbct. If ... 
Greenlaw, p 
Btohl, p .....
40 12 15 16 27 12 0!
amden
ab r bh tb po a 1
.. 3 1 0 0 3 0 0
4 1 3 3 2 0 1
3 0 0 0 4 1 0
3 0 1 1 6 2 0
3 0 0 0 1 0 0
.. 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
. 3 1 (1 0 3 2 1
1 0 0 2 0 0
3 0 0 0 4 0 0
.» 3 0 1 1 0 2 0
.. 1 0 0 0 0 2 0
30 4 5 5 24 9 2
5 2 0 0 3 2 0 0 X— 12
1 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0— 4 !
Waldoboro
and hope was still steadily ana aeti- Cam<jen 
nitely downward when Presiden'
Roosevelt took hold and began t< 
plan a new order of things, then yot
must see in these improvements ; __
decided Indication of what the Gov- Hilton’ Thomas. Sacrifice hit. Boggs, 
ernment has set out to do can be Doubie plays, Benner. Hilton and R
done. I believe you will want t________________________________
join hands with the rest of the Nation
and put all your strength behind this 
effort to create a new and better 
order of living conditions.
A. S Peterson
INGRAHAM FAMILY
The descendants of Job. Jaseph, 
Josiah and Nancy Ingraham meet at 
Penobscot View Orange hall. Olen- 
cove. Thursday, in fifty-third annual I 
session, and all those who usually at- I 
tend are invited to be present and , 
newcomers will be especially welcome, j 
The family tree, old records, coat of , 
arms, ancient family letter and pho- | 
tographs will be on display and the j 
usual good time V’ill be had. with pic- j 
r.ie dinner about 12.30 p. m„ daylight J 
time. Coffee will be furnished as 
usual. Come!
Frank H Ingraham. Pres.
The recent, item concerning small 
gill's of vegetables, fruits, etc . to 
Knox Hospital is bearing rewards, for 
donations continue to pour in. E. 
E Witham sent enough lobstors for 
Sunday and Monday; lettuce was 
sent by Frederick Bronke of Rock­
port, and Palmey Robinson sent a 
further donation from his vegetable
■ lariner. a garden. Such cifl r.n iiiit.-r howl 
small are deeply appreciated and I 
will prove a great help to the insti­
tution.
We hadn't heard of it before, but 
1t appears that in the field broad- 
sown with records there is a shout­
ing record, which up to the present 
has stood at C • miles. Sunday saw 
this record shattered by the achieve­
ment of a
young man if 32, lee Chrisman by 
name, who climbing to the top of the
pinnacle of Cumberland Gap, gave F There will be a special showing
utterance to a bellow which was and sajc of Marinette Knit suits and 
heard in Kentucky, Tennessee and dresses. New fall models at Fuller- ] 
according to judges sta-i Ccbb-Davls. Thursday Aug. 3. sec - | 
|ond floor. Special orders taken.—Virginia.tioned in thase three states. The dis­
tance recorded was eight miles, which [ 
officially designates Mr. Chrisman a.s j have in mind two or three individuals. I
i adv. 90-91
Two-base hit. Sukeforth. Bases on 
balls, off Hilton 5. off Greenlaw 6. 
Struck out. by Hilton 6. by Greenlaw 
1. Hit bv pitcher. Burns. M Brewer.
—"“Surprising If K’—
WEEKLY QUIZ
•
How many 
can you 
answer?
What is your 
score?
1. What was used 
i aap in the day 
Cleopatra?
r for I I 
s of | |
2. Name three great I I 
o r c r d Ic x p I 
of America.
3. Under wha' flags i—i 
did they discover [_
America?
1. Who wan the great- 
e t orator In 
cleat Athens?
What handicaps as 
a speaker did he 
o.erro.ne?
□
the champion bellowist of the world 
Naturally sour thing has got to come 
from this. Bellowing contests will 
have to be inaugurated for the ex­
ploitation of amateur bellowLsts from 
all parts of the country. Wc already
still a little under high school age 
and patrons of the baseball bleachers, i 
who with a little scientific training 
we are confident will be : Lie to out- 
bellow anything this side! of Dutch 
Gap.
[E.el, Amwtrl ..... ........
ICounts 20J
For answers see 
"Surprising As It Is" 
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leaves a vacancy hard to fill.• • • •
Rockland and Thomaston will play 
a double-header at Community Park 
Sunday afternoon, the first game 
starting at 2 o'clock. The admission 
for this double attraction is 35 cents• • • •
Roland Burns the popular back­
stop of the Walddboro team, lost a 
pocketbook containing *89 a'. Com­
munity Park last night. He has the 
best wishes of everybody toward its 
recovery.
• • • •
Elmer Allen’s Chat
What, is the reason the Stars and 
Stripes were not hoisted on the flag­
pole at the lasj game? It should b? 
at every game. • • • •
Well we haven't got that score 
board yet but we are going to keep 
agitating it until we get it.• • • •
We are always glad to see Mr. and 
Mrs. MacKenzie at the ball games, 
and their friends. It will be remem­
bered that Mrs Ma-Kenzie gav- the 
ball boys that magnificent present 
of gold at toe close of the season 
last year. Rev Mr. Moore was also 
at the game Friday afternoon. 
Twenty years ago Mr. Moore was 
playing ball at Elmore with that club 
I think I remember him as b"ing 
quite a ball player. At. any rate he 
is a lover of the game.• • • •
I notice Earl Barter Is on hand 
when any of the pitchers want to 
get warmed up before and during 
the game. Earl likes to pass the ball 
around as he is a great enthusiast 
I of the game. • • • •
It would be a good idea to have 
the grass and weeds cut in front of 
the grandstand, so people could get 
ud to the stand without getting their 
clothes wet. • • • •
We are row beginning the la«t half 
of the ball season and I hope we 
shall have some nice games. Peo­
ple enjoy seeing the boys in action 
and doing their best.• • • •
About 75 went on the excursion to 
Vinalhavcn Saturday where our boys 
played the Viralhaven team. Our 
bays won the eame. 3 to 0. Our 
third baseman. Edward White, ts a 
Vinalhaven bov and he gave his 
home folks a chance to sec th? kind 
of ball he is playing for us (which is 
first class). The boys had a nice 
trip and speak in high terms of the 
fine treatment given them.• • • •
We wonder if “Maurice" recognized 
his photo in the last issue of The 
Courier-Oazette. We don't wonder 
the Rockland boys were scared. It 
was one of those games vou see once 
in a while when all the breaks seem 
to favor the other side. Wertberg 
has a very lame arm and Archer has 
a very sore infected finger. That 
ts why he is playing second base.• • • •
Manv a ball game ts lost on errors 
and the best players seem to make 
them. A good try even If we do 
make an error is much better than 
no try or effort to make a good play. 
Spectators can spoil a good ball 
gamp too. Some players are quite 
sensitive but when thefse heeiklers 
get personal in their remarks it Is
Dr. and Mrs. C. E. Weidman re­
turned Monday to Marcellus, N. Y.. 
after a visit of ten days with their 
niece, Mlss Marion Weidman
Earle Noyes and Miss Betty Wright 
who have been visiting Mr. Noyes 
mother, Mrs. E. R. Noyes, returned 
Saturday to Flushing. N. Y.
Miss Hazel Lane is at home from 
Lawrence, Mass., to spend the month 
of August with her parents, Capt. and 
Mrs. George Lane
Mrs. Frank E. Post of Rockland 
and Mrs. Mary A. Bailey of Portland ( 
were guests Friday of Mrs. Deloru I 
Morrill, Russell avenue.
Capt. Ernest Torrey arrived home, 
from New York Saturday after turn- * 
ing over to the new owners the steam­
er J. T. Morse which he had com 
manded to that port. Capt Torrey 
reports that he made the trip from 
Camden to New York in 35 hours 
with a brief stop at New London 
Conn The name of the steamer has 
already been changed to The Yanket 
and she will be used as an excursion I 
boat from New York to Norton's 
Point. Conn., sailing under a five 
year contract and Capt. Torrey was 
offered the position as commander 
but was unable to accept.
Miss Augusta Noyes has employ­
ment at the Paramount Restaurant 
in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs C. R Wheatley re­
turned Monday to their home at 
Rutherford. N. J . after a visit with 
Mr and Mrs. Frank Priest.
Mrs. Emma Gannett of Augusta 
was an all-day guest Thursday of 
Mrs. Emma Torrey
Miss Mabel Young of Waltham 
Mass., who has been visiting for two 
weeks at the home of Mr. atid Mrs 
B. H Paul, is now guest of Mrs j 
Josephine Wall for a few days. ’
The midsummer fair of the 
Baptist Ladies' Circle will be held 
Wednesday on the church lawn, 
provided the weather is favorable 
The committees In charge of thr 
various tables are: Fancy work and 
quilts. Mrs. Eliza Jones. Mrs. Ella 
Overlook; cooked food. Mrs. Maud 
Walker, Mrs Minetta Paul; aprons. 
Mrs Josephine Wall. Mrs. Augusta 
Shibles; candy. Hortense Bohndell 
Diana Pitts; ice cream. Mildred 
Rhodes. Mary Brann: hot dogs 
Christie Whitney: punch. Ada 
Clough. Rena Carroll: mystery tree. 
Ruth Orbeton.
The town is beginning to take on 
its carnival attire. Electricians 
started Monday morning on the work 
cf stringing colored lights along the 
business section and the iron bridge 
and conspicuous throughout the town 
are large banners announcing the big 
event. Aug. 10-12
Earle Deane has returned to the 
home of his grandfather. Leslie C 
Deane, after spending a week with 
his parents, Mr and Mrs. Roscof 
Deane in Belfast.
Chester I,. Paseal has returned 
from a trip to Portland and the 
White Mountains.
Good-sized audiences attended 
both morning and evening services: 
Sunday at the Baptist Church It I 
was the last Sunday before the pastor 
Rev. G. F. Currier will leave for a 
month's vacation The church was 
verv attractively decorated with pink 
and white rambler roses and blue 
larkspur under the direction of Miss 
Mabel Pottle Mr. and Mrs Currier 
will leave Wednesday for Trenton 
N J., exchanging pulpits with Rev. 
Mr. Perry of the First Baptist 
Church of that city. Mr. Perry and 
familv arc expected to arrive here 
the latter part of the week.
HOME-AG.-FAX 
I 4I t4
Over 60 Maine women have en­
rolled In the 1933 Kitchen Improve­
ment Contest. We hope tney won’t 
disturb the cookie jar.
♦ ♦ < ♦
Forty Cumberland county farm 
families are enrolled in the 1933
Home Vegetable Garden Contest to 
raise enough vegetables for canning 
and storing to supply the needs of 
the individual family.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Census figures reveal that Maine 
farmers have approximately $28,000,- 
000 Invested in farm machinery.
4 4 4$
Maine's estimated production of 
potatoes for 1932 was 39.480 000 
bushels. In 1930, the corresponding 
figure was 45.750.000 according to the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 
Washington, D. C.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Each Thursday at r.oon a Maine 
woman may be heard over the radio 
explaining how she has solved one or 
more homemaking problems. Exact 
time of broadcast for each station fol­
lows: WLBZ. Bangor, 12 noon: 
WCSH. Portland, 12:15 p. m„ WRDO. 
Augusta 12:45 p. m., and WAGM. 
Presque Isle, 11:45 a. m.
going a little too far No plaver can 
help his looks or the clothes he 
wears. We believe every player does 
the best best he knows. If he makes 
an error it. Is not Intentional but 
may perhaps b? poor judgment. If 
Ft. George or anv team in the league 
1 won every game they played it 
: wouldn’t, be verv interesting to fans, 
i It's the win and lose and close scores 
'.hat make ball gamrs interesting 
and this Is what draws the crowd 
No one wants to see one-sided games 
all the time. • ♦ • •
They are having great ball games 
up in Aroostook and esoec'allv th? 
team' of Caribou. Presque Isle. Fort 
Fairfield and Mars Hills. They have 
been playing fas*, ball the past 
I month. • • • •
Our bail team went over to Water-1 
ville Sunday to play another game' 
with the fame team they beat three, 
weeks azo. but had to come back 
without throwing a ball on account I
I of the rain Qui'.e a crowd went 
! from here. Mr. and Mrs Henry Allen ] 
accompanied bv Mr. and Mrs. Robert,
Ervinc cf Rockland, also went.
Elmer E. Allen.
Tenant's Harbor. July 31.
COMPLETE-
^FUNERALS
81r ModerateCos
Sine? 1840 this firm has faithfully 
served the families of Knox County 
LADY ATTENDANT 
Day Tell phone 450—781-1
BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND, ME.
BUY SOMETHING MADE 
IN THE U. S. A.
Previous appeals to buy something made in the 
U. S. A. have been printed under discourag­
ing circumstances.
Today we can make this appeal with the 
knowledge that a favorable change has 
taken place.
Whether you choose to call this change de­
preciation of the United States dollar or 
appreciation of the pound sterling, the fact 
remains that the foreign manufacturer no 
longer has a great advantage through de­
preciated currency.
We make this appeal because we wish to see 
labor employed in our manufacturing plants.
We make this appeal because we are entirely in 
sympathy with every effort that is being 
made to improve business at home.
So long as the foreign manufacturer, through 
the medium of depreciated currency and 
low paid labor, could undersell the manu­
facturer in the United States, the case was 
almost hopeless. Labor was the greatest 
sufferer from this condition.
We can now look forward with confidence to 
increased employment for labor at home in 
the production of goods to be sold at home.
GREAT NORTHERN PAPER COMPANY 
MILLINOCKET, MAINE
Every-Othir-Day
Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 1, 1933
TALK OF THE TOWN John S. Ranlett, Sr., of Rockville | Is the possessor of last week's auto 
WEATHER vacuum cleaner from McLoons. Cus-
Sunday's opening gestures were of!tomer *°f *eek tocforc is 81111 
a melancholy sort, with sprinkles of ’ am0Ilg the missing.
rain that gradually worked their way ‘
into a night of it, punctuated with Tllc Piano pupils of Miss Mabel
thunder and blitzen and a downpour hanib will be presented in recital Fri- wllallvo varverc smack
that must have gratified every form of evening in the Unlversalst ves- Madeline <te Flora brought 2500 gal- 
growing thing. This general uneasi- tpy at 7.30 An Invitation is extend- icns 0( scallops from the Georges rather a frigid sound.
ness of the elements was no more ed to all interested. Banks for Rodney E Fevler Satur- -------
-------  ! day. ! Motorists will find
A clarion call has been Issued to;
baseballists of- the Elks Club to b(
Wesley Thurston has moved from 
Broadway to Bay View street.
Representative Moran will address 
the Maine State Rural Letter Car­
riers at Wiscasset Friday at 6.30 p. m
Capt. Charles Carver's smack
Bob put away his pipe at the Bean [ 
Barrel Club the other night, and 
there remained In it a few hot coals 
In the same pocket where he deposit­
ed it was a celluloid comb. What hap­
pened next is anybody* guess, but the 
crowd thought the store was afire. | 
This particular Bob resides at the 
8outhend, and his last name has
25 YEARS AGO
A review from the columns 
of this paper of some of the 
happenings which interested 
Rockland and vicinity in this 
month, 1908.
Stonington. July 16, to Mr. and I 
Mrs. Philip W'. Small, a daughter.
Rockland, July 19, to Mr. and Mrs. j 
W. H. Curtis, a daughter. , 1
Rockport, July 19, to Mr .and Mrs. ! 
Gershom Walden, a daughter.
Stonington. June 26, to Mr. and 
Mrs. Leverett H. Banks, a daughter.,
Stonington. June 23. to Mr. and | 
Mrs. Raffaele Masterrammi. a son.
Senter Cram®
Page Three
than the embroidery upon what was 
going on elsewhere. Boston had A 
hot day of It, temperature 99. while 
Maine was ravaged with hail and elec­
trical tmnifestations in excess of any­
thing tne summer has previously 
shown. Over to the westward there 
were hailstones of the hen's egg va­
riety, trees blown down and all that j 
sort of thing. This eastern region 
was more fortunate, and yet we had ! 
all we really cared for. And here is 
the first day of August, sky overcast, 
wind southwest, rain pouring, morn­
ing temperature 64 and rising, sum­
mer half gone and all's well with the 
worVL
|. Warren, July 22. to Mr. and Mrs. |
the ride up v.......................... . ...............................'1 Alfred Sheldon, a son.
around The Highlands most delight-! Thomaston. June 22. to Mr. and
ful Just now. Roses in gorgeous) An Interesting headline: “Immense Mrs. John Jones, a daughter.-™, jUi v tiu , nuac ll ui cu  I vouu  uc uiniL', A111II1CIUSV LVII’S Ofi OIlCf1 scallopcr Transient arrived yM-) b]0Om mav be seen at the homes of Cement Plant: Foreign Capitalists Camden, July 28. to Mr. and Mrs.£ — »««■ 3 d” Si? SfiS ’S5SJ? «l» nre™oy Vteilcd E«ekl.»d Ma, C. W W„.
A. J. Moody. L. A. Thurston. Fred j Lo£atf' Big Industry Nearby.
day afternoon, at Community Park 1 land, 2000 gallons. She is skippered 
Friday at 5 30 the team plays th( by C O Burns and replaces the ill- 
Lions at Community Park Senator fated Virginia R
McLoon will wrttr an Elks uniform. -------
All Educational Club members arc 
A sudden shower at Lucia Beach to be special guests from 10.30 to 4 30
---*—------ - .. ... Aug. 8 oj lbe Lawrcnccs at nose
Cliffs. There will be an exceptional 
group of speakers, conferences and 
box lunch at noon.
Sunday caused the bathers to scurry 
for their garments. Among those 
who scurried was Claude Athearn of 
Rockland, and in so doing she fell 
on a sharp rock cutting one of her 
knees so badly that six stitches were 
taken at Knox Hospital
A. L. Vosc has bought the West End 
Market in Thomaston and began 
business there yesterday. »
Representative Moran is speaking
Among the 45 beautiful girls com­
peting for
Maine” at the Bangor auditorium 
Daredevil" George Rollins- -better | las' evening were Mbs Bertha Cun- 
ningham of Camden; Miss Olive
Marshall of Deer Isle; and Mis.1 
Gertrude Smith of Stonington.
known as the "human fly” climbed the 
famous Flatiron bulding in New York, 
but tells The Courier-Gazette that 
climbing the small blocks offers the
at the Camden Rotary Club today, greater hazard. At 7.45 tonight he 
on the Industrial Recovery Act.
RHS Class of 1906 is to hold a 
reunion Friday night at the Karl cot­
tage, Megunticook Lake. Take basket 
lunch.
will climb the block in which the 
Western Union telegraph office Is lo­
cated.
David Young's stand of farm 
buildings in Searsmont was destroyed 
by lightning in Sunday morning's 
storm.
A lobster boat owned by Clyde 
Young of Matlnicus was burned off 
Cash's Bank last Friday. The crew 
escaped in the small boat.
Printed matter pertaining to those 
concerns which comply with the ad­
justed hours of labor and wages of, 
employes to accord with the Presi­
dent's reemployment agreement,, will 
be distributed through the local post- 
office commencing today. They may­
be obtained at the parcel post win­
dow in the corridor.
Delano. A. A Jameson, and others 
E. A. Dean's display of various flow­
ers fronting his home is very lovely 
and vegetable gardens adjoining 
many of the homes show luxuriant 
growth. And the view overlooking 
the harbor should not be forgotten
Oardiner's third annual Open 
Homes Day. sponsored by a group of
Games in the Knox County Trolley 
League were being played at Oakland 
Park. H. Greene and McInnis were 
the battery for Rockland.
The Samoset *was having a record 
breaking season.
The drouth had created a lack of 
pasturage in Rockville and W. J. 
Robbins was keeping his cows in the 
barn.
Isaac C. Yeaton, Civil War veteranthe title "Miss Eastern °f t.he_~mm“nlty I died at his home 4n Suffolk plac^
lor the benefit of the Gardiner Gen­
eral Hospital, will be held on Friday 
Mrs. Robert Hallowell Gardiner Jr. is 
general chairman. The open homer 
will include Oaklands. the Colburr 
house in Pittston, where Benedict
Arnold's bateaux were built in 1775; _________ .__... _
the home of Laura E. Richards, the j b. Butler and County Attorney How- 
famous author; the Henry Vaughr ard.
cottage in Hallowell, where there is, Steamers Monhegan and City of 
a complete collection of Currier and ' Rockland were in collision at the 
—- ives prints and early American glass:, Portland wharf.±0B'ft„t^Bapt‘StChUuh/CT'" a^> Benjamin Vaughn estate .
tfmes. delighting everyone by her fine cardens 
contralto voice.
Mrs Lydia Storer who is summer­
ing in Warren is presenting a group 
of songs at the meeting of the Wom­
an's Club of that town this evening 
Mrs. Storer has also appeared as
aged 74.
Obadiah Gardner who had been 
nominated for governor by the Demo­
crats. was serenaded at his home at 
The Meadows. S. L. Hall acted as 
chairman and speeches were made by 
the candidate. Thomas A. Hunt. G
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary, UJS.W.V. 
will hold a special meeting Wednesday 
evening at 7.30 for memorial services 
for the late Julia Huntley.
Gaul, the Notre Dame student, who 
made such a favorable impression 
behind the bat in a recent Rockland 
game, is scheduled to play there again 
tonight.
One Rockland man who felt espe­
cial sympathy for B C. Perry after 
Sunday morning's accident was Oliver 
B. Lovejoy. While employed in the
Limerock street shoe factory he _____
caught the forefinger of his tight The port[anci gpnday paper car- 
hand in one of the machines and the rte(j an attractlve picture in the so- 
finger was badly crushed. Mr. Love- ciety secUon MUs Orlb.
a c.__ _ La . u b. < 18 the Bist week you can buyv l?P t00k.KP n°ur without tax. Special values all 
"J®*,1?in , 7 I? , lhc ®1' this week. Buv today. Stover's Pride
L F°unty' Flour "The Flour the Best Cooks
leading to Pemaquid Light, always a 1 „ .. 91-93
point to afford an impressive ocean
view. "And in particular this time, 
said Ned. "because two large whales 
were swimming about, close by. a sight 
not to be forgotten."
BORN
BUTLER—At Rockland. July 31. 
and Mrs William W Butler. 
Carl Whitney, weight 11 pounds.
Stonington. July 20, to Mr. and 
Mrs. William J. Andrews, a daughter.
Stonington, July 17, to Mr. and Mrs 
S. Freedman, a son.
The marriages for this period were: 
Belfast, July 7. Lewis 8. Auspland, | 
formerly of Rockland and Miss Flor­
ence May Braddock of Belfast.
Mechanic Falls, July 7. Charles A 
D. Cushman of Mechanic Falls and J 
Mrs. Mae Blacklngton of Rockland.
Portsmouth. N. H„ July 7. Ralph 
C Reed, formerly of Bucksport, and 
Miss Elizabeth Plummer of Rockland 
Stonington, July 6, Willard I, New­
man and Miss Harriet E. Nelson.
Vinalhaven, July 15, Francis S 
Carver and Mrs. Abbie Douglass.
Vinalhaven. July 15. Merle E. Tol- | 
n an and Miss Jennie F. Gray 
Stonington. July 13. Alexander M 15 
Dalzell Jr. and Miss Ora L. Young.t j 
Rockland. July 25. Oeorge I,. Mar- ' 
shall of Thomaston and Angie H. 
Speed of Rockland. i a
Pleasant Point. July 25, Herbert I ' 
Moore of Pleasant Point and Mrs J 
Grace L. Smith of Kennebunkport. 1;,
$
Other Talk of the Town on Page 8
Joy exhibits the scarred digit with j bin, daughter of Mrs. Alice Gribbin
Opposite currents of air Sunday- 
night brought dense fog in across 
Main street from the east and black 
smoke from the round-house to the 
westward.
the remark: "I thought they were . #nd ,he ,ate R E Orlbbln {or; 
never going to lift that machine from merly of thu cRy Mlss Orlbbln who 
it. Mr Lovejoy has another inter- J)een Of at Con-
esting souvenir of the old shoe fac- N „ has ma a 
tory—a pickaxe which was used in stay at the Ea5Uand with hcr
excavating for the foundation. and brother. Donald.
During the electrical storm Sunday 
morning the house of George Grover 
on Pine street was struck by lightning, 
doing considerable damage, ripping 
off boards, window casings, etc.
The Green Lake regatta, held Sun- , "Another Language." Rose Frank- 
day under the auspices of the Pcnob- hn's successful play, is being present- 
scot County Fish and Game Associa- al vhe Lakewiood Theatre thl 
tion. brought distinction to a Rock- week Selected by Burns Mantle as 
land contender Bill Fogg, whose one of the 10 best plays of 1931-32 
Texaco Chief flashed across the line tt ran ln New York ft’ year, closing 
a victor in the Lockwood-Ace Midget only a few weeks ago This play 
and Class A open contests to give J was among those chosen as a dra- 
the Rockland racer the Henley-Kim- matic criticism
ball and Utterback-Oleason trophies 
He covered the six mile courses ln 
remarkably fast time. A close finish 
marked the Class A open, in the 
last heat of which Fogg nosed out
Lieut Arthur Merriweather. army 
pilot, flew here Saturday from Au­
gusta after lunching with Gov. Brann.
Lieut. Merrlweather's first duty was 
to call upon Horace Lamb and review j Clyde Phillips to score a low timing
by Maude Andrew: 
Lincoln in the course presented lr 
thli city under the auspices of the 
Mcthcbescc Club last year.
the days when he was playing sec­
ond base on the Rockland ball team.
I and win the trophy.
The first week of operation of the 
First National Bank of Rockland has 
concluded with a large amount of 
business transacted and with deposits 
brought | well ln excess of withdrawals. EveryThe storms of Sunday -------------------- ----- -
Miss Fdna Phillips harpist who i much extra work to the line crews ot effort is being made to accommodate
U vnendine the summer in Ca'mdcr. i the Central Maine Power Co. and the 9000 depositors in the transferanrt^who Is an artist-student with caused the company much expense 1 of deposits from the old bank. All
Pnr'oT^alzedo of the Curtis Insti- though no major losses occurred in the help is employed that the quar-
Car.os Salzeao 01 tne immediate area. There were n ters will permit and the staff Is work-
few lively seconds at Central Fir< ing long days, frequently until the 
Station when a bolt of lightning! small hours, to keep the detail work 
struck apparently in close proximity caught up To out-of-town deposi- 
The diaphone gave one terrified j tors who are unable to come conveni- 
■quawk and Capt. Cheyne. Engine-, rntly to the bank it may be said that 
man Brown and Patrolman Nash the transfer and payment of dividend 
who were standing in the door found 1 will be made as quickly as is human- 
themsclves dazedly picking them- j ly possible. The bank officials mr 
selves up from the floor The main I very appreciative of the patience and
tute of Music, will be the soloist with 
the Philadelphia Orchestra at the 
concert given Aug. 20. She will play 
"Introductson and Allegro" by 
Maurice Ravel.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps is to have 
a picnic supper Thursday at the 
home of Mrs. Ida Huntley at The 
Highlands. Members are to be
her guests for afternoon and evening switchboard suffered from the boh fine sp'int apparent'mMwhTL'and to engage in the sewing of but City Electrician Pinkham was PP3 1 °n every hand
patchwork. Those who will attend promptly on the job and soon had Rev Dr Charles a «are asked to notify Mrs. Huntley, the system functioning. The subma- gor occuDied the niilnftB3n" 
Tel 919-R. not later than Wedncs- rlne power cable between Islesbon iZch^ K v C° X 
day morning, if possible. I and the main land is out of = “ SUnday m°rnlng and
' sion and the extent of the damage
was greeted there by a number of 
former parishioners, who recajl with
Vni.ntr Freeman and Walter Rey- «« Vet bcen ^finitely deter- pleasure the period between 1895 andnJa nfKRnrki™rl fought three slash- , mined but it is bound to be extensive 1905. when he was pastor of the local 
X rountto W IBs Sion in [This trouble was apparently caused] church. Dr Moore has since been
Somebody cut the screen on the 
police station window and passed 
liquor through to the occupants. He 
was later arrested and fined
Mrs. Oliver J. Conant died at the 
home of her son ln Wolfboro, N. H.. 
aged 69 years.
There were four vessels on the 
stocks at Cobb, Butler & Co's ship-
to Mr. yard the lour-masted schooner 
aon.I jessie a. Bishop, the four-masted 
schooner Lewiston, being built for 
Capt. T. J. Ginn of Auburn; a four- 
masted schooner for Donnell & Mc-
___ _ Kown of Boston and the three-mast-
Mlaa Marjorie Hila ot Deer isle. ' ed schooner Frank Brainerd. The 
JONES-MORTON—At Thomaston. July concern had been employing 175 men. 
30 by Rev. Mrs McLain. Herbert Jones Joseph M. Donovan. 45. once heavy- 
Tt u *sto Lllllan Morton- bo,h °* weight champion of Maine, died in a
MARRIED
BARTLETT-ELLIS—At Stonington. Juiy 
“ Myrlo Bartlett of Stonington and27.
ARCHER-DOBBINS-At Rockland July P1>'m0Uth- N. H. hospital.AC ft... A--  • . -- __ - ’ [ Do«blor,J'n ♦*» — — .25. by Rev. j. Charles MacDonald, I Rockland's tax rate was $22 
Sumner B Archer of St Oeorge and 1 $1000 
Miss Frances Dobbins of Rockland. ; J
Dr. W. F. Hart's son Frank was 
bitten by a dog at the home of a 
florist.
Frank Baldasari was fatally shot 
at Crotch Island.
In celebration of its 10th anniver­
sary Gen. Knox Chapter D.A.R. of 
Thomaston gave a reception at the 
home of Miss Jane Watts,
The three-masted schooner Henry , 
A. Whitney of Ellsworth, coal laden. [ 
was lost on a ledge near "The 
Fiddler" at the mouth of Fox Island 
Thoroughfare.
William Gray & Sons of Philadel­
phia became owner of virtually all 
the shares of the Consolidated High 
011 Island Granite Co. Among those
. DIED
murphy—At Longcove, July 16. Mrs at Crescent Beach.
N£lLl,ef' " wl<l0» of ch*rle" H Murphy. At the Democratic State convcn- 
T y" tlon Obadiah Oardner of Rockland
h.® « e W.X if jX a was nominated for Governor The
Rlnes. nnd native of Warren, aged 93 nominating speech was made bv 
years. 12 days. I Charles F Johnson of Waterville
mank—At Waldoboro. July 30. Mrs and seconded by Thomas A. Hunt of 
L. L. Mank. aged 62 years. 11 months
7 days. Funeral services Tuesday at 
2.30 standard, at the home of her sis­
ter at East Waldoboro. Interment ln 
Rural cemetery.
HUTCHINSON -At Vinalhaven. July 27. 
Capt. Ebcn Hutchinson, aged 83 years.
IN MEMORIAM
In memory of Archie M York, who 
passed away Aug. 1, 1925.
What would we give to clasp his hand. 
His happy face to see.
To hear his voice and sec his smile, 
That meant so much to us 
8unshlne passes, shadows fail.
Love's remembrance out lasts all.
And though the years be many or few 
They are filled with remembrance, dear
of you.
• Mother, brothers and sister.
CARD OF THANKS
Wp wish to thank all thr friends and 
neighbors for the many courtesies ex­
tended us during our recent bereave­
ment Especially would we like to 
thank Bowes k Crozier, the Rockland 
Oarage and employes and all who sent 
the beautiful floral tributes.
Mr and Mrs John Rowling. Mr and 
Mrs Harold Clough. Mr and Mrs. Perley 
Axtell.
who sold their shares were George 
R. Baker was elected president Green, and John W. Woodward of 1 
of the Knox County Board of Under- south Thomaston and the S. M. Bird 
writers which held Its annual outing rotate of Rockland.
The Knox Hotel and stable in
Thomaston were sold at auction to)
E. D. Carleton for $7000.
John Kearsey. coachman for Cyrus
Curtis was badly injured when the 
pair of spirited horses which he was I 
driving ran away.
Charles A. Fogarty. 69. died in1
Cushing. He had held many town 
offices and had been representative 
to Legislature. 1
YOU CAN MAKE THIS
HAND CROCHETED SWEATER
In One Or Two Spare Afternoons
Come To Our Yarn Department 
And Learn How Easy It Is!
You can make this and other garments to add to 
your Fall Wardrobe in no time and for so little . . . 
learn how from Miss Pearson.
Our clever instructress will teach you the fine point# 
about knitting and crocheting as well as show you 
the newest styles in knitted apparel which have just 
arrived from New York. We also have luxurious 
hooked yarn rugs . . . Afghans . . . but come and learn 
what’s new for the kiddies . . . yourself . . . and your 
home.
0?
/is*
Camden. M. T. O'Brien of Portland. 
Luther Moore of Saco and Peter 
Charles Keegan of Van Buren.
Dr I. E. Luce who recently located 
here bought the Thomas R. Pillsbury 
house on Middle street.
A Rockland man was arrested for 
exceeding the 8-mile city speed limit 
for automobiles. Officers said he was 
hitting it up at a 30-mile clip. The 
Courier-Gazette said that the war­
rant was served by an officer who was 
said to have been notorious for speed 
while a chauffeur.
Valentine Paladino returned to 
Rockland after 2'v years' absence in 
[ Sicily.
Clark Walker resigned as road 
commissioner and T. E. McNamara 
was elected to fill the vacancy.• • • •
The Rockland & Rockport Lime 
Co. had 24 kilns afire
Sales at the city liquor agency in 
June amounted to $1300.
William J. Bryan was nominated 
for the Presidency by the Democratic 
National convention at Denver.
Mrs. A. B. Butler died at her home 
42 Holmes street.
A billiard game at Eagles’ hall was
Instead of being the usual one week demonstration
(tl\lthis event will last for six weeks, giving you ample 
time to finish any work you start.
CRANE COMPANVWag?*.’ i’C
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank my friends and neigh­
bors for their kindness; also for the 
beautiful gifts sent me while at Knox played by four men who weighed half 
Hospital. Mrs Birger Magnuson. a ton—Eddie Tolman 330. Hiram
Vinalhaven.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to extend our heartfelt
, .1, . ------------------------ | thanks to the kind relative*, frlendu andWashington Friday night, unanimous bv a direct hit near one terminal of located in Bangor, where as pastor of neighbors who »o faithfully helped u« 
verdict giving the battle to the latter the cable. All Souls Church he is a power in the | J.?. *"iv-2Ee"L:- w<‘_c.Bp'
Mitchell Hartley exhibited his wares ------------------ ) ecclesiastical circles of the Queen
as a magician. One week from Friday Free—Come in the Frigidaire City. He comes each summer to Holi-
night there will 'be several boxing showroom of A. C Mclxmn & Co. ini day Beach, where he spends the
bouts at the fame place, including a the Bicknell and get your copy of the I months of July and August.renewing
passage at arms between two contend- Frigidaire "Key to Meal Planning' many local acquaintances. Dr. Moore 
plus a ticket which may entitle you; was succeeded here by Rev. J. H 
tb an automobile vacuum cleaner ( Quint, and the latter by the present 
free—adv- 1 pastor. Rev. Walter S. Rounds.
ers of the feminine sex.
The Elks State activity committee, 
which is to carefully consider the 
State project which will be eligible 
for funds from the Eks National 
Foundation and new wbrk in Elk- 
dom in Maine is a new committee 
announced by William P Toulouse 
of Waterville Lodge, president for 
Maine. A. C. Jones appears on the 
grand lodge relations committee; 
Percy McPhee on the ritualistic 
committee and E. W. Pike on the 
elapsation committee.
Seats for the Curtis Memorial 
Concerts to be presented in the Cam­
den Opera House Aug. 8. 18, and 28 
may be checked Friday. 9 a m. tc 
noon. 3 p. m. to 6 and Saturday at 
the same hours. Scats for the sub­
scription cards will be given first 
consideration—that is, those holding 
tickets for the course of three con­
certs. Checking will be done at the 
selectmen's office, Washington street 
(just around the corner from the 
opera house, on the ground floor) 
Course tickets may be procured from 
Mrs. Gladys Morgan, the Maine Musk 
Co. or Mrs. Beulah Allen at the Cop­
per Kettle.
Tonight at Watts hall. Thomaston. [ 
the first performance will be given of 
the new play "Intuition,’ written by 
Adelyn Bushnell and Rita Creighton 
Smith. The story is based upon the 
working of a woman's intuition with 
its amusing and serious results. Adelyn 
Bushnell, Marshall Bradford. Lois 
Piercy, Charles Hewett. Marcus 
Chandler, Standish Perry, Isabel 
Kirkpatrick, John Creighton, May 
Oould, Clinton Fickett. Grace Green. I 
Hazel Marshall, Ted Libby and Oliver 
Collamore are members of the cast. I 
The play is exceptionally well cast I 
and affords a chance for a hand- ' 
some stage setting and smart clothes. 
It will be for the benefit of the new 
book fund of the Thomaston Public 
Library and tickets may be obtained 
at McDonalds for 50 cents plus tax 
The play will be presented Thursday , 
night in Camden Cpcra House under ' 
Rotary auspices.
This Is the last week you can buy j 
flour without tax. Special values all i 
this week. Buy today. Stover's Pride ; 
Plour "The Flour the Best Cooks 
Use.’ 91-93 I
WE SIGNED IT
THE DAY IT CAME IN
18
dally wish to thank the State Patrol­
men, game wardens, firemen, physician, 
Mrs Good and aaslstanta. Rev Mr 
Campbell and all those who helped In 
any way to lighten our distress and 
make our sorrow more hearable 
Mrs. Ralph W. Brown and family. Mrs. 
William Perry and family. Mrs Fannie 
F Brown. Mr, and Mrs Perry. Mr. and 
Mrs Alton L Brown. Mr and Mrs. 
Charles Quimby. Mlsa Aublne E. Brown.
J. J. NEWBERRY GO.
GROCERY DEPARTMENT
SPECIALS WEEK OF JULY 31st TO AUGUST 5th
FREE FR
ONE POUND OUR SPECIAL CO 
With Every 3 Lbs. Fine Orange
Full Quarts SWEET MIXED Pl
TUNA FISH, 2 cans, 25c
CALIFORNIA
SARDINES, 8c
EE freeFFEE- <fci nn
Pekoe TEA, for 1 • vU
CKLES, 21c
CRAB MEAT, 19c
SHRIMP, Fancy; 3 cans, 29c
OLD COLONY MALT, . 49c
GOLDEN BANTAM
CORN, ’ 2cans 15c
GREEN STRING
BEANS, 3cans 25c
FULL QUARTS
VINEGAR, 10c
rl’RE LGE. BOT. MED. BOT.
KETCHUP, 10c 5c
LARGE CAN
PINEAPPLE, 15c
PRUDENCE
Lamb, Beef STEW, 2 cans 15c
DORIS 1 LB. JAM, Strawberry or Raspberry, 12c
Merrifield 290. John Thomas 250, and 
Lowell Condon 240.
Josiah Richardson cut one of his 
hands badly with an axe while chop­
ping wood.
Early haying was necessary because 
of the drouth.
Nilo Spear had his arms, hands 
and face scorched when he touched 
off a toy cannon beside which some­
body had spilled powder.
Tile Men's League attended the 
First Baptist Church in body it being 
the fifth anniversary of Rev. W. J. 
Day as pastor.
The Democratic County Conven­
tion in Camden nominated this tick­
et : Judge of probate. Edward C. 
Payson of Rockland; sheriff. Adclbert 
J Tolman of Rockland; register of 
probate, Clarence D. Payson of 
Thomaston; county treasurer, D. M 
Murphy of Rockland; clerk of courts. 
Gilford B. Butler of South Thomas­
ton; county attorney, Philip How­
ard of Rockland; county commis­
sioner, William L. Allen of St 
George. J. H. Montgomery of Cam­
den presided, and E. E. Boynton of 
Camden and William Cullin of 
Thomaston were secretaries.
The salaries of teachers below the 
High School were increased.
Warden Norton. Chaplain Plumer 
and Prison Physician Walker were I 
appointed by Governor Cobb as 
Maine’s representatives to a congress 
of the American Prison Association 
in Richmond. Va.
At the Knox County W.CT.U. con­
vention in Vinalhavcn Mrs. R. C. Hall 
of Rockland was re-elected president
Freeman W. Smith, long-time rati* 
dent and prominent Granger movrd 
to Verona Park.
Capt. Henry Philbrook sold his. 
schooner Julia Fairbanks to E. L. 
Bryant of Cutler. He had command­
ed the craft 29 years.
The Republican County Convcn- ! 
tion, presided over by Jess ■ H Ogier 
ot Camden and with S. N. Simmons 
of Appleton and Frank A. Winslow 
of Rockland as secretaries, made 
these nominations: State senator, 
Frank B Miller of Ftockland; Judge 
of probate, E. S. Vase of Cushing: 
register of probate, Eugene M. H i!, of 
Vinalhaven; clerk of courts, Frank H 
Ingraham of Rockport; sheriff, E. If
| Clarry of Union; county treasurer 
Henry B. Shaw of Thomaston: coun­
ty commissioner, Nathan R. Tolman 
of Warren.
• • • •
These births were recorded; 
Vinalhaven, July 8. to Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Bradstreet, a daughter.
Cushing, July 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew M. Kelleran, a daughter 
Camden, July 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred T. Heal, a daughter.
Stonington. Julv 1. to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles H. Fifield, a son.
Camden, June 27. to Mr. and Mrs.
Almon Munroe, twin sons.
Stonington, July 12. to Mr. and!
Mrs. Harry W. Colby, a daughter.
WHAT IT MEANS
NOW EMPLOYED 
-BY AUGUST 31
FREE WASH—ALFRED PLOURD
PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
Remember, we have the most com­
plete stock of Parts and Accessories in 
Knox County. Wholesale and Re­
tail.
SERVICES
The most modern and complete Serv­
ice Station in Maine. It pays to trade 
at Kent’s. Our wholesale connections 
make it possible to offer you better 
values.
Trade with a concern that has 
grown and continues to grow by 
virtue of its value to the com­
munity — from three men Aug­
ust 1st, 1932, to 18 on August 
1st, 1933 — in spite of 
the depression!
Try Us and Know Why
WE WOULD EN/OY A VISIT FROM YOU ON THIS, OUR 1ST BIRTHDAY
WASHING
A price range that 
makes it easy to drive a 
clean car
POLISHING
Restores the finish— 
does not remove it!
GREASING
If we miss a fitting- 
It’s a Free Job
KENT’S, Inc.
583-585 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND, ME. TELEPHONE 1259
Page Four Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 1, 1933 Every-OtHer-Da?
NEW YORK STYLES I brimmed hats and sandals with cork 
I heels and soles. Also lor dressy j
THE BIBLE STUDENT
The Latest News of Dress beachwear is the black lacquered \X'ill Discuss These Manu- 
satin suit and a lacquered 
peau d’ange in sun color, royal blue 
and black. Smart and gay are the
Fashions and Trends ln In­
terior Decoration
scripts Found After One 
Thousand Years
(Released by New York-Paris 
Fashions)
Fashion's theme song for mid 
summer lazy days strikes its dom: 
nant chord tn beachwear.
swim suits in checked ginghams and
Two of the oldest known Biblethe various linens and cotton in, 
stripes, checks and polka dots (manuscripts, which perhaps lay 
Striped gabardine, , one notes, is ! buried in the sand of the Egyptian ' 
much in the swim this summer, j desert for mere than 1,000 years and 
i which have become, during the past 
of a century, among the
Vacations
and
Health
Surprising As It Is
And along with the various other swim 
whether you go to to the seashore to materials fashioned in a va-
swim or to simply acquire sun tan. rjety oj styles—including backless jl,ua!ter 
there are beach togs for every need, brassiere, adjustable straps tie- most secant documents lor Bib- 
Swim suits of any material you wish ftround tops and the rest. French | Heal scholarship, hav? Juit been 
—rubber, cotton, linen silk, satin blue black. Independence blue. Cas-! placed on exhibition for the first
and velvet, to say nothing of the tillia,n red. jade and gold are favored 
classic wool—and a limitless array ! 
of practical and amusing beach ac­
cessories. If you want to be very 
dressy, there are the new specially 
processed crinkled rayon velvets in
time by the Freer Oalle.y of Art of 
the Smithsonian Institut on.
• • • • i The most significant of these is
The Transparent Umbrella a parchment manuscript of the four 
Decidedly the newest and smartest KO’Pcls — the so-called Washington 
thing among beachwear accessories J manuscript — which has a unique
such smart colors as coral, jwyal u thp CeI]ophan<, unlbrella—a regu-j PUce among the source materials of
blue and black, with matching wide- [ar umbrella_ln p!ain and lamI. I Christianity. It ,was purchased in
nated versions and with smart j I®06 bv the late Charles L. Freer of
wooden handles. There are also lit-1 Detroit from an Arab dealer near
tie shoulder capes made of Cello- Cairo and critical considerations 
phane. which, wv are told, retard since then have led to the conclu- 
c unburn and steer th? sun's rays. s*on that it dates from the fourth, 
into a nice even sun tan. Light- or early fifth, century ar.d was the 
weight and practical are the new property of a monastery located near 
Fabrikoid beach bags and kits tn O-Seh. It appears to have been one 
various colors. Wood, cork, metal of the very few Christian manu- 
and composition are all smart In1 'crlpts which escaped the great 
costume jewelry for beachwear and persecution under Diocletian during 
here, as in other beachwear items.. the fourth century.
the nautical influence pervades the 1 «...
a
pet 
Vo n
lAoi*'"!.,, ot 
in *• "i
,teW
motifs. Pajamas are still seen but
slacks are favored.
• • • •
New American Dinnerware
Of special significance is the fact 
that the manuscript, replete witn 
textual errors of the copyist, appears 
to have been prepared from two
Table china built on new archt-1 sources. The greater part is a fair- 
tectural lines and featuring perma- ly accurate eopv according to the so- 
nent ceramic colors was shown in a callcd "Antioch recension, which
pre-view Just held in New York also is the source of the Oreek tes-
American dinnerware distinctively lament in ordinary use. But for
American, they term it. because of seme reason part of the Oosoel ac-
its lines suggesting the newer arm- cording to St. Mark appears to have 
plified architecture and a quality and been copied from a manuscript ob- 
treatment in the permanent cerami- tained <rom somewhere In North 
colors used, which blends readily Africa and represents the so-called 
into modern home settings. Further- Latin recension, which was the
Urt'e\wis •100 
700»°°
more. It is decidedly inexpensive. 
Flowers, fish and birds all figure
---------- - By Dr. ERNEST H. LINES ,
iwjwmi AMlk*rit-r and Chief Medical Dli 
N«w Y«di Lift Inturtuhct Com^tuty
ARTIFICIAL RESPIRATION
IJ’YERY person should know the prone method of artificial respiration;-J This is particularly important when on your vacation, for knowledge of 
it msy save the life of a person who has apparently drowned. It is also 
useful in ruses of asphyxia from smoke or gas or carbon monoxide poisoning 
from breathing nie exhaust of a
motor, or in cases of electric shock.
In many instances the heart con­
tinues tu beat for some minutes after 
cessation of respiration. It is im­
portant, therefore, that artificial 
respiration he started with all possible 
promptness.
Artificial respiration saves Uvea 
because of the fact that if the normal 
ventilation of the lungs is approxi­
mated for some time by artificial 
means tbs rhythmic function of the 
nene c at ers and the muscles of the 
thorax and diaphragm may lie 
resumed.
The prone method of artificial 
respiration is now recognized every­
where as the best, and everyone 
should learn it. It is very simple.
It provides for compression of the 
thorax, thus expelling “poor air” 
from the lungs, and for the sudden 
release of the chest wall, which 
expands by its own elasticity and 
thus draws in fresh air.
The person who has apparently 
drowned should be turned with head 
and face downward for a moment.
Thrust a finger far backward into 
the mouth und depress the tongue 
forward This favors the escape of 
a small quantity of water, mucous, 
or other substances that may have 
collected at the base of the tongue 
and which might obstruct the entrance 
of air to the lungs. Don't resort to 
the barbarous practice of rolling a 
person over a barrel or hanging him 
head dowrtsards. It is quite eertam 
that no great quantity of water gets 
into the lungs.
t'iral, with the victim lying face 
downward and the head turned to 
one side, straddle the hips and place 
the palms of your hands on the Bmall 
of his back, with the fingers over the 
ribs. Bend your body slightly for­
ward so the weight of vour shoulders 
can he brought into play. Your arms 
should he kept straight and stiff.
Second, swing your body forward 
slowly so that its weight is gradually 
brought to hear on the victim. This 
compresses the thorax and exjiels air 
from the lungs.
Third, swing backward and remove 
all pressure from the patient. The 
thorax and diaphragm will expand 
from their own elasticity and air will 
he drawn into the lunga After an 
interval, return to the first movement. 
Repeat this process at a speed of 16 
to IS per minute.
Keep up for three or four hours, or 
until a doctor arrives. Success in 
artificial respiration depends as much 
on perseverance aa upon knowledge 
of the technique.
It is a good idea to practice the 
prone method of artificial respiration 
at home before going on your vaca­
tion in order to familiarize yourself 
with it.
In the days of Cleopatra
Soap Was Unknown
and people bathed by anointing their 
bodies with oil, scraping it off with 
a sharp edge.
All Rifhti Kmerved b> Blllett Syndicate, IMS.
? ? Surprising As It Is ? ? . . . “What Is Your Score? ? ” . . . See Page Two
oo
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• $2 ^A DAY I
gospel of the early western church.
This gospel in the Washington 
in the new patterns. One known as ‘ manuscript contains one very sig- 
"Bouquet” features a closed flower I nificant passage which does net ap- 
spray in Beidermeir fashion. Sug- pear elsewhere In gospel manuscripts, 
gestive of our grandmother's patch- Som? critics hold that the portion of
work quilts is a "CaRco " pattern with Ma-k which follows the Latin re----------------------------------------------------
old fashioned gingham and calico cension mav be clo-er than any ervatlon. The order of the Ocspe's i 
pieces furnishing the motif for a ! other source now extant to the origi- I is,—Matthew. Jchn, Luke and Mark 
stylized tuHp spray Geese in high nal Greek gosjjel The additional The subscription on the last page
The prune method of artificial 
respiration may he divided into three 
successive movements, which may be 
repeated,by counting aloud “one,” 
“two,” “three" us you go through 
tham.
Thia ii the tenth of a aeriet of 12 
articled on Vacations and Health. 
The eleventh, on Hot Weather 
Havarda. mil antwer the quethont 
1. Can a vacation at home be 
beneficial to health? X. What 
are wise precautions with an 
electric fan? J. Which is better 
in hot weather, a cold bath or a 
tepid one?*
iCoerasat. lvaa. n. y l i. c«.»
TENANT’S HARBOR
Mr and Mrs Arthur E. Merrill of 
Tenants Harbor and Norton. Mass.,
W ALDOBORO
Miss Betty Stahl celebrated her 
' 18th birthday by entertaining a small 
, party of friends at dinner at Stahl's 
Tavern.
The Parent-Teacher Association 
I last week with the co-operation of 
*the Lion's Club took four school chil- 
'dren to Rockland where they were 
titled to glasses by Dr. William El­
lingwood. The Association will be 
grateful for added financial asslst- 
I ance ln this work of caring for the 
eyes of children.
Raymond Achorn of Quincy. Mass., 
is visiting his mother Mrs. Mary 
Achorn.
Mrs. Isidore Hoffses is making 
improvements on her house on Depot 
| street.
Mr and Mrs A. L. Shorey have 
been at their home in Surry.
Mrs. Charles Dutton and Miss Jane
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
THINK OFJTI Only $2.50 
a day single .... and $4.00 
double for this smart centrally 
located hotel
1OOO ROOMS
but what rooms they are I
Cheerful, colorful, cozy, each with 
private bath, shower, radio, circu­
lating ice water and many other 
features you'll be happy about
flight, with the glaze of the china material is found in the sixteenth gives a clue from which Proft -or „ thelr studio for the 21st r----------------- --------- — '
furnishing the background of the and last chapter, which describes Sanders made interesting dedu?- :,3MnP^ JaL ' 'n
pattern, characterize the set called the resu-rection of Christ, and fol- tions It now reads: "O Holy Christ, Mr Orace Frceman altended the Mbs EtM HazlewSxl haTr^tuZd
Plight.” with marcon edging th? lows the ninth verse. The Disciple; b? thou with thy servant Timothy funeral of Mrs. Izzie M. St Clair at to Roslindale. Mass.
pieces A pattern suggested aa flt- talking with the risen Savior and all of his.” “Timothy" ls writ- Past Union. Mrs. B o MUler and Misscs Mary
rar a etrintlv nwimi setting and the text ls translated as follows: ten over an erased name, indicating Mrs. Grace Freeman was recently e and Nancy Miller are visiting Mrs.
id Ine esS Tpp opriau lor And thev answered saying "This that the manuscript had at least one cal*r at *n ”?rt ™eld'
and one especially app.opriave roi C. B. Wa?.’, of Everett Masslate supoer or. perhaps, home ba" age of unrighteousness and unbelief I previous owner. From this clu? it d^Jg“er JjrfUs the weekend w-.th Mrs Ualtz
or -ame rcom ts or.e known as 1* under the (power of) Satan wa, deduced that the manirerip; vWted Mr and Mrs Hop. and gueris at Bark Cove.
“Pals" featuring tropical fish In a which does not permit things which came from the church of Tintcthy kin-, Sunday, and Miss Lucille Elwell Mrs Barres Redlon of Waltham, 
letting of aquarium or fish bowl «* (made) lmpu-e by the (etrtl) In the Monastery of the Vine Dresaer dauRhte^of Mr ^idI Mn^ Kenneth ^ng her mother. Mrs.
weeds done in reddish bown sepia «P»rtte to comprehend the truth cf near the third pyramid, where pos- ber cousln Marion Hopkins Miss Dora I. Gay has been guest
tones 00(1 ‘and’ hte powr' For thls "a- Eibl>’ 11 ""^ed until about the' A chw heaUh conference of Miss Mildred G Palmer in Bath
.... ron reveal thy righteousness now." time of the Diocletian persecution, held in the church parlor on the aft- lne. Sufaunah Wesley Society me
they said to Christ and Christ re- When it may have been given to some erncon of Aug. 3. A doctor and nurse
i utt* th* sitiwrt. Phed to them: more remote monastery. It presum- Wl" b<’ ln attendance
, k _* i •••• ably was lest or buried some tim/' Mr and Mrs. Melvin Hopkins of been vn.tnig relatives in Sea-sportShion^ndTese ^ Xly^-j "The limit of the year, of the powe, after the Moslem conquest of Egypt I .*«« Hagerinan enteriatSed
cf Satan has been fulfilled but oth
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Hand Luggage Entembles ! Church Monday afternoon.
Rev. and Mrs. A O. Davis have
HORIZONTAL
1-Defame
6-Javelin
11- Roman emperor
12- Edges 
14-Earneat
16-A church festival
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) 
42-Part of the leg
44- An insect
45- Dried grape 
47-Ask
49-System of rules and 
regulations
VERTICAL (Cont.)
13-Long-legged bird
15-Want
17-Epoche
20-A couch of eanvae 
swung from the 
ends
23-Man's name (Short) 
25-Old name of Chosen
27- Without moisture
28- Suffix meaning
footed
30- A heavenly body '
(Pl.) |
31- Melody I
32- Attention | ’
34- Applauee
35- Canvae shelter '
38-Despleed »,
38- The Inside
39- Omit
42- Mllitary assistant
43- Man's name 
4«-Drunkard
48-Veteran (abbr.)
in hand-luggage . ,x *1---------- ----------------- AA«n,tAct a-xzso ilQ5Vllliaii Ci 1LCI UX1I1CU
Mr k.nd w « rvrtM« S;. ^opkms at a bridgc £hower Friday evening 
Mr. “nd Mrs Orris Hopkins also mo in horor of Mrs Gladys Bailev
hat box and suitcase. One «rrible things are near at hand: only conjectural, however | tored here with them and were week- Grant. ^-e were three tables and |
and I was delivered unto death on Besides the manuscript of the four <*d Bursts of their brother and hr .beautiful and useful gifts were pre­
wife. Mr and Mrs. S O Hopkins. stn,;d to y,,. honor guest Jn Pthp '
st of three pieces-an over-night,CI s ’l n o? , nui a o rt-r in 639 A D^ These^vicissitudes are r. andI rs. rris i s als  o-1 l R r f .
18-The eheltered side 50-Acts
bag.
notes too that smart luggage Is, .ju. »a handle behalf of those who sinned in order eospels. there have also been on , * o i.u ' ------- - ------ — —light-weight and easy to handle f.yhih'rjnn a G-e*ir mn.i<rrint nt Jame' cnd Eermond Smith and company were Mrs Foster Jameson.that they may return to the truth exhib.taon a Greek manuscript of f,Her Arlene were Sunday Qf, Auct)n
a , ■ »V,A AAAlTr ZX V I XAllI A*AMAa— A t t • - - — . _ _ W'Lacquered canvas tweeds in black- 
and-white diagonal stripes, top- 
grain cowhide, pig grain and Fabri­
koid. are all featured with wearable 
linings in heavy silk and rayon 
moires. Many of the eases are fitted 
with four or five-piece toilet sets— 
comb, brush, mirror and manicure
pieces—often in Pyralin with short,‘ placed In the hands of Prof Henrystuhhv handles to save space. MoststuPPJ nannies io s* p a of University of Michi-
people travel light these days, but, . , , „ gan, who made an intensive studyfor the traveler who wishes to carry a 1 8 
more extensive wardrobe there are
and sin no more, to the end that th« bosks cf Deuteronomy and fheir uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs Edgar Winchenbach. Mrs. Andrew' 
they may inherit the spiritual and Jo'hua. written on parchment and W C Comstock of Rockland. The Currie. Mrs. W’endall P.anchard, 
incorruptible glory of righteousness daring from the fourth-to fifth cen- daL*as at the Crie cottage Mrs^ Stanley Bailey. Mr: Hamlin
(which is) in Heaven. But go ye tury. and an illuminated Armenian |
unto all the world and preach the Gospels on parchment from the
gospel.”
After Mr Freer brought thc manu- 
scriot to the United States lt was
eleventh to twelfth century.
No. 13734
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Office of Comptroller of the Currency 
Washington. D C . July 19 1933
WHEREAS by satisfactory evidence, N J Wheeler 
presented to the undersigned It has been 
Of it. Which was published bv the made to appear that
i»... University of Michigan, making t “THE first national bank of 
large wardrobe suitcases wi var notable contribution to the world's . ,h crTT* of KROCKLAND tn the
compartments, and pul man case BibhcaI scholarshlp slightest County of knox and state of maine 23' after a lingering illness. Funeral
with trays, in the same materials and j „„rp has complied with all the provtsiona of, services were held at his late rest-. , u„„a4 clues contained in tne toxts werp statutes of the United states, re-, . „ ,I linings as before mentioned. ------------
Hortons Pond. | Scofield. Mrs. Madelyn K tne, Miss.
I A severe thunder shower took place Eileen Newburn, Miss Bett / Weston.! 
here Sunday afternoon and the j Mrs. Grant and Miss Hagerman 
transformer near the church on the The rooms were decorated with gar- 
Port Clyde road was struck by light- den flowers and deliciovs refresh-' 
ning. I ments served.
Mrs. Carrie Hobart returned Thurs-! The Sketch Club ’•.ill present an 
dav to her home in Milford. Mass | ent.lre’.y new floor show at the eaba- ' 
after a vistt with her mother Mrs ! ret supper to be 'riven for the bene- J 
fit of the Lincoln Home for the 
• • • • i Aged ln Medomak Athletic hall to-
Sewell L Wa'I morrow night. Many pleasing and
ii t viz „ *i * . , amus*ng features are scheduled forDeacon Sewell L. Wall died July tj,e program and there will be free
dancing between the acts with music 
by a fine orchestra^ The first oro-
Some Style Briefs
51st STRECT 
AT 7fh AVENUE, NEW YORK 
ROY MOULTON
Executive Vice-Pre$. ond Managing Dir. 
WIHTe FO# OESC»I#TIV| BOOKLfT
MANGER
lo, EXTRA PERSON
North Stoti on
BOSTON
500
ROOMS 
W,th BATH
a50
RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Executive Office 
HOTEL MANGER
NORTH STATION. BOSTON ,
Please send - Recogssfllsie Cerrfi 
for use by friends oo4 Ha
obligation.
Nom«-
Cl«y -
19-The upper air
21- Tlme period
22- Period of fasting 
24-Propeller 
29-Old Persian coin 
29-Annexed 
18-Force of men
(Colloq.) 
W-Musician 
SO-Full of grit 
33-Utmoat extent
37- Seene of Homer’a
llliad
38- Freeze
40- Surface
41- lstand In Inland
waters
51- Restraln from
acting
52- The natural fat
VERTICAL
2- Signlfy
3- An insect
4- Eagle
5- A game
6- Turn aside 
, 7-A fruit
8- Printer’e meeeure
(pl.)
9- A flower (pl.) 
10-A country houee
EAST {3ENNEBEC
Adelphus Ripley was a visitor in 
this section last Friday.
Cecil Arrington is working for 
Raymond Paul at haying. After 
finishing the home place they have
----------- ---------- — — ------ ---- lnl, oll, ir, u, mc uu.uru i Ho„ . gram will commence at 6 n'rinrit been cutting at the John Conant farm! followed to their logical conclusions ?u'r^ „Wed,Tday'..and A"'™1 when supper wTl^b^Served andf £e North Appleton.
.... _____ _ next show is scheduled at 8 The Mr and Mrs- Clarence Robbins of
shape for preservation fo- an in- N0W ^errlore I. J. F. T. o CONNOR. Peat profusion were in evidence., patrons can have t.he opportunity Soutl> H°Pe were visitors at Mrs. ..nape ior preservation iw an in comptroller of the Currency, do hereby hea.riniz thxdr eilant I .. . . .. . . * Pac^n d»isv<.
Just now. the whole fashion world de(jn|t*]y ]0ng time It has not be- certify that 
seems to be keeping coolheaded In {ore been exhtbit»d, but since 1917 -the first national bank of 
white hats. Organdies, piques. bas accessible to scholars ln
bearing their silent testimony of ' of enjoying themselves besides help- ! Cassie Paul's last week Sunday.
ROCKLAND”
. . . . . •• l l iri thp CITY of ROCKLANO ln the Wheeler snd Frne^t Rjiwlavlinen, knitted string, briella suede a facsimne edition, copies of which county of knox and state of Maine is I , .
and miiirh straws have all gone , . , »>, i u authorized to commence the business I A mos . respectful tribute was paidcord and rough straws nave au gone were presented to the leading 11- 0, Banklng „ provided m section Fifty Mr. Wall by the attendance of flve 
“to the head." Most of the fabric brar|es of the world by the Univer- °ne hundred and sixty nine of the Re- ministers at the services, Rev. S E 
hats are fashioned with flat crowns pf Mlchlgan. v‘”d 8?nU?Lt°imom wk^eo?1’w?ine», ^kard of Boothbay an acquaint-
and stitched brims—sailor types to j manuscript is of sheep and ISe®11
be perched jauntily on the head. ; goat skin parchment of medium 
tipped over the right eye. Vying in ! thickness and in a fair state of pres-'
interest with the all-white hat are ___ ________________________________
ton of this place
love and respect for the deceased. I ing the aged people ln the Lincoln 
The bearers were Deacon David Home at Newcastle.
Sivewright. Joseph Simmons. Edwin • • • 4
vised Statutes of the United States.
In Testimony Whereof, witness . , ,
my hand and Seal of omce this ance and friend for many years, who 
nineteenth day of July. 1933.1 officiated. Rev. Harvey Moore of 
z, J. F T O'Connor. New York State, Rev Allison Watts
Comptroller of th. Currency.^, of Vermont Rev. Charles Marstaller 
of Lisbon Palls, and Rev. F. W. Bar-
the very gay summer models ..., 
checks, stripes and polka dots— 
these often with matching gloves 
and handbags.
• • B •
In the trend of accessory fashions, 
blakk is important. Black acces­
sories are particularly stunning with 
the white costume. Dead black hats 
are chic with the new forget-me-not 
blue, cloud grey and geranium red. 
With the highlighted dark sheer 
frocks—black, blue and brown- 
white accents are smartest.
WASHINGTON
Mrs. Percival Pierpont and son 
Ralph have returned from Unity, and 
were accompanied by her sons Al­
mond and Clyde who have been 
spending a month's vacation with 
their grandmother Farwell.
The people of Washington are more 
than enjoying the new street lights— 
six in all.
Miss Emma Johnston and Miss 
Jennie Langdon, teachers at Hartford, 
Conn., are here for the summer va­
cation
Mery We Suggest—
HOTEL BELLEVUE
•a Beacm 
Next tu th,
! Houm
BEACON SU Rfcfc'I
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial, 
and shopping center*.
New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath, F^.OOup; with bath, ^3,00 up 
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
Mr. Packard's re­
marks were eiveedintgly fitting to 
one whose character was of the high­
est tvpe, and whose life was of loyal 
devotion to the church and to t.he 
heme. The words of a well known 
writer may Justly be quoted: “To 
every man there openeth, a high way 
and a low, And every man decideth 
the wav his soul shall go."
Mr. Wall always won a place in 
thc hearts of those who knew him 
best: he was a good citizen and a 
good neighbor. He “lived in a 
house by the side of the road, and 
was a_ friend to man." Deacon 
i Wall's presence will be sadly missed 
in the church, and among his asso­
ciates in the neighborhood, as well as 
in the family circle, but as friends 
think of the vacancy his death has 
caused, there will come to mind also, 
the remembrance of happier days, 
for who can say that the world is 
not better for his having lived.
Outstanding traits of Mr. Wall's 
fine character were faithfulness and 
loyalty. "He fought a good fight, he 
finished his course, and he kept the 
faith," always displaying remarka­
ble patience and fortitude, until life's 
Journey ended. Almost his last 
words were: "It Ls all right.;” and we 
feel confident to say of our friend 
as Paul wrote in II Cor. 5:8, “Will-
To Present "Heads Up"
Enoch Robertson, head of the 
Waldoboro beard of selectmen, plays 
the leading role in 'Heads Up;" the 
hilarious three-act farce comedy to 
be presented bv the Methodist Home 
Makers Society at Medomak Ath­
letic hall. Aug. 10 and 11. Mr. Rob- 
ert.-on will appear as Abner Perkins, 
crotchety old hotel keeDer in a tiny 
upstate-village in Vermont. Rev. A. 
O Davis, Dastor of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, and Will Crowell 
take the parts of a pair of old 
checker champions. The cast of 100 
local people includes some of the 
best dramatic talent ln the town. 4 
parade to announce the big show 
will take place Saturdav evening, 
Aug. 5. with old-fashioned hay racks, 
buggies, wagons carts, and other 
old-time modes of conveyance bear­
ing the cast in costumes of the gay 
nineties. The Waldoboro Band will 
lead t.he parade, which will form 
at thc Methodist Church at 7 o’clock 
standard, and proceed down the 
main streets.
ing to be absent from the body and 
to be present with the Lord.”
The immediate surviving relatives 
are his wife El.ta (Bickmore) Wall, 
and brother Charles Wall, with 
whom the entire community sym­
pathizes in their bereavement and 
loss.
There will be a special showing 
and sale of Marinette Knit suits and 
dresses. New fall models at Fuller- 
Cobb-Davis. Thursday Aug. 3. sec­
ond floor. Special orders taken — 
adv. 90-91
! Mrs. Paul has sold her blueberri ;s ; 
to Morton & Payson ol South Hope.
Mrs. Herbert Stanley (Arethusa! 
Gurney) and daughter Julia May ol 
Massachusetts are visiting Mrs. 
Stanley's mother, Julia Gurney. Mr 
Stanley came for the weekend.
Cucumbers, and plenty of them, 
from Carrie Cummings' garden, July 
24.
Annie Ripley spent Sunday with 
relatives in South Montvllle.
Fred Edgecomb has been appoint­
ed patrolman of the road from 
Gushee's Corner to the Allen hill.
Charles Adams of South Montville 
supplied the pulpit of the Baptist 
Church Sunday morning and eve­
ning of last week.
A bridge party was held at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. WUl Brown 
Wednesday. A midnight lunch of ice 
cream and cake was served by 
Mrs. Brown. Guests of t.he evening 
were Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gushee, 
Mr and Mrs. Roland Gushee, Mr. 
and Mrs. Luther Calderwood and 
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Calderwood.
Mrs. Roland Gushee served a 
chicken dinner last Friday, enter­
taining Mr. aijd Mrs. Luther Calder­
wood. They were joined at cards 
later in the evening by Mr. and Mrs 
Will Brown and Rob and Elizabeth 
Gushee.
Mashed turnip for dinner, thank 
you, July 24. through the kindness 
of Mrs. Blanchard. One turnip 
trimmed of all leaves and dirt 
weighed one pound 12 ounces.
Jennie Waterman was overnight 
guest Saturday of Annie Ripley.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Gushee were 
visitors recently at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. James Overlock in South
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
TREMONT
Mrs Edmund Howe has as her guest 
Miss Julia Wadwell of Bucksport.
Mr. and Mrs. William Peterson and 
son William are visiting her mother 
Mrs. Ida Dix.
Mrs. Leslie Nelson was awarded 
first honors at a bridge party Wed­
nesday evening at Mrs. Everett Clos- 
son's.
Mr and Mrs. Allan Scott and chil­
dren Willis and Ruth of Somerville, 
Mass., arrived last week to spend a 
vacation with Mrs. Scott's parents 
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kelley.
Mrs. Leslie Nelson recently had as 
guests Mr. and Mrs. Johnson who live 
at the Windsor estate in Weston.
Harvey Kelley is employed at the 
Finlay cottage for the summer.
The Ladies' Aid held Its summer 
sale at the schoolhouse with these 
ladies at the different tables: Mrs. 
E. B. Reed and Mrs. Fred Lawton, 
fancy work; Mrs. Sidney Wallace and 
Mrs. Charles Harding, novelty table; 
Mrs. Ralph Benson and Mrs. William 
Hinton, quilts and flowers; Mrs. Clar­
ence Smith and Mrs. Hettle Stanley, 
candy and plants: Mrs. Jacob Kelley 
and Mrs Leslie Rich, cooked food; 
Mrs. W. H Kittredge and Mrs. James 
Benson, ice cream; Mrs. Henry Saw­
yer. aprons; Mrs. Chester Sawyer, 
vrabs, Mrs. Harry Albee and Mrs. Jay
Liberty. They also called upon Al- \ Wallace served afternoon tea at a 
ton Overlock, brother of Mrs. i very attractive table. About $55 was 
Gushee. realized.
Every-Other-Day
THE REALM OF MUSIC
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
Through the thought of a friend 
several programs of Fi:st Baptist 
Choral Associat on concerts of the 
years 1894-95-96-97 have been turned 
over to me. and a review of them will 
provide a note of interest for many 
readers, we are confident.
The program of June 13. 1894. an­
nounces the first concert of the As­
sociation which was organized Jl»»<‘ 
11, of that year. It is rather an elab­
orate affair, with pink ribbon tied 
artistically in one corner. Glancing 
through it we find a soprano solo "The 
Old and Young Marie" by Cowen, by 
Sarah Hall, violin obligato by Carrie 
Ingraham; a piano duet by Jennie 
Ingraham and Fred B Whitcomb; a 
tenor solo, “Ga'es of the West” by 
Lowthian, Herbert M. Lord; a vocal 
duet, "The Time of Youth" by Pinsftti, 
Jennie Ingraham and Clara Whitney. 
Sarah W. Pillsbury gave a contralto
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• ABOVE—FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY a man has flown around lhe 
world alone! Sleepless ... hungry • * • ignoring thc perils of fog and ice ... storms and 
forced landings.. .Wiley Post won the admiration of the whole world with his cour­
age, his skill, and his marvelous physical endurance in flying around the world in 
7 days, 18 hours, 49K' minutes. Here he is shown as he landed at Floyd Bennett Field.
• LEFT—RESTED AND 
SMILING after his daring 
flight, Wiley Post enjoys a 
Camel. “ Smoking Camels 
as 1 havc for so long,’’ says 
Post, “ I never worry about 
healthy nerves — and I’m a 
constant smoker, too.”
• LEFT—“I CAN’T SPEAK as a record- 
breaking flyer. I’m a young married 
woman, and my home and club work 
keep me going every minute. Add to 
that the fagt that I am naturally inclined 
to be thc nervous type. I didn’t start 
with Camels, but later switched tu them 
because 1 found they arc milder and 
have a delightful flavor. I smoke only 
Camels now because I have discovered 
that they allow me to smoke all I want 
—without upsetting my nerves.”
Steady Smoker! 
turn to Camels
In an exclusive interview WtLEY Post says: “Cir­
cling the globe alone in the Winnie Mae was the 
toughest ordeal I’ve ever been through! A round- 
the-world flyer has to be in shape to stand the ex­
tremes of physical exhaustion. He has to he ready 
for any weather, any emergency. His job calls for 
nerves in perfect condition. Smoking Camels as I 
have for so long, I never worry about healthy 
nerves—and I'm a constant smoker, too. Every body 
knows that Camels are made from more expensive 
tobaccos, and you can certainly tell it in the mild­
ness and good taste of Camels, and the fact that 
Camels never jangle the nerves!”Camels are made of finer, MORE 
EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any 
other popular brand. Leaf tobac­
cos for cigarettes can be bought 
from 50 a pound to $1.00...hut 
Camel pays the millions more 
that insure your enjoyment.
Thousands of smokers have switched to Camels and 
found that they are better for steady smoking. 
Your nerves and your taste will confirm this. Begin 
today with Camels. Know that you are smoking a 
milder cigarette... and that steady smoking does 
not interfere with healthy nerves!
fond of music and played the violin. 
He is survived by sons Joseph and 
Eben of this town, a sister Mrs. Wil­
liam Pickering and niece Mrs. Jose­
phine Asbury of Verona and niece 
Mrs. Nathalie Lawry of this town 
The funeral was. held Saturday at 
the home of hLs son Joseph, Rev. N. 
F. Atwood of Union Church officiat­
ing. Burial was at Bay View ceme­
tery.
Woburn, Mass , and niece Miss Bar­
bara Strout of Worcester arc guests 
of their aunt Mrs. Rebecca Thorn­
dike.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carr and 
children of Chesapeake. Md.. are 
guests of her parents Mr. and Mrs. 
Mark E Rowell.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Rackliff and 
children. Miss Geneva Wall and 
Harold Rackliff motored here from 
Boston Tuesday night of last week 
and visited Mrs. Helen Rackliff two 
days.
The Pine Tree Girls’ 4-H Club en­
joyed their annual picnic at Pleas­
ant Beach last Thursday. Mrs. R. 
W. Tyler assistant club leader, chap­
eroned the party.
Mrs. R. C. Thorndike, W P 
Sleeper and Mr. and Mrs. Albert 
Sleeper were guests of Miss Helen 
Sleeper on an auto trip Thursday to 
Cadillac Mountain and Southwest 
Harbor.
Mrs. Harmon Stitt who is super­
visor of music in the schools of Free­
hold. N. J., has been visiting her 
father Joshua Thorndike at. Wessa­
weskeag Inn for the past week, and 
has received much social attention 
from the many friends made here 
(luring previous summer visits. Mrs. 
Stijt notes many great changes In 
the village since her first summer 
i here in 1903.
VINALHAVEN with hts grandmother Mrs. A. U. Pat-|
Verson.
Mr and Mrs Freeman Robinson 
spent tlie weekend with Mr. and Mrs 
Elmer Hopkins at North Haven.
Capt. Leroy Ames and Capt. Fred 
Greenlaw have returned from Port [ 
Tupper, N. S.. ln yacht Fishhawk, 2d
Miss Ethelyn Strickland of Boston 
arrived Saturday and ls the guest of 
ner aunt Mrs L R. Smith.
Mrs. Mora Whitney Ls the guest of 
Mts Carrie Thomas.
Mrs. Mertie Carver entertained a 
cards Saturday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wilson and 
daughter Barbara and Mrs. Harold 
Clark of Portland are guests of Mr 
and Mrs. Harry Wilson
Shirley Rapport of Baston is spend 
ing the summer vacation with Capt. 
and Mrs Ralph Bickford.
George and Ellison Headley are 
visiting their grandparents Mr. and 
Mrs Alfred Headley.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Briggs of 
Augusta werc weekend guests of Mrs 
Mary L. Arey, who entertained in 
thclr honor Saturday, Mrs. Mary 
Daniels and Miss Ruth McKenna of 
Medford. Mass.
Miss Doris Hopkins returned Sat­
urday to Boston.
Mrs Inez Paige of Rockland was 
a recent guest of her son Vernard 
Warren.
Mrs Langtry Smith entertained 
three tables at bridge Thursday eve­
ning Honors went to Miss Muriel 
Chilles and to Mrs Eleanor Conway 
Lunch was served.
Miss Chilles was hostess Saturday 
evening at bridge when Mrs. Made­
line Smith and Mrs Carroll Gregory 
held high honors
Capt Eben Hutchinson. 83, died 
Julv 27 at the home of his son Joseph 
with whom he had lived since last 
fall. Formerly he made hLs home 
in Verona for 25 years. He was son 
of the late Frank and Patience 
(Staples) Hutchinson of Little Deer 
Isle. His life was spent mostly or 
the sea and In hts younger davs he 
was well known on the Orand Banks 
sailing out of Bucksport. He was
SOUTH THOMASTON
Mr. nnd Mrs. Fiank Sellers have 
the following guests who arrived Sat­
urday: Mr. and Mrs. Warren Sutton 
nnd Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sutton of 
West Orange. N. J.
Dr and Mrs. Bertram Lenfest arc 
entertaining their daughter Mrs. Wil­
liam Dennison of Bath.
A. E. Libby returned Friday from 
Boston.
Herbert E. Boman, who spent the 
weekend in town returned Monday 
to Lisbon Falls, accompanied by his 
daughter ML'S Ruth Boman.
Mrs. Florence Murdock, daughter 
Jean Miss Kate Warner and Mi..' 
Jessie Pliilmore of Worcester. Ma.,!, 
have been enjoying a vacation at 
Sunnybank cottage.
Miss Stella Olidden Ls a guest of 
her cousin Mrs J. H. Carver.
Mrs. Will Gregory and daughter 
Lillian who have been visiting Mrs. 
James Gregory the past week, re­
turned Friday to North Haven.
St. George ball team won the game 
Saturday, score 3-0. With a group 
of cheering friends to help c^rry 
home the victory, the visitors ex­
pressed a happy visit here There 
were 55 In the party Among the visit­
ors were Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Auld 
and nieces cf Mr. Auld.
The thunder showers of Saturdav 
night lasted until Sunday night and 
there was no forgetting of the unusu­
ally long session of electrical dis­
play and noise. No damage was re­
ported here
Oeorge Lemon, recent guest, of Mr. 
and Mrs. Flank White, left Monday 
for Piatt, Kansas, making the trip 
from Rockland bv automobile
Mrs. I. W Fifield and Miss Eliza 
Patterson with Mr and Mrs. Orrin T 
Smith of Rockland made the trip tc 
Cadillac Mountain. Saturday Miss 
Patterson will visit this week Mrs 
Rowena Pollard Woodward at Dres­
den Mills.
Master Arthur Scofield has re- 
i turned to Rockland after a visit here
Mr and Mrs. Clarence R. Davis I 
(Louise Littlefield) of Fall River. 
Mass., are spending a part of the va­
cation with Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Watts.
Mrs. Elwin Elwell of Revere, Mass, 
Is guest of Mrs. E'oen Elwell.
An Interesting canning demonstra­
tion was held Thursday afternoon 
in Grange hall, with Mtss Jessie Law­
rence, home demonstration agent, in 
charge There was an attendance of 
22. Two methods of canning peas 
and blueberries were demonstrated.
Miss Norma Jean Thorndike of j 
Melrose Highlands. Mass., was re- ■ 
cently guest of Mrs. F. K. Thorndike. '
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Jackson ol 
Malden. Mass , were guests for a week 1 
of hts sister Mrs J. T. Baum, and re- j 
turned to Massachusetts Wednesday 
accompanied by Miss Norma Jean 
•"Thorndike and Miss Marjorie Sleep­
er. who will visit relatives there for 
a fortnight.
Benjamin Wiggin has sold his large 
motor boat, the Dot B, to Camden 
parties.
Miss Elizabeth Till left last week 
for Marblehead. Mass, where she will 
visit relatives for a month.
Mr. and Mrs. Washburn, daughter 
Fulvia and Vincent Wiggin. all of 
Hartford, Conn., have been guests of 
Mrs. Lizzie Wiggin.
Mrs. John C. Stanton and Mrs 
Sarah C. Stanton of Danvers, Mass , 
motored here Thursday to visit Mrs 
H. D. Crowley for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley en­
tertained a group of 14 at a family 
dinner party July 21, all relatives of 
Mr. Crowley.
Miss Marjorie Sleeper recently en­
tertained at dinner. Misses Norma 
Jean Thorndike, Celia Crowley and 
Elizabeth Till, the party later being 
guests of Miss Till at the dance at 
Spruce Head.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Scrivens of
BURKETTVILLE
Frank Callahan of Hallowell, Mrs. 
Melinda Cunningham and Miss 
Myrtle Cunningham of Union were 
callers last week at Linwood Mitch­
ell's
Mrs, Genella Crosley of Auburn 
was supper guest of Mrs. Maynard 
Sukeforth last Tuesday.
Miss Dcrothy Robbins is spending a 
vacation of two weeks with Misses 
Ruth and Oladys Sprague of Jamaica 
Plain, Mass
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Smallwood were 
visitors last Tuesday evening at Ruby 
Hannan's
Mr'. Fessenden Hannan and 
laughter Doris passed Tuesday night 
and Wednesday at Mrs. Linwood
Mitch,ell's.
Callers on Clara MacDowell the 
past week were Mr. and Mrs. Charles 
Hoyt of South Union accompanied 
by Mts. May Robbins of East Union, 
Mrs. Andrew Rokes and Mrs. Etta 
Luc".
Miss Clara A. MacDowell was 
raddened by news of the death of Z 
cousin. Miss Laura A. Clark of Dam­
ariscotta, which recently occurred at 
Memorial Haspltal. after undergoing 
a serious surgical operation.
Mis Harold Wadsworth and young 
sen were callers last Tuesday at Myra 
Calph's.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Gould who 
motored here from Upton. Mass., to 
visit his sister Mrs. Lizzie Luce also 
called on acquaintances ln adjoining 
towns, several being old friends whom 
he had not seen in 40 years. Mr. 
and Mrs. Oould returned home last 
week.
QUIVERING
NERVES
Yield to Lydia E. Pinkham’s 
Vegetable Compound 
When you are just on edge . . .
when you can’t stand the chil­
dren’s noise . . . whqn everything 
is a burden . . . when you are irri­
table and blue ... try this medi­
cine. 98 out of 100 women report 
benefit.
It will give you Just the extra 
energy you need. Life will seem 
worth living again.
IT TAKES
H EALTHY NERVES
ALONE!
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES 
NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE
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PLEASANT POINT
! Mr and Mrs. David Osborne of 
J Cambridge, Mass., and Mrs. Milks of j 
Newton, Mass., are among the recent 
[arrivals at Spruceholm.
Miss Frances Maxwell and Miss I 
Lucy Maxwell of Boston and Miss j 
Ruth Pox of Reading, Pa., who are 
I occupying the Maxwell cottage at j 
) Port Clyde, were guests of Mrs Orace j 
Maloney Wednesday.
Mrs. Lula Beaton of Augusta visit I 
ed her cousin Burt Carter last week j
Mr and Mrs. George W Hoyt of !
bass, W. C. Emery; violin, Florence 1.|
Jones; piano, Fred B. Whitcomb Miss 
Jones played obligatos for Mabel Hall's 
solos—"Fiorian's Song” by Godard, 
and "Spring Flowers" by Reinecke. Pittsburgh. Pa., are guests of Mr. and
There was a ladles' quartet—"The IMrs T F Donegan.
Season:!" by Abt, with Jennie In-1 Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Moran and 
graham a Spring Miss Marsh as 1 Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Stevens of Houl- 1 
Autumn. Sarah M Hall as Summer [ ton spent last week at Burt Carter's 1 
and Mkr Perry as Winter, which 1 Mrs. T. F. Donegan entftained 
must have been most effective—com- Thursday at The House-on-the- 
bining recitatives, solos, duets, trio [Ledge, Mrs. Robert Andrews and! 
and final quartet. Mr. Whitcomb's Mrs Ann Newcomb of Warren, Mrs. 1 
piano solo was “Rhapsodie Hon- i Mary Waldo of Thomaston .Mrs
groir.-" jy ILlszt, and one of the Cleveland Sleeper Sr. and Mr and Mrs
choral num jers was'The Jolly Black-[ Cleveland Sleeper Jr. and son of I
smith;" by Geibel. South Thomaston, and Mrs. H. B |
In the officers and personnel appear Goodenough of Brighton, Mass 
new names—or changed Helen A Mr and M„ A w Maloney, and 
Mrs E. George Payne and maid, mo- 1 
. .» t-j j , , itored one day last week to Port Clydebers are Mrs. Edsard L Cox Josie where they visited at the home o j
...______ , _________  Bradburyi, Eessie Hal, Mrs. M. P Ernest Maloney 1
solo. "Cradle Song by Kate Vannah. Judkins. Mabel T. Kalloch, Carrie K.. ’
ai d Mr Whitcomb played as a piano Ingraham, Mrs. F B Miller. Edith C ” . 8° “ h"
solo "Pierletle" by Chaminade. There Bicknell. Clara F Hemingway. Alice M ° W Creamer ln
was a vocal trio "Stag’s of the Sum- E. Burleigh, Martha S Bartlett, A. , lnoma'on
mer Night" by Owen, sung by Lotta W. Benner, George S Newcombe.1 Mr and Mrs. F A. Fllnton recent- 
Skinner, Sarah Hall and Sarah Pills- Honorary members, Mr. and Mrs. W. ly entertained friends from Rockland.
1 O. Fuller, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
' 
Knowlton Is treasurer; Harry C.'- 
Leach, librarian In the chorus mem-
bury. Mabel S. Hodgkins offered Ms a [ 
soprano solo “Keipsakes" by J.|C Pa-shley, R Anson .Crie, Frank S 
Macy, and the chorus of 27 members I Kalloch, E. S. Montgomery, Mies N 
gave three selections, one "Colunjfcta T. Sleeper. Bessie Lawry and Mrs
Beloved" by Donizetti, by requests 
The officers a d members of the
association were: President. Mrs
Jennie McLain Buss.• • • •
This section of Maine is fa.it be-
Mlss Sarah Dodge of Somerville Is 
-taylng at the Davol cottage with her 
sister and family.
Fvcryone is much pleased to hear 
that Miss Marion Gould of Gull Rock 
ccttage, who has been quite 111 for 
several weeks, is now able to get down
B Butler; vice president, E. S Mont- mining a musical playground. Added stairs, fun recovery is anticipated 
gomery; secretary. Clara Whitney; J the colonists at Rockport and Mr Mrs w Q Mal an(,
Camden are those at Pleasant Point' Mr ar.d Mrs Warren K‘lght.s and 
are htaded by H WeUington llttle daughter motored porUan(, 
Whitcomb. Sadie Pillsbury; musical ’ Smith, well known baritone and )ast week Sunday and spent the da, 
director. H M Lord; pianist and or- .vo.ee teacher cf Boston and New wlth Walter arover and (amny. 
onnkt Mrs H M Lord’ D&sLstant. Ytrk. We are greatly In .“rested to 9
M s N T Sleeper. The members learn that Mr. Smith ls dkectlng a Much Interest is manifest in the 
were Souranos Mrs James Watts, concert to be given in Thomaston Jo?, Mrs Margaret Patton
Sarah M Hal! Mabel S Hodgkins. 'Watts hall) Aug. 4 In addition to DUler of Philadelphia haa offered her 
Se F Ingraham Lotta F Skin- , himself there will be these artist-1 home. Christmas Lodge, tn
ner Josie A Bradbury Susie R. True- students: Eunice Truesdale and Edna Franklin D Roosevelt to bn
worthy. Fannie N. Ulmer; contraltos. -Merritt, known to radio audienws ^g^WM'fondly’ the
Mrs A B Butler Carrie K Ingra- as “Tne Music Levers; Oeorge was iormeriy tne
* Tinker, tenor, a prize winner in the home of the late Leander Moore and
National Federation of Music Clubs wa5 Robert Patton ten
young artists' contest at the San ag0 
Francisco Biennial 1931; and Mtss j • • • •
Thomas of Portland,
treatuier, Bernice Heaward; execu­
tive committee. A B Butler, F B
ham, Sarah W Pillsbury, Gertrude J 
Heaward. Clara E Whitney. Nancy T.
Sleeper. Elizabeth M Perry, Ethel A 
Gilchrest. Bernice E. Heaward. Nejlie 
A Knowlton; teno:s, E. S Montgoin- Georgia 
ery, Fred 13. Whitcomb. George S 
Everett. H. M. Lord; basses, A B 
Butler, Frank S Kalloch, Karl E.
Packard. R. A. Crie, A. W Brewster; 
accompanist, Mrs. H. M. Lord.
The next program is dried May 1. 
1885. and while many of the artte’s 
were those of the previous concert, 
we note that W O. Fuller, Jr , was an 
assisting artist His selections were: 
"Capt. Bim'.ey's Cow" and “A Tale of 
the Orient." Miss Pillsbury again 
showed her preferenc; for composi­
tions of Kate Vannah for she present­
ed as her solo "When the Roses Fall
Fus ed Delightful Afternoon
young sc prano whose voice has more | beautiful summer home of
xsw sys,.* r j °"w .
predicts a wonderful future for Its, oy-the-aea. was the scene of a fes- 
possessor. Mrs. Edna Wellington Uve gathering Thursday afternoon. 
Smith wlll again act as accompanist when she entertained 19 of the la- I
~u .,r5at. in ltseI^ as h€r work te djcs 0{ pleasant Point at her annual 
marked by a consummate artistry . , .....
Carl Webster of Boston, one of New l!ardtn which th“ ?ear took
England's ‘avorite cellists, will be ,he fcrm oI a't old fashioned cos-1 
heard ln solo work, and lt is expect-) ,ume affair. The ladies wen* garbed 
ed there will be a pianist of rare in- ln costumes some of which were 
terest—this is being* kept as a sur- *iorn more than a century ago by
prisy feature. While r.o definite 
’'.itemcnt is made as to the program, 
lt ls rumored that lt will be buUt or. 
operatic lines, the bevy of vocalists
A vocal quartet composed of Jennie afjord;ng opportunity for both solo 
Ingraham. Sarah Hal, Mrs Leonard and en£€mb;c numbers
H Snow and Miss Sleeper sang "Santa 
Lucia" by William Rees. Mr Ifrd There are so many wonderful
added a yodel to one ol the chorus tIeats jn mus'd coming during i picture
their ancestors They were met at [ 
the door by their hostess, handsome-1 
ly gowned ln a dress of 1859 style, cut I 
lew at the neck, and the skirt, which 
touched the floor was covered with 
t ewe of deep ruffles, set out by a 
hoopskirt. and with her hair ln deep 
curls at each side, she made a charm-
numbers- The Serenaders" by Macy. xusus‘. it would be well for all our Among the interesting costumes, 
and J R Small was heard in a tm- mu?iC lovers ta make a note of these , wa?i a teat and shawl worn oy Mrs 
solo "The Depths of the Sea by Ma- . da^5 and attractions, and plan to Haunie Davis. The hat belonged to 
goun. The personnel of the associ- !atund aJ1 possible ------------ * J
ation was much the same a few new Aug
names—Mrs. W W Smith. Elizabeth under direc’.on of H. Wellington 
M Perry. Bessie E Lawry. Aimee gmitb
Marsh. Mabel F. Hall and J. R Aug. 8—First concert in Curtis 
Small. Again the program was > Memorial Concert series — featuring 
artistic—fancy gray covers tied witte 1 Luboshutz, violinist; Isabelle 
white ribbon.
a Mrs Hanson of Portiand, and was 
4—Concert at Thomaston years old, and the shawl 150 years 
old. Miss Lizzie Young wore a bon­
net more than 200 years old which be­
longed to her great-grandmother
Ann Allen, who lived in a house 
where the town hall in Cushing now 
stands, and she carried a handbag 
that belonged to her grandmother
[ Vengerova and Boris Goldovsky 
| pianists, and Felix Salmond, cellls!
Tu? couc?rt of Jan 3.1895, w*as an- ajj the Curtis Institute of Music Mis Robert Gay, who lived in the 
nounced “Under thc auspices of the ! facu;ty house now owned by Miss Mina ' 
B.Y.P.U. in the Dollar course, by the ,‘"Xu/ 17—Concert at Warren Bap- Woo<lcock. The handbag was used 
------   -----,  ----- ....—. i for carrying cookies to church for the 1
children, who got restless, at the serv-1 
ices which were very long.
Mrs. Payne entertained in
. .. | Aug. ii V/Oncerv ai warrei
First Baptist Choral Association. Church featuring choral
Alice Frances Newhall, of Bangor 
“the talented elocutionist." was as­
sisting artist. The admission was 35 
cents Again the artists were much 
the same, but It ls rather fun to study 
what they presented Mr. Lord gave 
"In Life and Death" by Mascheroni, 
and again his yodel was brought into 
play with one of the chorus numbers 
—"The Waterfall," a Bavarian mel­
ody. Miss Ingraham and Mr. Lord
b?rs and solos, with many of the best 
known singers in Rockland and vi­
cinity assisting. her i 
also
Rave several readings much to the
Aug. 18—Second concert in t.he fi108* attractive manner, and
Curtis Memorial series
Aug. 28—Third concert ln the Cur- i Plf^ye of her guests. Sandwiches.
tis Memorial series. assorted cookies, coffee and choco-
Aug. 30—Concert at Congrega- lates were served with a large freezer
tional Church, featuring Kitty Mc- j 
Laughlin—Rockland's own singer• • • •
of Mrs. Hart's famous ice cream 
, The happy occasion will long be re­
membered by all who participated.
sang a duet "Una Notte a Venezia" And we do not know yet what I Upon leaving each guest was present- 
by Arditi, and Miss. Pillsbury sang Frank Bibb.s Dlans will be when he [ ed with a large bouquet of sweet peas.
“Old Lace" by Molloy. Mr. Whit 
comb's piano solo was Chaminade s I aj (be Peabody Conservatory 
"Scarf Dance." A note at the bot­
tom of the program announced that 
“The fine piano used on this occasion 
is from the ware rooms of the Maine 
Music Co."
I arrives at Camden after a summer 
of!
from Mis. Payne's garden.
Those present were Mrs. Richard
Music. Baltimore, where he has been Mrs Josephine Shuman. Mrs.
conducting vocal classes. He is ex-! 
pected the latter part of August.
• • • •
The concert of Feb. 10. 1896. had 
H. M. Lord as director and O. F 
Kenney as acting director. Assisting 
artists w^re W. O Fuller. Jr.. W F. 
Tibbetts and Dr. Richan. The chorus 
opened the program with Eaton Fan­
ning's “The Song of the Vikings." with 
four hand accompaniment by Mrs 
Lord and Miss McLain. Mr Kenney 
sang a bass solo "Patria’’ by Tito 
Matti, and again Miss Hall. Mr Whit­
comb, Miss Hodgkins and Miss Marsh 
were soloists. Mr. Whitcomb's piano 
solo had a title which was a mouth­
ful— “Moushlenfaht der Slebenshiel" 
by Franz Bendel. Miss Marsh's solo 
“One Spring Morning" by Nevin, had 
violoncello and flute accompani­
ment by Mr. Kenney and Mr. Tibbetts. 
Miss Pillsbury's name is absent, but 
we notice a "Mrs. Whitcomb" has ap­
peared on the program, which explains 
that. Mr. Fuller's selection was "The 
Burled Missionary."
• • •
The concert of April 7, 1897, is an­
nounced as "Closing Entertainment” 
in the People's Lecture Course James 
Wight appears as acting director and 
F. B. Whitcomb, accompanist. Miss 
Florence Sibley, reader, of the Emer­
son School of Oratory, Ralph Ayers 
and E A Burpee were assisting art­
ists. Choral numbers, a piano trio 
vocal and piano solos, a vocal trio and 
a duet were programmed, also a sextet 
‘‘Come Sing the Songs of Happier 
Days" by Emerson, by Misses Ingra­
ham, Mabel Hall, Gilchrest, Mrs. 
Snow, Messrs. Butler and Ayers. 
There was also a ladies' chorus— 
"Hark! 'Tis the Indian Drum" hy 
Bishop.
The 11th concert was given Nov. 17.
1897. with H. M. Lord back aiain as 
director. The program had buff cbv- 
ers decorated ln a dull red and tied 
with green ribbon. The soloists were:
Soprano. Sarah Mt Hall, and Jennie 
F Ingraham; mezzo-soprano, Aimee 
E. Marsh and Mabel F Hall; contralto,
Elizabeth M. Perry; tenor, H. M. Lord'; unusually large. 
i
A blasted slave-day romance in­
spired the words of “Darling Nellie 
Oray," written ln Rushville, Ohio, by 
Benjamin Russell Hanby. born July
Mrs Susie Davis, Mrs. Olive Seavey 
Mrs Florence Orne, Mrs. Nettle 
Seavey, Mrs. Eula Coombs. Mrs 
Fannie Davis, Mrs. Edith Stevens 
Mrs Lillian Stevens. Mrs. Dorothy 
Seavey. Mrs. Madeline Stimpson
22. 1833. The centenary of his birth Young Miss Maric n
has recalled the origin of the song. [ Coombs, Miss Anna Seavey.
“I Just traded in my saxophone 
toward a new car."
“I didn't know they accepted 
things like that tor autos.
APPLETON MILLS
Recent guests of Mrs. Blanche Da­
vidson were Mrs. Foster of Boston 
'Well, this case was an exception, and Henry Davidson of Belfast.
The dealer happened to be our next 
door neighbor.”
• • •
fromWilliam Currier is home 
Thayer Hospital. Waterville.
Charles Adams delivered a very 
Lady (who believes she can sing):!helpful sermon Sunday, July 23 at 
"The gentleman to whom you Intro- J the Baptist Church. Miss Chrystal
duced me said he would like to have 
my voice. What is his profession?" 
“Auctioneer!"
ORFF S CORNER
Ormond Ludwig of Chicago, a for­
mer resident of this place, was over­
night guest of Mr. and Mrs Edward
Reed and calling on old friends. Mr. ___
Ludwig was accompanied by his spending 
daughter Mrs. Bertha McGuire and 
child.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Elwell and
Stanley and Linnibel Grant sang a 
duet, which was much appreciated.
E. B. Beals, veterinary Inspector 
has been ln town inspecting the 
cows for tuberculosis.
Hugh McCorrison and his crew 
started Monday raking blueberries 
for Black & Gay.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Gushee and 
daughter Vera of Ludlow, Mass, are 
a vacation with Mr. 
Gushee's mother and sister, Mrs. 
Frances Gushee and Miss Fannie.
Mrs. Alice Sherman and grandson 
Sherman Ames have been at thefamily and Mrs. Amber Childs were 
ln Elmore recently, guests of Mr. and [ former’s cottage at Temple Heights
Mrs. James Hall for several days.
Mrs. Charles Tisdale and daughter Mlsa Dorothy Robbins was dinner
Barbara are visiting in Massachu­
setts.
Friends of Louise Leonard Vannah,
guest of Mrs. Madeline Butler last 
week enroute to Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Brown enter
who ls a surgical patient at Knox tained at cards Wednesday evening 
Hospital, are pleased to hear she is 
making excellent progress toward re­
covery.
Mrs Myron Hutchins and son Ray­
mond have returned from a two weeks' 
visit tn Massachusetts.
The Happy Workers 4-H Club met 
Wednesday afternoon at the home of 
the assistant lead°r, Miss Eleanor 
Achorn.
Speaking of the beautiful ramblers 
seen this year, mention should be 
mad; of those at the home of Sanford 
Walter—one a crimson and the other 
pink, and both a mass of bloom and
Mr and Mrs. Walter Calderwood of 
Camden, Mr. and Mrs. Luther Cal­
derwood of Woronoco, Mass., and 
Mr and Mrs. Roland Gushee. Ice 
cream and cake were served.
Charles E. Linnekin, 84, native of 
Appleton, died July 23 at his home in 
Ashland, Penn. He was the youngest 
of ten children born to Robert and 
Rachel (Gahan) Llnnekin and was 
the last of his family. Many wil: 
remember him, as he was in this 
place looking over old scenes and re­
calling hLs boyhood days a few years 
ago. He was greatly attached to hl 
old home here.
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THOMASTON
Herbert Jones and Mrs. Lillian 
Morton were united in marriage by 
Rev. Mrs. McLain of the Pentecostal 
Church Sunday evening, during t.he 
service that w’as being held in their 
meeting place. The bride and groom 
are well known, having their resi­
dence at the corner of Beechwood 
and Erin streets. They are mem­
bers of the Pentecostal Church. 
Thc room was filled by members of 
thc church and others.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Mank of War­
ren were in town Saturday on busi­
ness.
Percy Merrifield who has been 
spending the vacation at Cooper’s 
Beach and in Thomaston, has re­
turned to his business in Boston.
John Meehan A- Sons of Clark 
Island have reduced the number of 
work days of their paving cutters and 
blacksmiths, to four days per week. 
This affects quite a number of 
Thomaston, workers.
Miss Martha Bishop of Lisbon. 
N. H . who had spent, thc week as 
guest of Miss Prances Hahn on 
Gay’s Island, left for her home Sat­
urday.
Thc American Legon and Auxili­
ary will have a joint session at their 
rooms Wednesday evening to tran­
sact. business in connection with 
their fair Aug. 23. The time is 7.30
Mrs John Brown and Miss Har­
riet Williams motored to Belgrade 
Lake Sundav to spend the day with 
Miss Betty Brown who is at camp 
there.
Bart Smalley of Andover. Mass., 
and Miss Laura Campbell of North­
ampton and Boston were visitors of 
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Robinson and 
Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Smallej 
Sunday.
Miss Elizabeth Newcombe and 
friends Miss Judith Steele and Miss
Francesca Martin all of Washing­
ton. D. C., who have been visiting 
William O. Washburn and Miss 
Elizabeth Washburn, left upon thetr 
return to Washington Sunday 
morning.
Sanford Hyler who has work in 
Boothbay Harbor joined the baseball 
nine of that town for a ride to his 
home here Sunday. The boys came 
, over to play thc prison team but. the 
weather was not favorable.
Mrs. Robert Davis of Rockport 
spent Sunday with her mother Mrs. 
Sanford Hyler.
Frederick Elwell is spending a few 
weeks with hls father on Seal Island.
Mrs. AusUn Elwell is at home from 
Rockland where she has been em­
ployed as nurse in the home of Capt. 
Herbert Philbrook.
Miss Celia Flye has moved her 
beauty parlor from her home on Elm 
street to the front room upstairs in 
Union block.
Mr. and Mrs. E K Winchenbacn 
and family motored to Augusta 
Sunday afternoon. They passed 
through thunder storms which in­
creased ln intensity as they jour­
neyed. reaching the climax at 
Augusta. Returning by South Hope 
they saw what appeared to have been 
a One set of farm buildings com­
pletely destroyed, not even a shingle 
left. Mrs. Estelle Newbert who had 
been visiting her son in South Gar­
diner returned with them.
Mrs Percy Small who has been 
visiting Mrs. Walter Currier and 
Mrs Enoch Clark, also Mrs. Lettie 
Thompson, returned to South Port­
land Saturday.
The correspondent called upon 
Arthur W. Hatch at his home on 
Beechwood street, and found there a 
finished model of the full rigged 
ship S. D. Carleton of Rockpor’. 
built bv 8. D. Carleton & Co. of that 
town. John Pascal & Son master
builders. The ship ls under full sail, 
including skysails. and floats upon 
an ocean of realistic appearance. 
There are forward and after houses 
and a wheel house All the windows 
j in these are of glass. There are iron 
lighthouses for ' the sidelights. 300 
j blocks, and every rope and piece of 
rigging in its place, all made by 
hand The model ls in a mahogany 
and glass case and is surely “a thing 
of beauty” It has taken eight 
months to do the job Mr. Hatch as­
sisted hls father in doing t.he black­
smith work on the ship 8. D. Carle­
ton during tts building. He has 
commenced work on a model of the 
clipper ship Flying Cloud which 
made the voyage from New York to 
San Francisco in 89 davs. the quick­
est time for a sailing ship on record.
Mrs William Felt very pleasantly 
entertained at dinner Sunday, the 
guests being Mr. and Mrs James 
Derby. Miss Mildred Sweeney. Tom 
Sweeney. Donald York, all of Rock­
land. Mr and Mrs. William M. Cullen 
of Lewiston and Miss Belle Cullen 
; of Thomaston.
Mr and Mrs Harry Shibles and 
daughter Miss Barbara Shibles who 
have been guests of Capt. and Mrs. 
Alton Chadwick have returned to 
Needham. Mass
Hazen Emery of Portland is visit­
ing Richard Woodcock
Mrs Lilia Clark who has been tak­
ing a few days rest at Camp Ki-Ora 
is a’, her home on Main street.
Miss Alice Cooper and Mrs. Raloh 
Ulmer who have leased an apartment 
in the Hathorn house on Knox street, 
now owned by Mrs. Leander Thorn­
dike. moved into lt Monday.
Mrs. Ella Williams who was taken 
ill at the camp of her daughter Miss 
Annabel Williams tn Cushing, is now 
i at the home of Mr and Mrs. Harry 
Moody. High street.
1 Donald McMillan, the Arctic ex-
! plorcr, will deliver an Illustrated Tec- 
| ture ln Watts hall the evening of 
Aug. 11.
Mrs Laura Albee of McOee Lsland 
Is spending ten days with her sister 
1 Mrs. Henry Bucklin.
N<ns. Carrie (Whtts) Prescott of 
Dorchester. Mass, was In town Mon­
day. Although a native* of Thomas­
ton she has not vtsited here for 30' 
years Mrs. Prescott was accom­
panied by Mrs. Carl Cassens of, 
; land.
Prof, and Mrs Wilbert Snow o'Wes­
leyan University and Spruce Head j 
were guest sof honor at a dinner at i 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A 
Creighton Saturday evening
The experience of two Thomaston 
familtes ln the recent thunder 
storms ts worthy of note. Maurice 
Brazier with hls wife and one son. 
and Earl Maxey with hls wife and 
three children, 14. 10 and 2 years, 
with a complete camping outfit left 
home Saturday afternoon for Lib­
erty, planning a three days outing at 
Lake St. Oeorge They erected 
their tent- a 9 bv 12 foot one. driving 
the stakes into thc ground and fast­
ening the tent ropes securely to 
them They had arranged thetr tent 
furnishings including an oil stove, 
and were seated there, the men on 
one side and the women and children 
on thc other, when a terrific wind 
accompanied by thunder and light­
ning. and hail stones as large as 
pullets' eggs, broke upon them. 
One child was blown through thc 
flap o fthc tent and whirled around 
outside. The tent was tom from its 
fastenings and fell upon them By 
desperate effort, fearful of being 
suffocated, they worked thetr way 
ou’. Three large trees close to the 
tent were blown over by the wind 
and struck by lightning. Their 
food was spoiled and their clothing 
so wet that, there seemed but one 
thing to do. to pack up and return 
home, which they did. arriving at 3 
o'clock ln the morning The sur­
rounding gardens and corn fields 
which were many, were destroyed.
*0>099i,.»■ w
The S.S. Queen of Bermuda and (Inset) W. D. Worthlnfton, Famous Chef
-1In Everybody’s Column ♦ * * * ‘ „* * e ai r
Advertisements ln this column not to f VJi\ mALaEi *
exceed three lines Inserted once for 
| cents, three times for 50 cents. Addl- 
tlonnl lines five cenU each <or one time. TWENTY-ONE room, four tenement 
10 thre® Umei’ 8 h«™e ^r sale, all In nice condition.
make a line.
: LOST AND FOUND J
newly shingled and painted outside,
I papered, painted and whitened Inside.
1 Wlll be sold at a great bargain, or will 
I exchange for other property. Call me 
I up or come and see me FLOYD L.
SHAW. 47 North Main St.. Rockland. Me 
|___________________________ 90-tf
TWENTY-THREE ft. Friendship sloop
DARK gray and white kitten lost. I for sale. Boat and sails ln good con-
Three months old TEL 638-W 91*93 i dition Price $125 Inquire of JOSEPH
BLACK BAO contalnTng children's' HUTCHINSON, Vinalhaven. Me. 91*93 
| clothes, lost betwen Waldoboro Bnd FRESH VEGETABLES at Bowdens.
Warren. Reward ERNEST YOUNG. String beans for canning. BOWDEN'S.
R. 1. Warren. 91'lt Lake Ave Tel 1183-R___________ 89-91
] " POCKETBOOK containing sum of FOR SALE—Pullets, all ages, some ready 
money lost at Community Park Monday to lay. Rhode Island Reds and Ply- 
nlvht Reward Return to ROLAND mouth Rocks. STOVER FEED MFG.
BURNS. Waldoboro. 91*93 CO . on track at 86 Park St.. Rockland.
__Juat below Armour's. Tel. 1200 91-93
»
• i HORSE, hayrack, double and single 
t | horse mowing machine and hay rake 
, | for sale Call PETER EDWARDS.WANTED J I Llmerock St. Phone 806-J.
USED 35 cal. Remington self loading 
rifle wanted If not ln first class con­
dition do not reply. CLYDE WINCHEN­
BACH. Waldoboro. Me 89*94
90-92
1830 HALF TON Ford truck In good 
condition for sale. CARL E. FREEMAN. 
Olencove. Tel. Rockland 289-J. 91 tf
RASPBERRIES for sale, for canning 
and table use MRS H P BUCHANAN, 
36 Mountain St. Camden Tel. 2597.
90-92STEADY WORK—OOOD PAY—Relia­
ble man wanted to call on farmere ln 
Knox County. No experience or capital 
needed. Write today. McNESS CO.
Dept M. Freeport. Illinois.________ 91 * 11
GIRL wanted for general housework, I OOOD DRY hard 
good plain cook, no laundry. CALL cord; mixed wood. »5.50 FRANK 
CAMDEN 8416_______ ._____________ 91-93 i ERICKSON. Tlionfaston, R 1, Box 70
YOUNG WOMAN wants to do house- 1 ______________•____________________89*91
work or care for children. EVELYN 
HART. 10 Camden St.. City. 90*92
NEW Dodge and Plymouth, 
of all kinds for sale. Cash, 
trade HENRY K ALLEN. 
Harbor. Tel. 8007
used cars 
Terms or 
Tenant's 
89*91
lltted wood. *7 50
FOR 8AI.E "More For Less" Egg 
Mash or Growing Feed. *198 per bag
WANTED TO BUY Sloop boat, about Both of these feeds contain Nopco XX 
30 ft 8tate ,lke condition and price Cod Liver Oil and Dried Milk. You save 
Write JOHN ANDERSON 199 Talbot »5 per ton and more on these hlgh- 
Ave. Rockland Tel 129-M 01*93 grade feeds made fresh dally Order to-
------------------------------------------------------—— day and save the difference. More For
POSITION as mother s helper, taking Da,ry Feed „ 63 These arp un_
care of children, etc . wanted Whole or ; doubtedly the greatest cash and carry 
part Mme. DOROTHY PERRY. 6 Orace values New England. STOVER FEED
St.. City. 88*93 MFO CO., on track at 86 Park St. 
Rockland. Just below Armour's. Tel. 
1200 91-93
FANCY
CHOICE
Mayonnaise 17‘
SEIDNER'S
HIGHEST QUALITY
FANCY JAR-CRISP
Sweet Mixed 
Full QuartPickles
SALK*lmiCE^
NATION-WIDE
GELATIN
CAMDEN
Rodney Gray ls the guest of hb 
aunt Mrs. Duncan Dunbar. Nortli 
Castine.
Mr and Mrs William T. Plummer 
who have been guests at Whitehall 
Inn the past week have returned to 
Ardmore. Penn
St. George won from Camden 5-1 
in the Twilight League game played 
at the Trotting Park grounds Friday
Mr and Mrs Ralph E Thomas of 
Detroit. Mich., are visiting his par­
ents Mr. and Mrs. J. Frank Thomas. 
Bay View street.
The guest speaker of today’s meet-
NEW YORK—Salads are the moat 
popular food on shipboard whether 
in the cooling breezes of Quebec and 
Montreal,- or in the trade winds off 
Bermuda, where it is always Spring­
time, according to W. D. Wording- 
ham. chef on the S.S. Queen ot Ber­
muda, of the Furness Lines.
"Our ships run North in summer to 
the cool climes along the Canadian 
coast.” he said, “and to thc all-year 
mid-ocean vacation playground, Ber­
muda. all through the year. No mat­
ter what the season or the latitude, 
salads with mayonnaise dressing are 
always the most popular foods
"Moat of our passengers like their 
calads served flrat at the beginning 
cf their meals, instead of as a sepa­
rate course after the meat. The now 
famous Roosevelt Salad, introduced 
at Washington at the time of the in­
auguration of President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt, has proven exceptionally 
popular, as has the World's Fair Sand­
wich, made on toasted bread with a 
filling of chopped bacon and mayon­
naise.” ’
Despite the recent depression, the 
Furness Lines are experiencing a 
heavy travel season of summer tour* 
to the Northern platlands, and to 
Bermuda and are looking forward to 
an even heavier fall and w-inter busi­
ness. These short cruises have an en­
viable reputation for the excellence 
of food and service. Furness Line 
chefs are pioneers In tho invention of 
delicious special dishes.
WANTED- Used feed sacks In Al con­
dition and free from holes Will pay
3 cents each ln exchange for our grain GLENWOOD GAS range for sale. In 
flour, feeds, sugar etc STOVER FEED good cond|Uon. 15 PARK ST Over 
MFG CO., on track at 86 Park St.. Just ) Clark's Cigar 8tore. 90*92
below Armour's. Tel. 1200 91-93 —________--------------------- ------ ——
------------------------------------------------ -------— FOX TERRIER pups for sale. Flno
CAPABLE girl to do housework wanted rtock Males »5 Apply GUY JOHNSON. 
In doctor's family Must like children, i Lake Ave Tel 566-J. 90-92
TEL. CAMDEN 2319.
PROBATE WORK wanted 
years' experience in Probate Office 
EDNA M PAYSON. 81 Grace St. Tel Rocknort Me 
163-M 81-tf
MMB ■- ------ BEAUTIFUL large Vlctrola and rec-
Ele> en J ords also upright piano Priced low. 
“ Inspection Invited BURT RICHARDS.
90*92
—_— --------------------------------- WHEN you are planning to sell your
POSITION as chef or order cook want- , chickens snd fowl, call PETER ED- 
ed Best of references HORACE PERRY WARDS Tel 806-J Rockland 78-tf
Orace St City *tf, FITTgR hard rood Bnd Jupka per
cord $8; fitted soft wood. $6. T. J. CAR-
K****«ss*****<***<*||. ROLL.
♦ Summer Cottages f
M«.***»***«****9l
COTTAOES and camps to let and for 
sale E V. SHEA. South Thomaston.
Tel Rockland 354-11. 86-tf
Tel. 263-21. 78-tf
WARREN Storer of Oakland, two granddaugh­ters Misses Helen and Virginia Storer 
also of Oakland, and two nephews 
Mrs. Rines had lived in California 
30 years.
Red Salmon a: 18
PINK
Salmon . 2 a 25*
Crabmeat J*fT 21
UNDERWOOD'S
Deviled Ham sJ,‘.d9
18*
■ A Quick Meet—Just Heat It ■ ■ ■ G. 8
CAMPBELL’S SOUPS ■ Your Choice ■ ■ 3 <.25*
CAMPFIRE
■ F«mou* for Quality ■ . w 19
SPLENDID BRAND
■ Made by the Maker* of Three Crow ■ ■ 2 3Ju»» 2 5
SPLENDID BRAND
CORN goldepTbantam ■■■■■• 2 &.* 23‘
NATION-WIDE
Baking Powder . p£?25c
RED OAK
Molasses NewoJIwn.. n°j?25c
i
2 29*
ANGLO
CORNED BEEF.
FRANCO-AMERICAN
SPAGHETTI .
■ Reedy to Slice ■ No 1■ Cun
NATION-WIDE
COFFEE
25*1 Lb Pk9
NATION-WIDE
Beans
I
j
tt •
♦
♦
M ■
TO LET
StX ROOM second
<
♦*»
Oven-Baked ■
Minute Tapioca 
12
A Big Balloon FREE with 
each package
Sunshine
NEW ENGLAND PILOT CRACKEI 
A Summer Favorite ,fc **lb
TREASURE WAFERS
Delicious Creamy Sandwiches Ik
19
2T
NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Vaughan 
ing of the Rotary Club will be Con- Waltham. Mass., are guests of 
gressman E. C Moran. Jr., of Rock- yjrs. Nancy Spear and Mr.s. Mina 
land, his subject "The National In- i Rjne!.
dustrial Recovery Act" prank g h] werc
The annual field day of Seaside . . ... .... ,Chapter will be held today. Tues- d M 1 rccent motor trip to Portland,
dav at Glencove ™ at Levant. Mr and Mrs Samuel R No
i Camden lost to Waldoboro 12-4 tn Mr- and Mrs Arnold Teague and
the Knox County League game RoP''r Tea?uc and °live
played at. Waldoboro Saturday after- Teague, and Shirley Howard who is 
noon visiting her aunt Mrs. Isa Teague.
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Lamer and ■ P™t the day last week with Mr. and port, 
daughter of Chemo Pond are visit- } ■'*rs Myron Man'^®L?.°C.kland 
ing hts parents Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge I Mlss **" '
Larner. Elm street.
Comique Theatre attractions:
Tuesday. Sylvia Sidney in Theodore 
Dreisers “Jennie Gerhardt.” with 
Donald Cook and Mary Astor; 
Motjetone News, short subjects
floor flat with
COTTAGE for rent, or wlll sell. Three ' bath to let, adults only. Inquire LIL- 
cows and one good work horse for sale. LIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St.
CRAWFORD LAKE FARMS. Union. Me__________________________________ 90*92
FIVE ROOM apartment, furnished, to 
let Central location, entirely modern. 
Apply LUDA MITCHELL. Oak St. 89-91
SMALL apartments to let. furnished 
and unfurnished at thc FOSS HOUSE 
Tel 740._____________________88-tf
FURNISHED apartment to let. two 
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEROCK 
I ST Tel. 600 or 211-M_______ 78-tf
I FURNISHED heated apartment to let 
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST__________ 78-tf
TWO flrst class tenements. J an (tor
I service, heat, ail modern, flrst floor, 
good location. Very low rent. Apnlv
, MEN S SHOP, Park St_____________90*95
TENEMENTS to let ln all parts of city. 
I I. BERLIAWSKY. 385 Broadway. Tel 
816-J.___________________________  89*91
FURNISHED house of flve rooms to 
, let. rent reasonable, good neighborhood, 
[ plenty of sunlight. ROBERT U. COL- 
' LINS 375 Main St Tel. 77________ 83-tf
TENEMENT of four rooms and hath, 
flrst floor, furnished; has bathing beach 
MRS HELEN HALL, Olencove. 90-92
TO LET at 69 North Mkln St three 
furnished front rooms for light house­
keeping. Heated, private bath and 
garage Rent very reasonable. Inquire 
at 65 NORTH MAIN ST Tel 261-J. 
___________________________________89-91
HEATED apartments, all modern, four 
rooms Apply at CAMDEN 4 ROCK­
LAND WATER CO. Tel. 634 78-tf
R
« *
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney F. Copeland1 | Dp AI FSTATF * 
and their guest Miss Helen Whitte- , EaM inib j
more of West Roxbury. Mass., made a
. . B. rwood 
accompanied by Mrs. Ella LewL 
made a trip to Portland and Scarboro 
Saturday. On thetr return they 
visited the Desert of Maine at Free-
PROPERTY at Cooper's Beach, ex­
tending from shore to Main road, for 
sale CORA E PERRY. 75 Broad St . 
City ________ 87*92
FOR 8ALE—All on the rent plan. *600. 
Knox Hall. South Thomaston. *2100. 
eight room house and barn; <425. four 
acres of land; *1250. large double tene- 
Another card party, the proceeds j ment house; *2000. double tenement 
Mary Guernsey, Eugene I to hrnefit the tonsil adenoid clinics.' studley. 2KI Main sl0"™ 1154.
! Crawford and Charles Bosworth re- will take place at Town hall Wednes- 
turned Thursday to Providence after | day evening. The public is cordially 
having been guests of Donald Star- invited.
A baked goose menu was served by 
Mrs. L. D Gammon Sunday at a din­
ner party, the guests including Mr 
and Mrs Eldridge Stoqp and children 
Barbara and Austin of Waldoboro 
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Gammon and 
sen Earl and Miss Helen Hill of 
Warren, Miss Hazel Moody of Fair- 
field. Mrs. Effie Gulaker of Medford 
Mass.. Mrs. Mab?l Westiun and
rett, at thc summer home of his par­
ents.
____ _________ Mts Marie Hayes and her uncle
Hawaiian Fantasy’ and ’’Glad Rags Oeorge Teague visited Mrs. Evelyn 
to Riches;’’ Wednesday. Katharine vln|ns at 8°uth Hope last Tuesday.
Hepburn in “Christopher Strong.' Mrf John Smith and Robert An- 
with Colin Clive and Billie Burke; derscn returned Friday to East Doug- 
Movtetone News and Official Pictures lass' Mas-* • after a visit of two days 
of scenes and activities at the “Cen- ^th Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson.
! tury of Progress" in Chicago. Susie Hahn recently spent a
Th eannual ha^ar given by the 1 few days with Mr and Mrs- Fret* I ciau’hter Jean of Somerville. Mass 
ladies of St. Thomas parish will be I Hahn at Gardiner.
held at the Yacht Club Wednesday Mrs Clarence Peabody and guest 
1 afternoon. Useful and fancy articles, j “**£S Blanche Allen of Boston, ac- 
jams. Jellies, candies, cakes, flowers i cempanied by Mrs. Eva Starrett of 
and vegetables will be on sale, the South Union, spent Friday at Spruce
Head
Roger Kalloch of Thomaston was 
guest last Thursday of Mr. and Mrs 
Selddn Robinson.
Mrs. Mary Richmond and daugh­
ter Mrs Virginia Thompson of Med­
ford, Mass., visited Mrs. Sarah Hull Percy Studley of Thomaston, 
and Miss Eliza Swan in Rockland1 Mrs. C A. Simmons has been
tables tn charge of the ladles of the 
parish and the summer colony. 
There will also be social dancing.
The special town meeting Saturday 
afternoon voted 60 to 40 in favor of 
Sunday sports, as advocated by the 
American Legion.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Robertson of 
Lexington. Mass. are guests of their 
son J. Kenneth Robertson, manager 
I of the Comique Theatre
RALPH W. BROWN
(Contributed!
Ralph W Brown. 29. passed to the 
higher life, at Lincolnville, May 13. 
He was born ln Camden. April 7. 
1904, and lived there at the time of 
his death. He was the son of Mrs.
88-t;
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND 
STEAMBOAT CO.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT 
JUNE 20 TO SEPTEMBER 15
Eastern Standard Time 
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED 
Vinalhaven Line
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except 
Sunday at 6 00 A M and *2 00 P M 
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 720 A M and 
3 20 P M Returning steamer leaves 
Vinalhaven at 8 30 A M and 4 30 P M 
Arriving at Rockland 9 50 A. M and 
5.50 P M
Stonington and Swan's lsland Line
Ralph Robinson who has been ill Steamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex-
tor 'ome time and who underwent a eept Sund»V 6 00 * M 8tonlngton ior . o e u e a a no aer e t a 6 55 North Haven ■, x due t0 arrlve at 
ma'toid operation a few weeks ago Rockland a'jout 9 00 A. M Returnng. 
resumed hts work as boss spinner in leaves Rockland *2 00 P M North Haven
the mill Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Libby enter­
tained Mr. and Mr.s. Robert Johnson 
and Mr and Mrs. Austin Howard of 
Auburn over the weekend.
Guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs 
Ralph Robinson were Mr and Mrs
3 00. 8tontngton 4 00: due to arrive at 
Swan's Island about 5 00 P. M.
•On arrival of afternoon train from 
Boston.
B. H. 8TINSON
73-tf General Agent.
SIX ROOM house, all modern, to let 
at 22 Oak St.; furnished apartment. 
Orient St. all modern: furnished apart­
ment, 556 Main St . upstairs. Inquire 
ALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller-Cobb- 
Davts. 74-tf
HALF a double house to let at 83 
Summer 8t Inquire C M HARRING­
TON. Tel. 551-W 78-tf
FURNISHED ROOM to let at 33 Llme­
rock St. MARY WIGGIN SPEAR Tel. 
883-Y. 81-tf
from a srippe cold.
ill
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. G. D Gould enter- i Miss Florence Eastman of Beverly 
tained George Teague and his house- Mass., Ls spending a short vacation
guests Mrs. Delia Hayes and Miss 
Marie Hayes at dinner Thursday.
Mrs Arvin French of Holyoke, 
Mars., has been spending a few days 
with Mrs Benjamin Starrett.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Chase of Rock­
land were guests last week for a few 
days at the Baptist parsonage with 
Rev. and Mrs. Howard A Walch.
Mr and Mrs. Benjamin Vaughan of 
Waltham. Mass, arc guests of Mrs
with hcr mother Mrs. Betsey East­
man.
LISTEN IN
DANCE OF TIIE ICE CUBES
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. Oround 
floor AU modern. 9 Suffolk St. M M 
GRIFFIN, 25 Ocean St.____________ €2 tf
TWO RENTS, upper and lower, at 34 
Pleasant St. Apply MISS ANNE FLINT. 
32 School St., or Tel. 1161-R 81-tf
Fannie (Wosterl and the late Harry
J L. Brown. Besides hls mother and ’ Nancy Spear and Mrs Mina Rines 
1 hls widow Helen (Wing) Brown, he | The worst electrlcaJ storm in sev- 
’ leaves three young children. John,, efal years began here at 2.30 Sunday 
Robert and David, one brother Alton morning, and lasted until late Sun- 
1 of Portland and two sisters, Mrs. I daV afternoon Two places were 
I Charles Quimby of Islesboro and j struck by lightning but no very great 
Miss Aubine E. Brown of Rockland ' damage done At 2.30 a. m., the bare
For the post two years he had as­
sisted his mother in caring for the 
1 John Gribbel of Philadelphia estate. 
| in Hope
i Ralph was of a genial disposition, 
kind hearted and always thoughtful
on the Albert Heath place was struck 
by a bolt and boarding splintered a1 
well as rafters. Lightning entered 
the house under the kitchen window 
going through the entire partitions 
of the house, breaking holes In the
of others, a capable workman, very 1 flooring and the plaster walLs, and
i efficient, and worked hard to support 
j his little family, and it seems sad 
j for one to die so young when his life 
I appeared full of bright promise, but 
| in the midst of heartbreaking sor- 
, row we must remember that “the 
I Father doeth all things well.”
Funeral services were held at 
i Good's funeral home, conducted by 
i Rev L. A. Campbell, and he was laid 
j to rest in Hope cemetery beside his 
I father who died two years ago Thc 
flowers were many and beautiful.
Call not back the dear departed.
Anchored safe where storms are o’er.
On the borderland wc left him
Soon to meet and part no more.
Far beyond the world of changes.
Far beyond this world of care.
We shall nnd our missing loved one
In our Father's Mansions fair.
chipping a sliver from the leg of a 
bed. Both Mr. and Mrs. Heath suf­
fered shocks and their little girl Isa­
bel was burned about the thigfcz 
quite badly. Two kerosene lights 
were put out bv thc lightning also. At 
430 Sunday afternoon, thc Arc de­
partment was called to Oyster Rivfl- 
a lightning bolt having struck th
GLENCOVE
Leonard Rhodes of Boston who 
was born and silent hls boyhod days 
at Glencove, was recently a visitor at 
his aunt's. Mrs. Mary Hall.
Fred Drapcau and Maurice Craw­
ford of Augusta have been making 
some repairs on the switch tower at 
toe sub-station here.
Road Commnssioner Walker is 
having repairs made on Warrenton 
street which are greatly appreciated 
by everybody.
Mrs. Henry Tominsky and children 
of Rockport were calling on her old 
friends here last week.
Mrs Alton WincaDaw and daugh­
ter Hazel were guests of Mrs. Arthur 
Perry in Warren last Tuesday.
Mrs. Charles A. Studley had as 
gueste recently Mr. and Mrs. Durand 
and Arthur Bryant of New York. 
Mrs. Daisy Simmons and Mrs. Hattie I 
Burns of Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Studley were recently 
callers at Almon Burns'. East Friend­
ship. and at Oladys Orff's in Cush- : 
ing.
Mrs. Ella Lowe, daughter Phyllis 
and son Kenneth, and Mrs. Jean
Columbia Network
Every Wed. and Fri. 
At 10.30 P. M.
z
Frigidaire Program 
featuring 
Jane Froman 
Howard Marsh 
Jacques Renard
And His Orchestra
■
Hanley place there, which Ls nov I Perry and daughter Gladys of Mil-
owned by Fred Thorndike of Roct’- 
land Part of the chimney was blown 
eff the roof and everv receiver in the 
chimney blown out but no fire set 
The house was unoccupied. Warren 
citizens were quite relieved when thr
ton. Mass., were guests of Mrs. Helen 
Hall Friday.
The Wincapaws mc -red to Cadil­
lac Mountain Fridav. gucs'.s of Miss; 
Carrie Newcombe of F-l’ast.
Mr. and Mrs. Ha:rid Chase oft
electrical display was over. Several | Skowhegan were gur ; Sunday of 
telephones and lines were put ou ! Mrs. Chase's sister Mrs. Mason Mer- 
of commission. j rill.
Mrs. Helen Whittemore of Wes, j Road Commissioner Walker has a 
Roxbury, Mass., is now the guest o, crew building State read on Oak
MISCELLANEOUS
PAINTINO. paper hanging. white 
washing, glazing and Job carpentering, 
Joblng of all kinds, anywhere In Knox 
County. Write or phone H. C. BUBER. 
Warren. Tel. 6-31. 86-91
TUTORING In English or History for 
high school or Junior high students. 
ETHEL THOMAS SEZAK. University of 
Maine 1931. Instructor of English at 
Machias High School. Phone Rockland 
645-Y. 89-91
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keys made to 
order. Keys made to fit locks when 
original keys are lost. House, office or 
Car. Code books provide keys for all 
locks without bother. Sclssora and 
Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea­
sonable prices CRIE HARDWARE CO. 
4ft8 Mnln St.. Rockland. Tel 791 78-tf
LADIES Reliable nalr goods at Rock- 
l land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall ordera
solicited. H. C. RHODM. Tel. 519-.’.
78-tf
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times. 
Proiffpt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO. 
‘ 78-tf
FOR RESULTS
You Can Depend On 
COURIER-GAZETTE
JOB PRINTING
HARD COAL. $12.50
COKE. $10.00
NEW ENGLAND COKE, $12.00 
POCAHONTU9 LUMPY COAL 
for hoMehold use $7.25 
This is the best soft coal you ran
buy
All nearhy (owns thc same In three 
ton lots-or more 
Get Your Coal Now Before the 
Price Goes Up
J B. PAULSEN
Tel. Thomaston 84-2
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Copeland.
The Misses Helen and Virglmp
Storer. guests of Mrs. Nancy Spear
street.
Jeff Maxey of Augusta visited hls 
father Egbert Maxey over the week-
and Mrs. Mina Rines, were called end.
| home to Oakland, Calif., Tuesday ol Burnham Sewall of Camden spent. I
last week by fhe sudden death e Sunday with his mother.
| their grandmother Mrs. Hattie E Mr. and Mrs. Charles Studley had 
j Fires. Mrs. Rines was native ol Mr. and Mrs. John Andrews of Rock- 
j Warren and recently celebrated hcr ■ port as guests Sunday.
i 93d birthday anniversary. Funera’1 William Stanford was at Alton 
j services were hela July 31 from the; Wincapaw's Sunday, 
home of her daughter Mrs. Addie I At next Thursday night's meeting 
I Storer at Oakland and Interment in | of Penobreot View Orange, final ar- 
I the cemeterj- there. Surviving rela-; rangemenf- will be made to hald the 
| tives are a sister Mrs Nancy Spear | field meeting Aug. 12. AU come who 
of Warren, daughter Mrs. Addie can.
It sells more people be­
cause more people like to 
see it. Skillful heads and 
hands prepare it with one 
vital point in mind—ef­
fectiveness. It must get 
results. a
Inquire about 
Our Low Rates . ..
Every-Other-Day Rockland Courier-G'Atfctte, Tuesday, August I, 1933 Page Seven
OCl ETY.
In Rddltlon to personal notes regard­
ing departures and arrivals, this depart­
ment especially desires information of 
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc 
Notes sent by mall or telephone wlll be 
gladly received.
TELEPHONE .... . ......... .............  770 or 79|
Rcv. and Mrs. J. Charles MacDon­
ald and daughters. Emily and <;wen- 
nie, plan to leave by motor Thursday 
for a month's vacation trip, the first 
10 days of which will be spent at Kes­
wick. N. J. (near Lakehurst). A week 
will be spent at Rumney, N H., and 
after Mr. MacDonald preaches at the 
First Baptist Church in Portland 
Sunday, Aug. 20. thc family will 
journey whither fancy takes it for 
the remainder of the month.
H. Kinsley Draper of Canton, Mass, 
joined Mrs. Draper at their summer 
home at Spruce Head for the week-1 
end.
Mrs. Chauncey Keene was hostess 
to the T Club Friday night at a clam 
bake at the home of her parents. Mr 
and Mrs. Byron Davis, Glenmere. 
Mr.s. Wesley Thurston's anniversary 
was appropriately celebrated with a 
birthday cake.
A. C. McLoon who has been guest 
of Dr. and Mrs. Linwood Rogers in 
Fort Fairfield, returned Sunday ac­
companied by Mrs. Rogers and twin 
daughters, Lynne and Gayle, who are 
at the McLcon cottage, Pleasant 
Bcach for a month or so.
Lee M. Lockhart, band conductor 
at thc Eastern Music Camp, and Mrs 
Lockhart, accompanied by Miss Mar­
garet McMillan, were weekend guests 
of Mrs. Florence McMillan and Mrs 
C. M. Thomas, returning Sunday.
Mrs. Linda Huntley Hanners of 
Brooklyn and Mrs. Alice Foster of 
Waterville, who have been at Capt. 
H. R Huntley's since the death of 
Mrs. Huntley have returned home 
and Mrs. Lou Huntley McCrea ol 
Orion. Ill is now With her father for 
an indefinite stay.
Miss Christine Norwood and Mrs 
Damie Rase Gardner have returned 
from Egypt, Mass, where they were 
guests of Mrs. T. C. Fales for three 
weeks.
Mrs. Mae Perry, teacher at thc) 
Purchase Street school, is at Knox J 
Hospital where she recently under-1 
went surgical treatment.
Mrs. Adelaide Joyce who has been Mlss Hl2a Patt4!rson of somervUle I 
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Orrin F Smith Mass . and vinalhaven is the guest of 
for a few days has returned to Doer Mr and Mrs charles
Isle. ____
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Fessenden of'
Mrs B. R. Speer and daughter Port au Prince. Haiti, and Roy Cham- I 
Dorothy of Scarsdale, N. Y. arrived berlain of New York, were guests for ] 
Sunday night and are guests of Mrs the weekend of Miss Caroline A. Lit- 
Speer's mother. Mrs. J. N. Southard tlefield. Saturday they motored tc 
at "Shoreland.'' Ingraham Hill. Mrs Cadillac Mountain.
Speer's husband, Dr. Speer. Is taking 
a postgraduate course in the Na­
tional College, Chicago, where he will 
remain about two weeks longer be­
fore joining his family. Mr. and 
Mrs. Southard also have as a guest 
Harold Mackin of New York.
Miss Eleanor Matson of West 
Lebanon, N. H. is the guest of Mrs. 
George Parker, Ocean street.
Misses Adelaide Snow. Katherine 
Keating. Elizabeth Hall and Anna 
Frost have returned from a few days' 
motor trip which took them to Cam­
pobello. Jonesport and Cadillac 
Mountain among other places.
John F. Wood of Bluehill is the 
guest of Henry A. Howard. -
Mrs. Emily Hobbs and son Wilfred 
who have been visiting at Henry H 
Payson's have returned home. Mrs 
A J. Pierce of Camden, a sister of 
Mr. Payson, has also been his guest
Dr. Walter Crandall of Long Island. 
N Y. has been the guest for a few 
j days of his sister, Miss Blanche Cran­
dall. and brother. H W. Crandall 
, registered at The Thorndike during 
' his stay. Dr. Crandall formerly of 
Vinalhaven was making his first visit 
in this vicinity in 24 years.
Stephen Gould whe has been with 
Mrs. could at the home of Mr and 
Mrs. Porter Lawry in Vinalhaven Is 
now with his parents. Judge and Mr.s 
E. K. Gould. He will return to Wash­
ington. D. C., in about three weeks.
Wilbur M. Frohock who has been 
J in France for several weeks preparing 
his thesis for his Ph. D. degree at 
Brown University sailed Saturday for 
New York, and is due there about 
Aug. 11. While in Paris Mr. Frohock 
joined his aunt. Miss Louise Fro­
hock. a teacher in the Sanford 
schools, who is touring Europe this
summer
DRESS SALE
AT
Fuller - Cobb - Davis
WILL CONTINUE UNTIL SATURDAY, AUGUST 5th, INCLUSIVE
SECOND FLOOR
WOMEN’S MISSES’ HALF SIZES
VALUES $5.95 TO $29.50-REDUCED TO
Including SPORT DRESSES, EVENING DRESSES, 
AFTERNOON and STREET DRESSES
Mail and Telephone 
Orders Filled
w We Give 
Green Stamps
Mr. and Mrs. C. M Bonzey and Mrs. Charles H Ames of Concord
son of East Boston are at Holiday 
Beach until after Labor Day. occu­
pying one of O. S. Duncan’s cottages
Mrs. Frank Pratt is visiting in Bos­
ton.
N. H., arrived yesterday to be the 
guest of Mr and Mrs. John Newman 
Masonic strreet.
The Breakfast Bridge Club had | 
luncheon yesterday at thc Wild Briar 
Tea Shop in Belfast, with Mrs. J. O 
Stevens as hostess. Guests were1 
Mrs. John I. Snow and Mrs. Elizabeth 
Hahn.
Miss Winona Newton has returned 
from two weeks' visit with her grand­
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George L 
Davee. Southwest Harbor.
Mr. and Mrs Orrin F. Smith had 
as glints for the weekend Mrs. I i 
W Fifield and Miss Eliza Patterson ' 
of Vinalhaven. Saturday they mo­
tored to Cadillac Mountain, and 
Sunday, with Master Arthur Scho-; 
field, motored to Pemaquid Point 
where they were during a terrific 
thunder storm. Lightning struck a 
house directly back of the old fort 
about 100 feet from where the Smith 
car was parked, and also struck thc 
steeple of the church nearby.
Mrs. George W. Palmer entertained 
the E. C. Club at an all-day outing 
Thursday at the Painter's Camp 
Nobleboro. Cards in the afternoon 
had Miss Mabel Lamb and Mrs. Ma­
bel Thorndike as high liners.
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Scarlott left this 
morning for Kent's Hill where they 
will attend the wedding of Miss Paul­
ine Scarlott and E. Elton Tuttle to­
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Creamer, 
Miss Hazel N. Day, Miss Lois Small 
and Mrs. Roland Creamer and 
daughter of Winslows Mills, were in 
the city Friday, calling on relatives 
and friends.
Mrs. E. W. Peaslee is in Boston for 
a few davs. motoring as far as Saco 
with Dr. and Mrs. S. S. Walker of 
Presque Isle who were weekend 
guests of Dr. and Mrs. Peaslee and 
who are now in Saco.
Albert K Glover of Charlotte, N. C. 
arrived yesterday to join Mrs 
Glover and children at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. John I. Snow, Mason.c 
street.
Miss Elaine Achorn is guest of
Supt. and Mrs. E A. Smalley. Vinal­
haven.
| Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter Jr., is con­
fined to hcr home on Broadway by 
an infected foot.
Mrs. George Mitchell and son Ken-1 
neth of Quebec are guests of Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles E. Tibbetts. Mr Mitch­
ell who was here for the weekend, if 
general chairman of the Brotherhood 
of locomotive Engineers, and was 
called away on business.
EAST UNION
Mrs. May Iverson who has beer 
guest of Mrs E. S. Bird has returned 
to Philadelphia.
Miss Ruth Harper. Gurdy street 
has as guest Miss Miriam Wiggin of 
South Thomaston.
Miss Christine Norwood is house 
guest of Mrs Damie R. Gardner for 
the month of August.
Mrs. Fred G. Campbell of Warren 
, at the Eastland in Portland while 
ecciving treatment from Dr. E. G 
bbott. bone specialist.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald G. Cummings 
and sons Myron and William are 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Spear 
in Nobleboro, for the week.
Master Arthur Schofield who ha- 
been visiting his grandmother, Mrs 
A. U Patterson, in Vinalhaven, re­
turned Friday.
Mr.s. A. Bruce Higgs and daughter 
Lucille of Chicago, house guests at 
the home of Mr and Mrs L. N Ben- [ 
ner, Amesbury street, visited Camden 
friends over the weekend.
Mrs. Earl Perry and daughter 
Farlene have returned from Deer 
Isle where they visited Mrs. Perry's 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Coid.
Miss Harriet Leach of Dorchester, 
Mass., arrives tomorrow to be guest 
of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Bartlett a' 
The Highlands for the week.
Mr. and Mrs. K C. Rankin mo­
tored to Ossioee Bay. N. H.. Friday, 
for their daughter Glenna. who had 
been at Camp Huckins for a few 
weeks.
Guests at Rock Ledge Inn are: 
Miss Florence Buckley, Miss Jessie 
N. Marton, Miss Bertha McCarty and 
Miss Margaret Ligon of Philadel­
phia; Dr, and Mrs. Peter Wester- 
haus and children, Peter, Betty and 
Ruth, of Midland Park. N J.; Mr. 
and Mrs. C. A. Holden of Hanover. 
N. H.; Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Earl. 
Utica, N.Y.; Miss Ethel Norris of New 
York; Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Allen of 
Boston; and Mrs. Abbie Bates of 
Norton, Mass.
Miss Virginia McLoon who has 
been guest of hcr aunt. Miss Anne 
McLaughlin, has gone to Portland 
where she will visit her sister before
___ ____ ________ — resuming her duties at the Medical
cationing in Rockland and Deer | Centre, Jersey City.
Miss Evelyn Green who has been
___ returned to Springfield, Mass..
yesterday to resume her training as 
nurse in one of the hospitals.
Mrs. Frederick Rugg (Ogarita 
Rose) of Jackson Heights, Long 
Island. N. Y„ is the guest of Mrs. | 
T. C. Fales at Egypt. Mass., and 
plans to come to make her annual ' 
visit with her mother, Mrs Leola 
Rose, about thc middle of the month.
Mrs. George B. Davis was hostess 
to thc Thursday Auction Club.
Mrs Arthur Foster has returned tr 
New York after visiting her parents 
Mr. and Mrs. H A. Buffum. for tcr 
days. During her stay here Mrs. Fo<- 
ter was the recipient of many social 
attentions from oid-time friends.
Mrs. Charles M. Richardson was 
hostess to the Corner Club at bridge 
Friday afternoon.
Among thc guests at Owl's Head 
Inn are Mr. and Mrs. S. Kent and Mr 
and Mrs. E. Kent of Woodside. N. Y.; 
Mrs. O. Lost of Copenhagen. Den­
mark; Mrs. H. I. Long of Pough­
keepsie. N. Y.; Mr. and Mrs. Scheer 
of Brooklyn. Mrs. C. A Gerber of 
New York and Miss May Robbins of 
Vassalboro.
Rev. and Mrs. George H Welch 
who are /summering in Bradford. Vt.. 
arrive today for the Parker-Stoddard 
wedding tomorrow. Mr. Welch will 
be the officiating clergyman.
Mr. and Mrs. Barbour of Somer­
ville, Mass., are occupying the K C. 
Rankin cottage at Cooper's Beach 
for two weeks.
Mr and Mrs. Dwight Frisbee, Mrs. 
A B Kalloch, Master Robert Dow 
of Concord, N. H„ and Mrs. Carolyn 
Clough of Boston, are at the Rising 
cottage, Cooper's Beach, for a fort­
night.
, Miss Mac Johnston, dental hy­
gienist, of Dover, Del., arrives tomor­
row for a month's vacation with her 
parents. Mr. and Mrs. William John­
ston. Broadway. She motors here 
with her brother Alden who went to 
Dover a few days ago to bring hcr 
home.
Mr.s. Maynard Marston entertained 
at bridge Thursday evening, in 
honor of Mrs. A Bruce Higgs of 
Chicago. Favors were won bv Mrs 
E L Toner and Mrs. L N. Benner, 
with a guest prize for Mrs. Higgs.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Eaton and Mr 
and Mrs. Walter H. Spear were in 
Freeport for the weekend.
Mr and Mrs. Donald Karl had as 
weekend guests at Megunticook Lak( 
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Libby and chil­
dren of Bangor.
Mrs. W. M. Little and sons Hugh 
and Neil. Mrs. Abbie S'.'les and, 
Harold Morris of Dorchtster, Mass, 
were in Orleans, Vt., over thc week, 
end, Mr.s. Little remaining to visit 
hcr mother. Mrs. Buchanan.
Mrs. Ella P. Grimes has as guests 
at Crescent Beach Mrs. Elmer Shaw 
of Sharon. Mass., and Mrs. Harold 
Long of Poughkeepsie. N. Y.
Mrs. Fred W. Glover, Fred W. 
Glover. Jr., Miss Sarah Glover and 
Miss Belle Ward Stowe of Charlotte. 
N. C„ arrived Sunday and are guests 
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Fred Knight. 
Broad street, for the month of 
August.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Gregory. Mrs. 
Alden Perry and son Warren, attend­
ed a gathering of the Carroll fami­
ly at Warren Sunday at thc home of 
Edward Carroll. Sixty sat down to 
picnic dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston P. Blodgett 
of New York are occupying the 
i Hervey Allen cottage at Megunticook 
Lake.
Miss Aldana Coleman who teaches 
in Braintree, Mass., and her mother 
Mrs. Nettie Coleman, are sptndinr 
the summer at their home at thc 
Duck Trap. Lincolnville.
Mrs. Rodney Weeks (Emily Ed­
wards) of Birmingham. Mich., and 
Ash Point gave a luncheon Friday, 
with 12 guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Harris Ames 
and son Edward of Worcester, spent 
the weekend at Crescent Beach as 
guests of Mrs. Frank L. Magune 
Miss Gretchen Ames who has been 
thc house guest of Villa Magune for 
the past five weeks returned to Wor­
cester Sunday with her parents.
Dr Frank L. Magune of Worcester 
arrived Friday to spend thc weekend 
with his family at Crescent Beach 
Mrs. Magune went back with him 
Sunday for 10 days.
The Methebesec Club will have an 
all day outing Friday with Mrs. Ruth 
Elllngwood. Crawford Lake. Take 
basket lunch. Mrs. Laura Maxc.v Ls 
in charge of transportation.
Browne Club will have a picnic 
Thursday evening at the Bicknell 
cottage. Alford's Lake, with Mrs 
Osmond Palmer in charge of supper 
and Mlrs Margaret Simmons of 
transportation. Take dishes. ‘
Mrs. Anthony Ford and daughter 
Virginia, and Northlcy Abbott of 
Westfield. Mass, are visiting Capt 
and Mrs. C. F. Chester at Owl s Head
Flank Rowley of Rumford was a 
recent guest at Mr.s Lucy Holbrook's
•
Mr and Mrs. John Tillson of 
Thomaston gave a picnic supper 
Thursday their guests the employes 
of the E. B. Crockett store. A social 
evening, with many diversions, wa0 
spent. Those present were Mr. and 
Mrs. Crockett. Ashley Leach. George 
W. Gay. Victor McKinney, Charles 
Higgins, Misses Mildred Moody. Har­
riet Grover. Vernette Cross. Mabel 
Harding and Helen Stetson, Mrs 
Mary Daggett, Mrs Mildred Achorn 
Mrs. Herbert Fales and Mr. and Mrs. 
Tillson.
Mrs. Izzie M. St. Clair
Relatives and friends were sad­
dened bv the death of Izzie M.. wife 
of Earl R. St. Clair, which occurred I 
July 18, at St. Joseph's Hospital. Pal- j 
terson. N. J., where she went several !
vie itcd Mrs. Uvl Copeland in Thom-1 Xcd“ av^. '
a£lon' _____ | and with true Christian faith in Hl.r. i
... o rM.-u Have wtl° <l°eth all things well, she passedW. 6. Edsall and familv who have tQ her flna, rMt R ofpgrcat j
comfort that she could be with her 
eon and his family while able and
Miss Fannie Holbrook was thc 
guest recently at Tenant's Harbor of 
Mrs. Orris Holbrook. Friday she
iy-en occupying the Colson cottage at 
Ash Point the past fortnight went 
Saturday to Winslow where they 
visited relatives, returning to their 
home in Belmont, Mass, yesterday.
during her last, days Louis was his 
mother's constant companion at the 
hospital.
Vfr a I Vncp wrrr Mrs 8t- Clair was born in Eat
s~s. iss?
Cora Hall at Molineaux Camp. Me­
gunticook Lake.
Miss Lucy Walker was a weekend :
a loving daughter's tender care and
•helpfulness was given to them as 
' long as her health Dermitted. She
NORTH HAVEN
Miss Maxine Stone is visiting rela­
tives on thc mainland.
Foye Brown has returned horn" 
from Knox Haspltal much improved 
in health.
The William. BL-bce of Eastport un­
loaded coal at W S. Hopkins' last 
week.
Many residents saw thc plane from 
Gen. Balbo's fleet pass over this place 
last week Tuesday after having come 
down in Rockland harbor for repairs.
Mrs. Emily Gregory and daughter 
Evelyn were recent guests of Mr and 
Mrs. Fred Geary at Vinalhaven
Miss Elda Lermond has rented the 
cottage at Long Nose for the sum­
mer. Miss Norma Havener, daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs Francis Haven-r of 
Rocklard and Mrs. Carrie Nichols and 
daughter Ruth will be Miss Lcr- 
mond's guests for awhile.
was a faithful member of Pioneerguest of Mrs. Ellen R. Hall at Mcgun- J "~
ticook Lake. Camden. m o, in the music, and her presence will
Charles McMahon and family were , * 'at ** oTr“X, n*1'
guests Sundav of Mr. and Mrs 'wa’ a,f0 a mpmbpr of B' ™ R'’
Freeman Beal at White Head.
Mbs Julia Molway is spending thc 
week in Bath, the guest, of Miss Mar­
jorie Smith, formerly of Rockland.
Mi s Norma Havener 1s spending 
a few day; with Ruth Nichols at 
North Haven.
Me'dames Blanche Fales, Marjorie 
Cummings. Doris Jordan and Felicia 
Dodge werc guests last Thursday of 
Mr.s. Doris Maxcv at her home in
bekah lodge. I.O.O.F., and a fal'.'i- | 
ful worker in the church. But her 
valued services have been suddenly I 
drawn to a close. She has Rone 
from our midst, but her kind and 
cheerful words will lingrr long a 
pleasant memories jo a host oi 
friends.
Bo let u« look for the bright Star
When the night time sky In cold 
And feel beyond the sunnet
Lien a dawn of rone and gold.
The lawn party at the Methodist 
parsonage Thursday proved a suc­
cess tn every respect. Four tables for 
supper were set up on the lawn and 
one in the house. Rambler roses in 
profusion formed the decorative fea­
ture A delectable menu was served 
under the direction of Mrs. Minnie 
Rogers, who was assisted by Mrs. H 
M. deRochemont, Mrs. I. B. Simmons 
Mrs. C. E. Brooks, Mrs. Henry Lurvey 
Mrs. A. W. Gregory and Mrs Susie 
Karl. Mrs. Herman Stanley in 
charge of tables had as her assistants. 
Mrs. Parker Worrey, Mrs. Harold 
Philbrook and Misses Ruth and Mad- 
lene Rogers. Mrs. Harrison Dow pre­
sided over the finances.
Mr and Mrs. A. Sheridan Bartlett 
and two children, of Bath, who have 
been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs 
Herbert Fales in Thomaston are now 
visiting Mr and Mrs. A. S Bartlett 
at The Highlands and other relatives 
ln this vicinity.
* Mrs. M. R. Pillsbury, Mrs. Basil 
Stinson. Mrs. G. K. Mayo and Miss 
Nathalie Jones motored Saturday to 
Bar Harbor where they attended thc 
I dog show. On their return they en- 
' countered thc thunder storm in all 
Its ferocity at Searsport, and were 
obliged to seek shelter for a short 
time until the worst had passed.
There will be a special showing 
and sale of Marinette Knit suits and 
dresses. New fall models at Fuller- 
Cobb-Davis. Thursday Aug. 3, sec­
ond floor. Special orders taken.— 
adv. 90-91
Mrs. Arnold C. Rogers and Mrs 
Gladys Morgan motored to the East­
ern Music Camp. Lake Messalonskee I 
Sunday. A brilliant program of band 
choral and orchestral numbers was 
presented, the latter under the direc- j 
tion of Adolf Schmid, conductor of 
the National Breadcasting Company 
studios, being particularly note­
worthy. The numbers under hls ba­
ton were Overture to “The Merry 
Wives of Windsor" bv Nicolai, Les 
Preludes by Liszt, and Finlandia by 
Sibelius. Mr Schmid showed his 
pleasure in leading the youthful play­
ers and brought them to their feet 
several times in response to the ap­
plause.
Opportunity Class had a de­
lightful outing Thursday evening at 
the Otcar Duncan cottage. Holiday 
Beach, with Miss Alice McIntosh as 
hos'.css. Members and their families 
to the number of 40 were present. 
Picnic supper was followed bv a short 
program featuring Polly and Dotty 
Havener in songs, Miss McIntosh in 
readings and games.
Free—Come in thc Frigidaire 
showroom of A. C McLoon & Co. in 
thc Bicknell and get your copy of the 
Frigidaire "Key to Meal Planning' 
plus a ticket which may entitle you 
to an automobile vacuum cleaner 
free.—adv.
In motor can, too, it’s the little things that count! This attractive 
Plymouth owner has her finger on the lever that adjusts thc front sent 
to fit the comfort of tbe driver. Both Standard and De Luxe Plymouth 
,cars have adjustable front seats, - , ■
Besides hcr husband and two eons 
Louis W and Melvin J. Etter, she 
_ .. ... _ is survived bv her parents and aSouth Warren. Other gueate wear , brothpr RImpr ' Can,d „
Mrs. Rena Fales of East Friendship, j slstpr Mrs John p
Mrs. Laura Copeland and Mrs. Olive „ alRO onp Rrandchjld Joan
Fales of South Warren. Etter and sevprHl nephPW8 and
I nieces.
____  I Funeral services were held from
d. her late home in this place SaturdajThe marriage of Miss Frances Dob-1 a(tprnoon „nd wprP rKplv attPnd. 
bins of this city to 8umner Archer i aIlPrnoon ancl wpre larKP|y aupnfl 
of Martinsville took place Tuesday P
evening. July 25, at the First BaptLst' 
parsonage, with Rev. J. Charles Mac­
Donald officiating. The single ring 
ceremony was used The couple was 
attended by the bride's mother, Mr.s 
Joan C. Dodge and Mrs. Gertrude M 
Hupper of Martinsville. The bride 
has been a popular clerk at the Sen­
ter Crane store. They will probably 
reside at Tenant's Harbor where Mr 
Archer is in business.
Don't Miss the Year’s 
Greatest Picture!
"GOLD
DIGGERS
OF 1933”
with
RUBY KEELER 
DICK POWELL
ANI) 200 OTHERS
W'< Were Clouded Last Night, So 
Come Early and Get Your seat! 
SHOWING
Today and Tomorrow
AIUIIERDOBBINS
FRIDAY
Marconi contends that thc next 
war will be fought by radio. Thus, 
by refusing to sponsor It. our ciga­
rette advertisers may guarantee the 
peaee of thc entire world.—Detroit 
News.
Rev. Mr Elwell, pastor of the 
Advent Church of Tenant's Harboi 
officiated. There was a profusion of 
beautiful floral offerings, silent mes­
sengers of love and esteem. Pioneer 
Orange attended In a body Thr 
bearera were John Kearly. George 
Davis. Rov Gould. Oeorge PaysMl, 
Clarence Payson and Merle Hilt.
TIIE BARTON REUNION
Tlie Barton family reunion will be 
held Wednesday Aug. 16. at Legion 
Park. Three Mile Pend. Windsor 
The place of thc reunion ts near the 
burial place of Dr. Stephen Barton 
who came to Oxford, Mass, and in 
1767 founded th» Windsor branch of 
the family. Hls burial place at Wind­
sor Is marked by a boulder
Nights .it 8, Saturday matinee 
2.30 P. M. Daylight saving
Phone Skowhegan 434 for Reserva­
tions. All seats 50c to $1 plus tax.
ALL THIS WEEK- MATINEE AUG 5 
Lakewood Players—A National Institutional—Present 
“ANOTHER LANGUAGE"
By Rose Franken, with
Sylvia Firld, Dorothv Tierney, Jc am'nc Newcombe, Leona Mark le, 
Kathrvn Keys, Eric Dressier, Brandon Peters, Harold Gould, 
Owen Davis, Jr., Robert Keith, Hous'on Richards
Week, Aug. 7—World Premiere of Owen Davis’ Latest P!av—Aug. 7 
“SPENDTHRIFT LADY"
With SYLVIA FIELD
Dancing, Iakcwond Country' Club, Aug. 4. Spend a Werkend at
Lakewood
RAMON
NOYARRU
in a earaian of romance
BarS&waM
with
MYRNA LOY
REGINALD DENNY
A SAM WCCD Production
Bringing yon the mysterious lure 
of desert nights . . . thrilling you 
with the flaming romance cf an 
untamed : on of the desert.
SHOWS—2.00—6 .45—8.45 
Continuous Sat. 2 p. m. till l» 30
Eight Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August I, 1933
WITH THE 4-H CLUBS FIGHT FOR GRANITE
Broadcast To Be 
Aug. 3—Sunshiny
Special 
Made
Seven Has Entertainment
What 4-H Club members learn 
from taking part in organized tours 
of farms and farm hemes where 
improved practices are in use will 
be featured in the National 4-H 
radio nrogram to be broadcast over 
WBZ. WJZ and WBZA from 12.30 
t.o 1.30 p. m. standard, Aug. 5. This 
program will be given:
America the Beautiful. U S Ma­
rine Band; What 4-H Club Work Ha-. 
Meant to Girls In My Communit.v 
Edna Guernsey. Indiana 4-H Club 
member; Indiana Finds Educational 
Value in 4-H Tours, Harry F. Ains­
worth. Associate State Club Leader, 
Indiana; Music by U. S. Marine 
Band: A 4-H Tour Gave Me Some 
New Ideas About Farming 4-H Club 
member, Delaware; What's Doing 
Among 4-H Clubs. Reuben Brigham 
Extension Service. USDA; The 
F*ar Spangled Banner. U. S Marine 
Band. • a • •
The peasant blouse and peasant 
dress made out of feed bags have 
been shown to nine different com­
munities and 12 patterns have been 
requested bv either clubs or indi­
viduals. • • • •
The Sunshiny Seven 4-H girls 
held an entertainment and sa’- Fri­
day evening July 21 at the Nob'.?- 
bcio schoolhouse. All the ice cream 
and cakes were made by the 4-H 
club members and these girls added 
quite a sum to their '.-easurv Mrs. 
Ruth French, their local leader, also 
ts that tiiey have made “he 
following foods for this year: Corn 
chowder, muffins, cream tapioca, 
chocolate milk shake, biscuits, egg 
and potato salad, banana ice cream 
and nut cake. The club started 
with seven girls but they now have 
15 members with their records up to 
date. Mrs. French keeps all their 
records at her home and at eacn 
meeting the girls put down the work 
they have done. In this way no rec­
ord sheets are lost.
PROFIT FROM FROTH
Rep. Moran Uses I reasury 
Department's Own I' igures 
In His Argument
Continuing his fight to have
Maine material and Maine labor 
employed in the construction of the 
Lewiston postofflee. first federal 
project to be approved for Maine 
Representative Moran yesterday for­
warded to the supervising architect 
of the Treasury Department a sum­
mary of the statistics gathered 
through the instrumentality of the 
Treasury Department,
These figures show that 68 8 per 
cent Indiana limestone has been 
used in the 283 federal buildings new 
in course of construction, as com­
pared with 16.7 per cent of granite. 
6.2 per rent, of marble. 4 4 per cent of 
sandstone and 3.9 per cent of terra 
cotta.
"Certainly this table proves that 
Ind:ana limestone is faring very well 
indeed." writes Mr Moran, "tha'. In­
diana projects have used 60 8 per 
cent of the materials as compared 
with 7 6 per cent for Minnesota, and 
lesser percentages for other States.
“If these figures demonstrate noth­
ing else." said Representative Motan 
"they certainly convince any fair 
minded peison that a federal proj?ct 
constructed in Maine for the princi­
pal purpo e of relieving Maine un- 
1 employment should be constructed of 
Maine granite to give employment 
| to Maine people.
"Mater.al of the State, as well as 
’abor of the State where the project 
is located should be preferred, in 
order, to provide benefit to the labor 
that goes into the material. Again 
I urge vou to specify Maine granite 
for this Maine project.—the new Lew­
iston poftofllce ”
James Gray is on a vacation from 
Central Fire Station. Capt Fred 
Cheyne is back on the job.
William P. Kcllev who has been 
residing at 189 Broadway, is soon 
moving to Camden, where he recent­
ly bought a dry goods business.
Local gardens are beginning to 
yield luscious summer vegetables. 
But what the owners need are 
mosquito-proof boy$ to gather them.
The three-tenement house on 
Limerock street, owned by the W. H 
Glover Co has been undergoing re­
pairs and having Its complexion 
dolled up.
The r.ew bungalow on Limerock 
building for Arthur Rokes, is
in the hands of the masons and will I 
be ready for occupancy late in the I 
summer. An attractive structure.
Deputy Marshal Fernald returned, 
to his desk at the city build-1 
ing Sunday night, at the close of a ’ 
fortnight's vacation, and Patrolman 
E. U. Price is now. enjoying his an­
nual rest.
Every-Other-Day
The State beer licensing board has 
dumped into the State's coffers. 
$136.540 36. Of that amount $109,375 
came from 1426 licenses issued The 
nun cf $11.231 06 was received from 
sale of excise tax stamps, and there is 
$15884.30 on hand from licenses 
pending. Wholesale licenses to the 
number of 82 have been issued, retail 
licenses 577, hotel 44. restaurant 420. 
club 26 and part time 277.
THREE QUARTER CENTURY
Many queries have come to the 
office of this newspaper concerning 
a meeting this summer of the Three 
Quarter Century Club. No word has 
reached the news desk of any meet­
ing for 1933 and inquiries of the men 
who have handled transportation and 
detail arrangements in the past—ex- 
Serator George L St Clair. Clerk of 
Courts Milton M Griffin and John 
M. Richardson, show no information 
as yet received by them. Conse­
quently it seems that there will be 
no gathering of the Club this sum­
mer. If any information comes to 
band on the subject it will be 
| promptly set forth in these columns
E'even thousand employes of the 
Postal Telegraph & Cable Corpora­
tion have received a 6 per cent in­
crease in wages. The company is i 
maintaining a five-day week in its 
smaller offices.
____
You read in the comic papers how 
somebody tries to mail a letter in a 
fire alarm box This dldp't exactly | 
happen in Rockland yesterday, but 
a well dressed stranger was observed 1 
trying to drop mail into one of the 
traffic control boxes. This probably 
wouldn't have happened if a couple 
of loungers had not been leaning 
against the mail box nearby.
The annual session of the Spiritua­
list camp meetings will be held at 
Temple Heights. Northport. Aug 12- 
20. All the meetings will be held on 
daylight time. The soloist will be 
Victor Wrenn of Madison, with 
Adelia Morse of Camden accompan­
ist. Henry W Morse of Camden is 
treasurer of the organisation and 
Adelia Morse and Gertrude Water­
man of Camden are among the di­
rectors. Mrs. Sadie Wooster of 
Camden is president of the Ladies 
Aid Society.
This hanriv little de­
vice makes it possible 
to bu.v a genuine 
Frigidaire (or only
ISr a day!
No down payment nere sary 
r.ow to own one of the new 
Frigidaires.
We insta’l it for you without 
any money changing hands—not 
a penny down. Attached to the, 
Frigidaire is an unobtrusive 
little device called Meter-Ice.
Deposit 15c in Meter-Ice once 
a day and your Frigidaire keeps 
on running! Then, when the 
total deposits equal the cost of 
the Frigidaire. the Frigidaire 
belongs to you.
That's how simple it is. We 
even send a man around once a 
month to collect the money and 
credit it to your account.
Uses less current than 
one ordinary lamp bulb
Come in and see the new 
Frigidaire that actually uses less 
current than one ordinary lamp 
bulb. This amazing new electric 
refrigerator sets entirely new 
standards of beauty, quality, 
economy and convenience. Here 
is automatic defrosting—auto­
matic ice tray releasing—cold 
storage space—1-4 more food 
space.
larger models ran be had under the 
same plan for as little as 25c a day.
AUTO VACUUM CLEANER FREE
882 was the Number Last 
Week—Watch Our Ads Each 
Week for Information
A. C McLOON 6 CO.
BICKNELL BLOCK TEL 730 ROCKLAND, ME.
VINALHAVEN LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY
BRANCHES AT VINALHAVEN AND NORTH HAVEN
Robert Hastings, a young resident 
of The Brook who polishes shoes and 
sparring opponents with equal ease 
out one of his knees badly while 
swimming at Rocky Pond tother 
night. Required four stitches— 
which Robert wishes had been on 
his pants Instead of his knee.
The band is going to play at Com­
munity Park tonight, figuratively 
speaking. The occasion will be an­
other meeting of those friendly foe- 
the Rockland and St Oecrae base­
ball teams. The lads from the Har­
bor are coming here for revenge 
i spelled in capitals > and with the I 
full determination to t'pple Rock­
land out of first place. We sha'.l 
see. We shall see.
Maine life insurance policyholder ■ 
and beneficiaries were paid $19,300- 
000 in 1932 according to t.he special! 
“Life Payments Localized" numbe- 
issued this week by The National 
Underwriter. weekly*insurance news­
paper. This was an increase of 
$2,300,000. or 13 per cent more than 
the 1931 total of $17.000 000. Maine 
ranked 36th in payments among all 
states, while it is 35th in population 
the Der capita payment being $24 70 
Rockland's receipts from this sourc 
were $72,000.
A FREAK ANIMAL
Cross Between Bear and Hog Uap- 
tur-xl In Aroostook—An Ugly Cus­
tomer
For the past two years a largv 
animal resembling a bear has been 
seen in the locality of Caswell, a 
plantation in Aroostook County but 
a close inspection of the animal has 
been impossible.
Friday during a severe thunder­
storm the queer animal was captured 
by John C. Bartley wfth the aid of 
A. A. Barnes Tne animal frightened 
by the thunder, sought shelter In the 
Barnet taraga. trying to hid? unde: 
the car. With a shot gun in one 
hand ar.d a chair in the other. Mr 
Bartlev went to the garage to cap­
ture the animal. By means of a 
peavey Mr Barnes held the animal
In acknowledging several kind let­
ters the Roving Reporter wishes 
especially to thank Harry C. Peast 
formerly of Appleton, now of El Sc- I 
gundo. Calif., for a copy of the Lo 
Angeles Times, giving an account of i 
a tour made by a Times scou' i 
party around the border of tha: j 
S.tte. "Try this on your Chewy or 
Ponty," advises Mr. Pease. It is hard­
ly in the range of possibilities that 1 
the reporter's rovings will take him 
to that delightful locality, but there 
are some sections within striking 
distance which may be explored 
when the rush of the summer season 
has passed its peak.
There will be a special showing 
and sale of Marinette Knit suits and 
dresses. New fall models at Fuller - 
Cobb-Davis. Thursday Aug. 3. sec- i 
ond floor. Special orders taken 
adv 90-91
SEA COAST MISSION
Annual Meeting At Bar Har­
bor—Great Reception For 
Rev. O. J. Guptill
The annual meeting of the Mail.: 
Sea Coast Missionary Society, was 
held Wednesday with about 150 
present, the greater part of lire 
audience being summer residents.
Outstanding among the variou- 
details of special interest was the 
•.erolutlon upon l.'ie death <»f D.- 
Henry Van Dyke of Seal Harbor and 
Princeton, long the society's presi­
dent. This was drawn up and read 
by Col. William Jay Schieffelin as 
was also a letter from Dr Tertius 
Van Dvke. written from his parson­
age in Washington. Conn., accepting 
a place upon the board of directors 
to serve out the term of his father's 
appointment.
By unanimous vote It was decided 
, to re-elect to t.'ie board of directors 
I seven members whose terms expired 
, this year, as follows: Judge L. B 
Deasy. Miss Harriette V. C. Ogden. 
Mrs. Edward K Dunham. Jr.. W S 
McInnis, Dr. R W Wakefield Dr.
8. S. Drury and Mrs Leroy K Fol­
som.
The program was unique and the 
entire day might have been called 
Sea Coast Missionary Day. for. down ; 
at the ESS wharf, her great white I 
cross, like that of the Flag of the I 
Church of Christ upon her smoke­
stack and the colors brilliant astern.
, lay the staunch litt.’e Missionary 
boat. Sunbeam, while at the beauti­
ful estate on the Shore Path, and 
' later in the evening at. the Congre- 
gational Church was gathered an 
(assemblage of people who support 
the work of the society, that far 
flung parish many points of which 1 
can be reached only by the gallant i 
I little steamer, battling with winter 
j seas.
The meeting was called to order by I 
Rev Dr. S. S. Drury, of the famous i 
St. Paul's School.
It was with his opening words i 
I drowned in welcoming applause that |
' Rev. Orville J. Guptill took the floor 
J at the request of Dr Drury, and j
pointing to the great map spread so > 
that all might see, declared in his:
| characteristic fashion that t.he Sun-. 
beam sails right off the edge of I 
every map that has been made.
And he spoke simply but sincere- I 
ly of that work of which he is the 1 
head, gave all the credit to his staff. [ 
and to the work's supporters, but un- J 
consciously, won his hearers anew, 
and made for himself, if possible, a 
wider place in all hearts.
He told of the 6,840 people who 
have been served during a long hard 
winter, a winter felt keenly by the 
fishermen on the coast, of Maine, 
wiih prices low on their catch, and 
with illness and unemployment 
added to their difficulties.
Miss Mansfield of Sigma Kappa 
Sorority, the organization which has 
for years chosen the Mission as its 
national philanthropy, spoke briefly, I 
introduced by Dr. Drury, and said 
that the Sorority would continue its 
support of the Mission this year.
Two bequests were reported to the 
meeting: that of $2,000 from Miss 
Hannah Kimball and $1,000 from Dr. j 
Van Dyke.
One of the Interesting phases of 
the meeting was that quietly given I 
by Treasurer Thomas Searls. Mr. 
Searls informed the meeting that 
only a very small part of the invest- 
mentls were yielding less |than in 
better times, and these which are 
yielding less now promise return to 
normal within a brief period.
Postmaster-General Farley says 
he Is going to study the colors of 
the postage stamps. We can te l 
him right now that the old red ones 
were more popular than these purple
down while Mr. Bartlev with con- 
Mde-.able difficulty, fastened a chain 
about his neck. The creature was 
by no means in a friendly mood and 
offered strong resistance to capture
Mr Bartley had no sooner fastened 
the chain about its neck when it 
leaped for his throat, but due to
1 quick thought and action of Mr 
Barnes in pulling the animal off by 
tire chain, Mr Bartley escaped with 
only a torn shirt.
The animal resembles a bear in 
-ome respects and a dog in others, 
it has long black shaggy hair like 
| a bear. It has a bullet wound in its 
left front leg and the end of its 
tongue is missing and also one tooth
Let's see, what became of that ] 
turtsqup Texan who used to be 
Speaker of the House?—Washington 
Post.
A FISH WITH HANDS
Taken Into lios'on With 
Fare—Drilled Thou-ands of Miles
clinging to seaweed upon wnich it had 
' apparently floated with the currents 
Swordfish for thousands of miles. The fish, only 
2Mi inches in length, and the second 
of its kind ever brought to Bos*on. was 
taken aboard the schooner in a bucket 
of water, given a calm berth in a jar 
of water, and handed to Frank Firth 
ofXhe United States Bureau of Fish­
eries.
A strange haul wt^s reported the 
other day when the fishing schooner 
Leonora C. of Gloucester tied up at 
! the South Boston Fish Pier with a 
. fare oi 56 sworansh.
' A tiny fish commonly found in the '
Sargasso Sea, tha*. locality where the ; 
trade winds of tht Atlantic meet and
form a dead calm, <wa.s taken to Bos- 1 The Maine Central Railroad had 
ton on the Leonora C. (net Income of $69,098 for the month
The fish was found 200 miles south41 Cf
LITTLE BETTER SHOWING
June as compared to $51,588 for 
1 the corresponding month last year. 
The deficit for the llrst six months
i a blunt-nosed shark but has yellow 
i and brown stripes, it has "hands” 
tather than fins with which it clings tf the year was reduced from $196,-
to seaweed rather than indulging in 
swimming exercises.
927 in 1932 to $108,736 this year al­
though revenues were $1060.925 less
Far from its natural habitat, it was j in the first half of* 1933 than in 1932.
THiS SELLING EVENT COMES TO YOU NEARLY THREE WEEKS IN ADVANCE 
OF ITS REGULAR YEARLY DATE
369 MAIN ST.
10th
ANNUAL
CUTLER’S ROCKLAND
SUMMER CLEARANCE
STMTS WEDNESDAY. AUGUST End
MIGHTY REDUCTIONS ON DRESSES, COATS, MILLINERY and FURNISHINGS 
That Really Show a Wonderful Opportunity to BUY AT LOW PRICES. Your Last 
Chance To Replenish Your Wardrobe BEFORE THE NEW INFLATED PRICES ARE 
IN VOGUE!
ROCKLAND’S 
GREATEST SALE
Of Good Quality—Perfect Fit­
ting—New Style Silk
DRESSES
First Quality 
Dull Rayon
PANTIES
BLOOMERS
39c Values
In this group are light shades, 
dark shades, print and plain, 
some with jacke's, formerly told 
up to $12.50; sizes fiom 14 to 
I B 3t °nly W‘77.
All $1.00 Cotton
Voile and Silk
BLOUSES ic
Silk Rayon
HOSE L
Sizes 8’/z to 10
Ic
Ail Summer
SKIRTS '][66
Small Lot Rayon 1 (
STEP-INS 1<% Sc
<1 a% DISCOUNTSIB On All
CORSETS
AN EXCEPTIONAL 
VALUE 
SILK
DRESSES 
31
In this group are dresses that sold 
at $5.98 and $7.50; a few larger 
sizes, a large assortment of 
misses’ sizes; your choice while 
they last at $3.31.
ALL
BATHING 
AND SWIM 
SUITS
ALL SALES 
MUST BE CASH
* No Goods on 
Memorandum 
Or Approval
Cash must accompany
All Mail Orders
A LARGE GROUP OF $<
SILK DRESSES
This is a real closeout group; you will find 
all kinds, some of the highest priced dresses 
too—hut they must go—so the low price 
of only $1.83.
FINAL CLEARANCE ON 
SPRING AND SUMMER
COATS
AT
All Summer
HATS
and
Regardless of former price or 
cost we have divided all remain­
ing spring and summer coats into 
two groups at the low price of 
$5 and $10 each.
$100
NOTHING HIGHER
A Lot of
RAIN COATS
TENTH
ANNUAL
CLEARANCE
Suede Cloth and 
Flannel
JACKETS
75 COTTON
DRESSES 
AND SMOCKS
33c
Each
BUY NOW AT VALUES
Not likely to return again in many 
years!
WASH FROCKS
in an astonishing variety of 
Styles, Fabrics, Patterns 
Exceptionally Priced at
each
Sizes 14 to 20—36 to 46 
Worth today $1.35
AU $1.98 and 
$2.98 Cotton
WASH FROCKS
$1.98 Pure Wool
SWEATERS
CUTLER’S
369MainSt AS™L 
Rockland CLEARANCE
t
